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Die veliegende Beschrei-bung der Realzeitpnograrmierspradre PEARL ist als
rulärfige Arbeitsgrundlage ftir den Inrplenentator gedadrt. Sie gibt den
Stard den Ertqi{d<lung zun Zeltpr.urkt der Drucklegrlng w:leder. S$iter vCIrge-
schlagene lirderungen und Verbesserungen wun:len nur nocfi dct berticksictrtigrt,
r/i,o es tm die sactrliche Richtigkeit den Eptar( ging. Aus zei@ränden srurden
irn Terrt tüd in den Beispielen ga^risse Inkqrsistenzen urd ttrrsctrönlreiten jn
Kauf gencrnnen. Ihre Beseitigung wird in elner tiberarbeitrrng dieser Spr:achbe-
sdrreib,ung erfolgen. Einige Fetrler, die Verwirrurg stiften könnten, si.rd
im folgenden aufgeführt:

l. Die Definiticnr vieler Abkürzwrgen stelrt rro"t .o". In den Beispielen
wurriten teilr,veise folgende Abktirzrrngen venpendet. f,'Ve für E\IICE, DUR
ftir ütm:rICN.

2. Aufgnrrd der vuliegenden Syntax dtirfen die Nanen rron Sanaphcen r:rd
Bolts beim kozef3durzufnrf nidrt als Paraleter übergeben werden. Hier
wird eine i{rderung erfolgen.

3. In den Beispielen sird Binäirkonstanten falsctr no'tient ('ltB statt B tlt).
l

Da die Beispiele vreder ocnpilient noctr getestet, werdm konnten, errttralten
sie setrr wahrsctreinlictr weitere Eogrannierfehler.

ftris deseiptim of tlre real4jme programing language PEARL is a draft ver-
sLcn inteniled to be a basis for ttre r,rcrk of ttre inplanenten. ft onSrises
ttre state of develotrment at ttre beginning of printing. Changes and fuprove
ments proposed laten have been csrsidered crly wtrere ttre amectness of ttre
slntar was oorcerned. For reasons of tfue oertain inqrsistencies have been
tolerated wittrin the tort ard the exanqrles. They w111 be eliminated within
a rerrisim of ttris language desciption. Scme of tlre nuistakes \^frictr could cause
onfusion are listed belcnv:

1. Mmy abbneciaticns are no't, defined yet.
Wittri:n ttre exarples ttre follcnring abbreviatiqts are used: El\E fc DE\ECE;
DT]R fc DURATICN.

2. At trresent it is not allcrarcd to use a slznchrcriser-identifien as a paaneter
of a prooedure calI. Ttris will be altered.

3. Wit}rin ttre ocanples scne binal-ccnstantdenotations are $n:otrlg: e.g. 'ltB
instead of Brlr.

Since ttre enanrples have not been onpiled ard testedr they probably cqttain
firrthen prograrming effors.
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Vorbemerkung

Der vorliegende Bericht wurde von einer Gruppe von Mitarbeitern mehrerer deutscher Firmen und lnstitute erar-
beitet. Er beschreibt die Struktur und Semantik der Prozeß- und Experimentprogrammiersprache PEARL und so-
weit als möglich auch die vollständige Syntax.

Er ist vorwiegend als ein Arbeitspapier für den lmplementator gedacht, das die technisch notwendige Information
so komplett wie möglich liefern soll; wobei die Risiken einer Gemeinschaftsarbeit, wie eventuelle lnkonsistenzen
oder Unschönheiten in der Darstellung zugunsten einer schnelleren Verfügbarkeit des Materials in Kauf genommen
wurden. Es wurden auch einige kleinere Punkte bewußt offengelassen, über die bei Redaktionsschluß noch keine
komplette Einigkeit bestand, um dem endgültigen Ergebnis der Diskussion nicht vorzugreifen.
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0. lntroduction

0.1 Status and objectives

This document describes the structure, the semantics and - as far as possible - the syntax of PEARL, a compilable
middlelevel language for process and experiment automation purposes. lt completes and partially replaces the first
"Concept" [ 1 ] which was published in 1 970.

This language proposal has been worked out by a group of authors from several German industrial firms and re-

search institutes. The report is intended to be a working document for the implementer rather than a tutorial paper
or a handbook, So it was attempted to give a description which is as complete as possible as to the technical con-
tents and results of the discussions and the authors took the risks of a joint paper such as might be inhomogenuities
and less elegant presentation. lt might also be that there will be several modifications of contents and definition
of items in the course of time when practical requirements will demand this.

0.2 Design criteria

The main reasons for choosing a middle-level language for real-time data processing purposes were:
r flexibility
. documentation value
o easy handling
reasy learning

To cover the wide range of problems in the field of automation software, the language had to be suff iciently rich,
which might result in an impression of abundance for single areas of application. But this "problem" can easily be
solved by the definition of appropriate subsets.

ln numerous papers the reasons have been discussed why conventional programming languages like FORTRAN

[2] or ALGOL 60 [3]are not suitable for realtime purposes and others, like PLll [4]and ALGOL 68 [5] have

still to be extensively modified. Many proposals for realtime-languages were made, like "British"-RTL [6], "Case"-
RTL [7], "Gertler's"-RTL [8], CORAL [9], JOVIAL [10]etc. Some of these languages were implemented, others
were not. But when the development of PEARL was startet, no proposal fulf illed all the functional requirements
for a general-purpose automation language. Only recently language proposals have been published, which contain
features looking very similar (LAl [11], RTLI2 [12], PROGRESS [13], PASI [14], etc.), and it seems to be possible

that in some years international effortstowards a unified standard language for automation purposeswill be success-

tur[15].

0.3 Highlights of the language

Being a general-purpose realtime language, PEARL contains a quite complex set of task operations and mechanisms
for timing and scheduling.

Synchronisation of parallel activities is mainly done by semaphores of Dijkstra-type [16]. But{or special pur-
poses, like e.g. multi-access of producers and consumers to a common pool, the bolts have been introduced and
for monitoring the execution of complete tasks semaphores can be directly associated with a task.

It is possible to describe completely even complex hardware configurations, to use symbolic names for hardware
entities throughout the whole problem programs and to connect hardware interrupts to their software responses.
This is achieved by a special part of the program, the "system division". The information contained therein can also
be used for system generation and optimisation purposes and improves the documentation value of the entire pro-
gram.

ln modern realtime systems graphic l/0 and inter-system communication becomes more and more important. So
PEARL provides a complete set of conventional l/0 together with tools for graphic data handling and inter-system
data transfer.
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An important part of U0 is file-handling, e.g. for secure manipulation of data on mass storage or buffering of lar-

ge amounts of data. But it seemed not to be nEcessary to provide all the features of an elaborate batch-oriented
file-handling system. So a limited set of the most usual file operations was included in the language.

The "conventional" part of the language had also to be extended and now contains also structure-, bit- and charac'

ter-handling with the appropriate data types and operations. Some special new types of variables are "task"-,
" deuice" -, "time"-, "format"-variables with the respective operations.

For adress-handling purposes a two-step reference-concept is provided:

"(2) reference" to "(11 variable" which holds "(0) value". This allows the utilization of pointers, address-compari-

sons etc. For reasons of safety the number of operations which are possible on "reference"-variables has been sever-

ely restricted. So e.g. no arithmetic is possible.

Extensibility is becoming "state of the art" in modern programming languages and especially it is necessary for a

general-purpose realtime language which shall facilitate the construction of application packages in the form of
problem-oriented languages. So PEARL contains possibilities of introducing user-defined datatypes and opera'

tors with restrictions for reasons of eff iciency.

The language also provides means for influencing the compilation. Modularity, especially separate compilation of

modules is supported by the language. There are also attributes like "reentrant" and "resident" for procedures, the

latter providing a possibility to influence storage allocation. The "inline"-option, which causes the body of a pro'

@dure to be copied into the object program allows a certain runtime optimization and can serve as a sort of a

macro facility.

Generally in PEAR L storage allocation is not done explicitely. lt is implicitely controlled by the block structure of

the program, by priority of tasks, by the availability of resources etc. Thus, the realtime features and parts of the

l/0 imply an appropriate operating rystem. One might even say that the language defines the interface between the

programs and the operating system from the user's point of view.

0.4 Structure of the paper

The first chapter deals with the static structure of a PEARL-program. lt describes the mechanism of defining modu'

les, the treatment of global names and the communication bet$reen modules'

ln the seöond chapter the system division is presented, i.e. the language facilitiesfor description of the hardware

conf igu ration and f or hardware-sof tware I inkage.

The biggest part is chapter three which contains the algorithmic part of the language. lts main subdivisions are the

paragraphs on constant denotation and aggregate displays, declarations and algorithmic statements. The description

of attributes, user-def ined dau-types and operators, procedures and statements for program control is also inclu'

ded.

The important realtime features are summed up in chapter four. The main paragraphs describe task generation, task

@ntrol, interrupt handling, schedules, rynchronization and resouroe management'

The last descriptional chapter deals with l/0 and contains character-, graphic- and antersystem communication.

File-handling is included here, too.

The three examples in chapter six shall g€rve as an illustration of the possibilities of the language. They have been

chosen out of the three main areas of application:

continuous processes, production test and experiment. The sample programs shall mainly show the use of most df

the language features and should not be taken as examples for eff icient programs.

The seventh and last chapter shall give a survey on the complete syntax as it stands now' The production rules are

in alphabetic order and connected with numbers for easy identification.
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The syntax notation which is used in this paper follows the extended Backus notation that is used to describe the
concrete syntax of PLll [17]. For the convenience of the reader an interpretation of the definition in [17] and a
description of the way how this syntax notation is used in the PEARL-paper is given in section 7.
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1. Structure of a PEAR L Program System

5

A PEARL program system is a complex of data and object code (running in some hardware environment) part
of which was written originally in PEAR L. Another part is the operating system which supplies also facilities for
interaction of the operator with that system. The partwritten in PEARL as source language originatesfrom one
or several independently compiled entities calledprogramm-modules, These modules may after compiling be
linked either separately or simultaneously to an already running program system.

1.1. Program Modules

Since several program-modulesmay be taken to build up one PEARL program system a module is not a unit of
execution and thus cannot be started as a whole. Aprogram-module merely consists of a set of declarations
including those which contain statements to be executed as part of the activities of the PEARL program system.
Items declared in a module may be linked to corresponding items in other modules.

A module contains a system-division or aproblem-division or both and has the following structure:

1.1.0/1 program-module: : = MODULE fltennnV hbrmy-namel ;
{svsf efu; sy stem-division
fPROeLeM; problem-division7 I
PROBLEM; problem-division)
MODEND;

The declarations in the system-division merely describe the configuration dependent properties of items (identi-
fied by names), whereas all items and their configuration independent properties are declared intheproblemfli-
vision This is to isolate the description of all configuration independent properties of items.

1.1.1. System Division

The system'divl'sion serves to replace manufacturer specif ic device-names by freely def ined identifiers used in the
problem-division and to show the connectio,ns between these devices. lncluded are also the virtual devices and
connections supplied by the operating system. On the other hand the information contained in the system-divi-
sion may be used to tailor an operating system for a specific case. All user defined names in the system-division
will be made known within the whole PEARL program system. The detailed description of syntax and semantics
of the system-dtvision will be given in section 2.

1.1.2. Problem Division

Items declared on module level are known inside all blocks and procedures contained in thatproblem-division
which do not redeclare the associated identifier. They will only be known to the whole PEARL program system
if they are explicitely said to be global.

1.1.2/1 problem-division: : = {module-declare-sentence/
module - t ask - d eclara tion /
rno du le - p ro c e dur e - d e c hre - s e n t e nc e/
operator - de claratio n f
type-declaration/
gl o b a I - v atu e - id en tift er - sp e c ific a t io n /
global - t ask - sp ec ific atio n /
global-procedure-specification] . . .
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As mentionsd above a modtrlo itself ir not exa.rüblc, rnd thcrcfora drc{rrnioron nmdulc lcyel murt not ontsin
' dynamic elements. Such porsiUy dynamb clcmcnß wttldt may oücnwbc occur in declaratiom teasignmmts

atrd *presions. Assiganents are strhdy forbidden.
lnytead ol expressionsonly constott-derctations arc pcrarittcd. In cquivalcnt-attributss also identifisrs of the

samc type and reference lwel may be ured.

DECLARE A (3*l:Ml REAL;

is illegal on module lwel but would'bt @rncttvi$ln a procedurc.

DECTARE A(6 : 191 REAL;

is allowed also on module level, howwer.
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1.2. Global Objects

Since the PEARL program system may be built up out of many separately compiled modules a means for commu-
nication between these modules is required.
This is achievEd by the use of items known to the whole system i.e. items declared with the GLOBAL attribute.

1.2.011 globat-attrtbute: : = GLOBAL [library-nameJ

Identifiers declared on problern-division level without this attribute are local to the module in which they are
declared.

For identif ication of global items in different modules not only the identifier but also an additional library-rume
is used. Only items possessing the same library-name and the same identifier are regarded identical.

Items meant to be identical must not have contradictional attributes. Forexample, linking the two modules

MODULE;
PROBLEM;
DECLARE K REAL GLOBAL LIBI;

"oot"o,
. and

MODULE;
PROBLEM;
DECLARE K INT GLOBAL LIBI;

nnooeruo,

will result in an error since the item identif ied by K and LlBl is a real variable in one module but an integer one
in the other module.

1.2.1. Library Names

library-names as qualificators for identifiers serve to decrease the needs for communication between programmers
using global items, lf, for example, tno programmers writing two separate modules want to exchange information
through the use of common global variables, they only must give these variables a library-name not already used in
the system to be sure not to interfere with any other global item.

As already mentioned a library-narne may be attached to a global item in the GLOBAL attribute. lf the library-
rume after the keyword GLOBAL is omitted the one possibly specified in the heading of the module (see 1.1.1 is

taken instead

Example:

MODULE LIBRARY LIBl;
PROBLEM;
DECLARE K INT GLOBAL;
DECLARE T REAL GLOBAL LIB2;
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MODEND;

Here the library-name LlBl will be given to the global variable K whereas the library-name LlB}will be at-
tached to T.

f nstead of indicating the library-name in the module heading it may be given'as a parameter when linking this
module to the program system. The library-name provided in this way is treated as if it had been included in the
module heading.

1.2.2. Declarations

Since declarations on module level may contain the GLOBAL attribute a special form of syntactic rules is pro-

vided for these declarations.

1.2.2/1 module-declare-sentence:; = DEGLARe {,. {module-identity-declnration/module-synchroni-
zer-identifier-declaration l . . . ] t

1.2,212

1.2.2/3

1.2.214

1.2.215

1.2.216

1.2.217

module - iden titI - d'"k'otf#. 
aut" - rotu e - u",t ifi er - d ec rara t ion /

mo dule - r eferenc e - o ne - ide ntifier - de clarat io n f -
module - refere nc e - tw o - id en tifier - d e clara t ion j

module-task-declaration' - = lfASf task-identifier
I linteger-constont-denotationlJ other-attribute:

segment / T ASKNAME taskname -identifier
fibound-pairlJ othu-attributei)

module-procedure-declare -,sentence : ; -- DEGLAR E {prgce(ure -identifier
/t [, . procedure-identifier .-. . J I ]

procedure - at tribute I o ther - procedure -
attribute / r/li.Une ] procedure-equivalent -
attibutet

other-attriburr'' = [globol-attibuteJ fneSOeruf//
fnrsoerur/ [global-attibuteJ

module - sy nchronher-identifier-declaration: : =
{ mo dule - sy nchro niz er - refere nc e - o ne - id en tifier - d e c lara tion /,

module - sy nchro niz er - refere nc e - two - id entifi er - d ec lora tion )

module-vafue- identifier-declaration: : =

{*ui-rarirtt * I t {, . vahte-identifter. . } I }
\l AL {value-attibute f value- anay -attäbute}
other- at tribute' value - equivalent - at tribut e

module -reference-one-identifier-declaration: : =

{ refere nc e-- one - id e n tift er /t.' 
I {, . reference-one-identi|ur. ., } I }

fitatue - ai trtOu t e f value - anay - at tribut e ] o ther - at tibu t e- 
[reference-one-equivilent-ottibute J

1.2.218
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1.2.2/9 module-reference-two-identifrer-declnation: : =
{refermce.-two-identifier/ \ 1

t:,!,__i##:yi;#r#r_""]t)*,,,]
f reference- two - equivalent -attrifu te J

1.2.21 10 ntodule-synchronizer-refererrce-one-identifier-declaration: : =

{ VVchrona er -referenc e - one - identifier f
:a {, . synchrcnEa-reference-one::abntifter. ..J tJ
ft I, . tuund-pir...,]tJ _{_seue/eolr
[lno sittve-tnteget- constantlf J other- attribute
I r efer enc e - o ne - equiv ale nt - at tribu t e J

1.2.21 1 1 rnodule- synchronizer-rcference-two-identifter-declaration: : =
{sy ncfu on iz er - r efa e nc e - two - ide n t ifrc r /
_t [, . synchronizo-ref-erence-two-td"ntift",. . .] t ]
f( i, . bound-pair... ]tJ aee
h t; . virtuot-'bound-w; . . .] tl { seue / aotr }
other-attribute f reference-fwo-equivalent-
attributeJ

1.2.2/f2 other-procedure-ettribute: : = other-attribute [AeentRANT/
/fneerurnarur/ other-attribute f

[stobal-attributeJ /neenrnarur/ /negorrur/
/Inesloerur/ /neerurnarur/ fstobat-attribute J

lntype-dechrationsandoperator-decluationsthe GLOBAL attribute is not permitted. Therefore the syntactic
form of these declarations on module level is identical with the form described in 3.

1.2.3. Specifications

In order to use global items within a module in which they are not declared it is necessary to specify their attrib-
utes. There are only three cases in which the syntactic form of the specif ication is different from that of the
correspondi ng decl aration :

1.2.311 gtobal-vafue-identifter-specifrcation:r = OeCteRe

t, . [{ vah'te-iltmdnq / I {, . vatue-identifter... } I )
VAL {vafue-attribute / virfiral-valüe-onay-
attribute ] global-attribute] ... ] ;

1.2.912 gtobal-task-speciftcation: i -- fnsf task-identifier I I l]
. globat-attribute;

1.2.314 gtobal-procedwe-specification.' .' -- DEGL ARE { procedure-identifier

/t t, . procedure-identilier. .. ] l]'
procedure-attribute

{ global-attributg f aeenrRANTJ
/fREENTRANTJ gtobat-attrtbute J ;
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Example:

MODULE LIBRARY LIBI;
PROBLEM;
declare-sentence:
DECLARE FIELD VAL (3,3} STRING (1I GLOBAL

= ( ( 'A" '8" 'C'1, (',D" ',E" ',F'1, (G" '.H" ',l'l l;
specif ication:

DECLARE ROUT PROC (VAL ( , } STRING (1}, STRING (1}, INT}
GLOBAL LIB2 REENTRANT;

MODEND;

]Iff)DULE;
PROBLEM;
specification:
DECLARE FIELD VAL ( , I STRING (1I GLOBAL LIBI;
declare-santence:. 
DECLARE ROUT PROC (VAL ( , ) STRIT{G (1}, STRIT{G (1I, ITTT}

RESIDENT REENTRANT GLOBAL LIB,I

= ( AR VAL ( , I STRING (11, X STRING (11' K INT I
BEGIN;

,.

X: = AR (K, K +lh

END;

MODEND;

The array of character values named FIELD with qualificetor LlBl declarsd in the first module will bs idsntified with

the array named FIELD in the second module when linking tho mdtles. Similarly the procedure ROUT declared

in the second module will be identified with the correspording procedure specified in the first module.

l

I't
I

I

L
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1.3. Program System Operation

The detailed way of building up and operating a PEARL-program system will heavily depend on the particular
implementation and hence is not defined in the language. Nevertheless the existence of a minimum set of facili-
ties is required for this purpose. There must be a compiler which hovyever is not necessarily assumed to run on the
target machine, There must be some facility to link compiled prcgramm-modules capable to acoept alibmry-name
as parameter. Linking may or may not be done while the program rystem is actually controlling some process or
experiment. There must be a means for the operator to start the activities of the PEARL program system i.e. to
select and activate one or more global tasks of that system.

More elaborate systems will provide additional facilities to manipulate global items e.g, for printout of variables,
change of their values, to suspend, continue or terminate tasks etc. Anotherdesirable feature would be a means for
deleting or replacing global items. ln principle all global items may be manipulated by the operator sincr their
names are conserved beyond the compilation. Special systems may request that all global items to be manipulated
by the operator for control purposes are collected in a specific library provided by the system for that purpose. Fur-
thermore other systems may provide a distinction between global items tö be read only by the operator which are
collected in one special library, and other global items the values of which may be changed by the operator which
are collected in a second special library. Of course many of these facilities may be implemented as PEARL modules.

tl

i
L
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2. System Division

2.1 Motivation

ln the system-division the programmer can describe on language level the actual process conf igurationl(consist.
ing of computer, standard peripherals, process peripherals, process terminals, interrupts, signals, etc.) as ibpre-
sened by the operating system. ln this description he may give symbolic names to elements of the process con-
figuration he wants to address in theproblem-division. Furthermore, he can describe how these elements are
connected with each other. On the other hand, the system-divßion can help to generate the actual operating
system.

For this reason the complete knowledge concerning the hardware/software linkage of a certain application is inchid-
ed in the PEAR L program itself . Then it is not necessary to have a separate job control language for this purpose.

2.2. Syntax and Semantics

(The numbers in front of the production rules refer to the correspondingly numbered production rules in chapter 7!.

2.2.0/1 system-division: : = {torrrction; } " '

( d*i""-ronnection )
2.2.012 connection::= | I

I ntemtpt-sigrul-connection )

f n principle, the system-division describes connections between devices (these are e.g, the computer, the standard
peripherals, the process peripherals, the process terminals, etc,) . By these connections data can flow between devi-
ces, or even interrupts and signals can be exchanged between these devices.
Strictly spoken one must regard these devices, connections, interrupts, and signals as logical items: the programmer
can use them only in the way they are represented by the operating system, This means that those things mentioned
above need not necessarily exist in hardware representation but do in software representation.

2.2,1, Dextice Connections

2.2.111 device-connection: : = [ siwle-device-connection 
I

I device-anay-connection l

ln some case it is advantageous to gronp devices together in order to form device-arrays. Generally, however, there '

are connections only between single devices.

2.2.1.1. Single Device Connections

2.2.112 single-device-connection : : = single-device-dercription
connection direction- symbot single-doice-dercription

::':"",,:::'::::::::;:::1"--:f5icaodby ,heconnec,ion_direc,ion_symbot

2.2.1/4 single-device-description::= [ 
aoice-aentifrcation )l,

| frevice-iaentificationJ single-device-descriptor I

2.2,1/5 single-device-dercriptor: ;= [doice-detertnirution| connectot-devrtption
( device-np, I

2.2.116 device-determirution::= | " 
t

I device-type I integer I )
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!': i

The devices are determined according to their type. These device-types can be found in the manuals describing the
whole system and are known to the compiler. The device-type implicitely holds the total information about the
respective device necessary for the compiler to serve it. CHN, for example, could be the device-type oI an ll0-
channel with 10 connection points each transferring 24 bits parallel. On the other hand, MPXl7 could be the devi
ce-type of a multiplexer with 16 exits, for example. ln the rystem division, hence, a bidirectional connection
between these two devices above could be written as follows:

Example 2-1 Bidirectional ly Connected Devices

MpX17 3-r GHN;

lf there are several devices within a system which are of the same type they must be numbered by the programmer

in order to be separately identified,

Example 2-2 Numbered Devices

ANIN (2} + MPX17;

AN|N (11 + MpX;

A further essential feature of the system-division is the possibility for the programmer to choose one or several

identifidrs for the devices he wants to allocate within the problem-division.

2.2.117 device-identification: : = devbe-identifier= f{device-ldentifter.}"' J v

The device-identifiers are separated from each other by a colon, The list of these device-identferu must be termi-

nated by the device-type or the connection4irection-symbol or a semicolon.

Example 2-3 ldentified Devices

BRANCHING: MULTIPLEXER: MPX17 € GHN;

lf there are several device-identificatl'lons concerning the same device within different connections then they are

collected together and treated as given within one connection.

Exampl e 2-4 Combination of Connections

ANSWER:TTY <-> CPU;

OUESTIONER:TTY € GPU;

are treated as

ANSWER:OUESTIONER:T1Y ++ CPU;

There is an exceptional case in which the above introduced doice-type may be missing: the description and simul-

taneousdenomination of process terminals. Process terminals are devices which do not belong to the process peri'
pherals but are part of the process itself. They are controlled by hardware by the respective process peripheral de'

vices, For this there is no sense in giving the compiler the knowledge of üeir type.

L
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Example 2-5

Pr ocess Ter rninoI

ADC

DETECTORt --- ADC: ANIN (3) j

W hen describing eonnections it is not sufficient to give the device-determirution alone, lf a device has more than
two connection points ( connectors ) they must be described separately, as follows:

2.2.119 connector-description: : =
f connector-descriptor J wbdivided-connector-desciptor f
connector-descriptor fwbdivided-connector-descriptur J

(This separate description may be missing, however, if the connection point of a device will be determined defini-
tefy by the context of the cowtection, i.e. if a device has only one or two connection points.)

2.2.1 lg connector4escriptor.' .' = * I 
integer 

I
lArrtiftcator,)

It depends from the actual implementation and the actual system whether a conneictor will be described by an
integer or an identificatot ln the other way there are devices having connection points which can be subdivided
additionally. Then wbdivided-connectots have to be given. They have to be described as follows:

2,2.1/10 sttbdivtded-connector-descriptor: : = * sequence - I

2.2.1 /11 sequence - I .' .' = integer, integer

The first integer gives the number of the f irst position occupied within the subdivided connector.
The second integer gives the total number of occupied positions.

This concerns the digital ll0,lor example. lf there are certain bit positions one wants to allocate this is formulated
as follows:

ANIN (3}

DETECTOR
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Exampl e 2-6 Subdivided Connector
e.g.: Digital Output

DIGOUT (I)
0

1234 s 6 78

I

I

2

\ SWITCHI<'-

VALVE I +-\
i

./

LAMP: .-

DIGOUT(1)xl *l,l;
DIG0UT(l)*0 x2,2;

DIGOUT (l ) x0 x 1, I ;

The meaning of the digits in the example above is:

l" 
*j'"'rorrowing'T: 

lll*'::- : ;l:[1il;*'
'@mma : number of used bits

Within this example the same device appears several times but each time combined with differentconnectors.Then
an abbreviated way of writing may be used, as allowed by rule 2.2.115.

Example 2-7 Default Option

SWITCH : + DIGOUT (1) *1*1,1;

VALUE : <- *6*2,2,

LAMP : + *0*1,1;

ln this case the missing device-type is taken from the last preceding connectian containing a device-type in the
respective position.

2.2.1.2. Device Array Connection

ln order to be able to write process l/0 statements in a more simplified manner PEARL provides the formulation of
device arrays: lt is possible to combine several devices of the same type in a one-dimensional array.

A device array is declared by describing its connections with other devices. The summarizing term for all devices a

device array is connected to is a dävice group.
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2.2,1/12 device-anay-connection: : =
f dot""-oooy-description connection-direction-symbol

dev ic e - group - d e s crtp tion f
devic e - group - descrtp tion, connec tion -direc tion- symbol
dev ic e- anay - de scrip tio n J

Whereas the single-device-connection describes the connection between two devices only the doice-array-connec-
tion describes the connections between the set of devices chosen.

2.2.1113 device-army-descriptian: : =
{ d"vic e - anay - ide ntifbatio n f-
f d a, tc e - anay - id en tifrc a tio n J d ec iv e - anay - de sc rip t or ]

2.2.1114 device-enay-identification: : = device-idmtifier I squence-21 z

f {aevice-Aentifier lsequence -21 ,}"' J

2.2.1115 sequence-2: : = integer integer

The first integet of sequence-2 determines the first element of the device array, the second integer determines its
last element. The stepwidth between the* integers is always 1.

2.2.1 116 device-anay-desciptor: : * device-tlpe lsequance-2\

The length of all sequence-2 occuringin a device-anay-description must be the same.

Within a device-array-connection each device of the device array is attached to exactly one device out of the

device group. The single devices out of the device group themselves must be separated by the symbol +.

2.2.1/17 device-group-description: : = {+'multiconnect-device-descriptor" '}

lf one of the multiconnect-device-descripfors is missing the device group is filled in an implementation

depending way.

Example 2-B

'device-group':

'device-orroy':

Declaration of a Device Array

ANALOGTERMINAL (1:3} : * ADCA - ADCB + ADCC J

It is possible, however, that several devices of the device array are connected to the very same device out of the
device group.
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Device Group containing Multiconnected Devices

ANALOGTERMINAL(4:71:- ADCD*l . ADCD*2 . ADCDx3 . ADCE;

Because this fact must be described by the means ol one device-anay-connection the tetms multiconnect-device-
descrtptor and rnulticonnector-description are introduced:

2.2.1/18 rmiticonnect-daic:e-dercriptor: : =
device-deteminotion fmutticonnector-dercriptionJ :

The multiconnector-description may be missing (ef. semantics following 2.2.1/gl.

2.2,1119 rnulticonnector4escription : : =
* 

{tnteger / sequence-3} fvbdivided-connector-desuiptorJ

ln the case discussed all devices of the same type but with different connection points occuring in a device group
can be combined and an abbreviated way of writing may be used.

Example 2-9, continued

ANALOGTERMINAL (4:71: + ADCD * (1:3) + AIrcE;

f .e., the way of writing of a device group can be transformed as follows: All equal multiconnect-device-descriptors
followed by lmulticonnector-descriptionswithl different integerscan be replaced by one multiconnect-device-
desciptor followed bv latnulticonnector-description containingl the respective sequence-3. The occasionally
ex isti n g ubdivided - c onne ctor - descriptor must remai n u ncha nged.

2.2.1120 sequence!3: ' = linteger z intqer [l integer J I

This sequmce-3 describes which connection points of a device (out of the device group) are connected to devices
of the device array. The meaning of the envolved integers is:

The lst integer represents the starting connector-number.
" 2nd " ' 'final gonnector-number,

" " stepwidth in units of connector-numbers within the range indicated by the
first.two integers,

,' 3fd ,,
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Example 2-1O

'device-group ' :

'device-orroy':

DIGITALTERMINAL (l:4): *-r DIGIO(l)xlx 1,3
.DlGlO(l)r2x 1,3
. DtGIO (2)x 1 x 5,3
. DIGIO Ql x2 x 5,3;

Abbrevioted spelling:

DIGITALTERMINAL (l:4) : e+
DIGIO(l)xt1:2)x1,3 . DIGIO(2)x(l:2);5,3;

DtGto il) DtGto (2)
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2.2.2. )nterrupt and Signal Connections

( Remember: There is no difference between interrupts and signals on system-division level. Consequently these
two terms are used synonymously within this context. The difference between them will be shown in the seman-
tics of the problem-division (4.1.2.1. See also 2.4)

ln principle, the semantic scheme and syntactic features mentioned above permit the description of interrupt-
and signalconnections, too. Devices produce or receive interrupts and signals as well as data. lt only depends
on the connection point of the device (the connector) which sort of information is transported. Conseguently,
according to the actual connector-descriptor, the compiler is able to realize if a connection is a device-connec-
tion or an intemtpt- signal-connection

Certain syntactically allowed combinations of systern-divislbz elements, however, represent semantically sen-
*less staternenfs. Therefore some restricting rules must be given, lt is obvious, for example, that there are no
'bidirectional' interrupts etc..

2.2.2.1. Single lnterrupt and Signal Connections

2.2.2/1 intemtpt-signal-connection' .' :
singl e - itr sig - c o nne c t io fi f itr sig - aftay - c o nn e c tio n

For itrsig- affay - connections see 2.2.2.2.

2.2.212 single-itrsig-connection: : =
if;sigrec- device-description 1 ütrtigpro - device -descrip tionJ I
I ttrstgpro-device-descriptionJ * itrsigrec-device-descrtp tio,n

All interrupts and signals (produced by itrsigpro-devices) are received by a logical set of itrsigrec-devices

2.2.2/3 itr;igrec- device-description: : :
/ t tr stg e c - d ev ic e - id e n tifrc a tio nJ itrsigre c - dev ic e - d e s crip to r

ln opposition to the respective production rule 2.2.1/4thedevice-descriptor must not be missing.

2.2,2/4 itr sigre c - d ev ic e - id entift ca tio n : : :- int emtp t - sig rwl - id en ttfi er :

t t interrupt-signal-tdentifier =]''' J'

The interrupt and signal receiving devices envolved may be'identified', too. (cf. semantics following example 2-2)

2.2.2/5

2,2.2/6

2.2.2/7

i$r*tpt- signal-identifier: : =
{ ntt*tpt-identifier f signal-identifier }

intemtpt-identifier : : = vahte-identifier

signal-identifier.' .' = volue -identifier
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The interiupt-identifnrs and sigtul-identifierswill be referred to within the problem-division. For more details

*e 4.1.2. and2.4,1.

2.2.218 itrsigfec-device-dewrtptur: : = it@ec-device-determirution

2.2,219 itrsigrec-device-determirution: : = device-determirution

2.2.2110 itrsigpro-device-dercription: : =

I itry@ro-device-identifrcatbn I
\ [tt tiw--device-identifrcetion] ifisigpro-device-devriptor I

2.2.21 1 1 itrsigpro-device-identification: : = device-identifrcation

2.2,2112 itrsigpro-device-dercriptor: : =
device-determirution iftsig-connector-deviption

2.2.2113 itrsig-connector-descriptiot4] ! = * identiftcator

Theidentiftcatorsto describe the itrsig-connectors can be found in the system manual and are known to the com'

piler.

Example 2-1 1: lnterrupt from a Process Peripheral Device:

ITR(3) <-ANIN * I t
IX ITR IS KNOWN TO THE COMPILER AS

AN INTERRUPT RECEIVING DEVICE * I

L

0l 2.........525354

TEMP
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Example 2-12: lnterrupt from a Standard Peripheral Device:

CONSINT

CONSINT : ITR (0) +- TYPE *

Example 2-1 3: lnterrupt from a Process Terminal:

ALARM: ITR (5)

2.2.2.2. lnterrupt and Signal Array Connections

lnterrupt-signal-arrays can be described in a manner similar to ch.2.2.1 .2.

2.2.2114 itrsig-afiay-connection: : =
itrsigrec-anay -description {- itrsigpro-group -descriptbn I
itrsigpro-group-de scription + itaigrec-anny -description

See also 2.2.1 112 .

2.2.2115 itrsigtec-afiay-description: : =
i@;igrec - aftay - identification f
f tt tlgrec -anay -tdentificationJ iftsigrec -anay -desciptor

See also rule 2.2.1113 .

a-.
t

F 
TYPE
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2.2.2116 itrsigec-üT6y-identifrcotion: : -
interrupt- sigtul-identifier ßequarce- 2 lz

[ {rnrr*pt-sistul-ütmtiliq I squence-2 l, ) "' ]

Seo af so rule 2.2.1114

2.2.2117 itrsigrec-tray-devriptor: : --
' daice-Upe lsequenee-2|

See also rule 2.2.1116

A difference between device groups and interrupt-signal groups is shown by rule

2.2.2118 itrsigpro-gr_oup-description::= - l
{+' [itrslgpro-daice-descriptorJ "' ]

The itrsigpro-device-devriptors ma1 be mising if the respective dcvice qrt of the dwice group is a process periph-

eral (see 2.2.11171.

LI
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2.3. Example

ELAIS

IFLO 2

L IFLOI

r--
I

I

HEAD (1)

ALARM

CONSOLE

MULT

WITCH CONTROL

STEE RER
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SYSTEM;

/ * PROGESS PERIPHERALS * /

grg ++ CHN;
GHNr!<-+MPX (1h

MPX (11 *d <- DIGIN (11;

*1 + DIGIN (2);
*2 e SENSE:ANIN; l* IDENTIFIER * |

CHNIS<-+MULT:MPX (21; lt IDENTIFIER * |
MPX(21 *g + DIGOUT (11;

*l + DIGOUT (21;

*2 + STEERER:ANOUT; I t IDENTIFIER*/

/ T STANDARDPERIPHERALS 
*/

GHNrl<-+DISCON;
DTSCON*I e+ UNIT (11;

UN;T (llrt <.-+ HEAD(l1;
FASTRAGK:<--+HEAD(11*ilIA: l* IDENTIFIER*/

DISCONT2 <+ UNIT(2I;
GHNr6<-.+GONSOLE:TYPE; l* |DENT|F|ER*/

| * PROGESS TERMINALS *l

FLIFLO1 : -+ DIGIN(I) *l*1,2;
FLIFLO2 : + *0*2,1;
RELAIS : + *A*3,1i

COUNT : -+ *A*5,4

BUTTON : -+ *1*5,1;

LAMP :e DIGOUT(I} *d*1,1i

VALVE : + *0*2,2i

SI,VITCH : e *1*1,1;
CONTROL : + ANOUT*I;
TEMP(1:531 : + ANIN*16=51)+ANIN*54;

| * INTERRUPTS *l

coNslNT: lrR(6) <- TYPE*F!
ITR(21 <- ANOUT*I;
ITR(31 <- ANIN*I;
ITR(41 + HEAD(l)"|;

ALARM: ITR(51 {- ;

l* IDENTIFIER ül

l* IDENTIFIER *l
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2.4. Correlations with the Problem Division

2.4.1. Devices

Thr ty.pc-names (as given in the manual) characterizing the particular devices are only known within the system-' tlivisioL Within the probletfl-division only those identiliers may be used which the programmer has chosen accor.
ding to thc production rules 2.2.1n and2.2.214.

All identiliers introduced in the system-dtvisbn are global and on reference level zero.

ln the case that system-division andproblem4ivisian are compiled within one module, the device-identifters
are automatically known as global in the problem-division. There they must be specified, howevbr, as devices.

Example 2-14 Systemdivision and Problemdivision
compiled within one Module

MODULE LIBRARY XR;

l"**'
GONSOLE:TYPE <+CPU;

Itot""'

I..o"*LE 

vAL DEV;

MODEND;

It a prcblem-division is compiled separately from the corresponding system-division, the device-identifrers actually
used must be specified additionally as global objects.

Example 2-15 Systemdivision and Problemdivision
compaled separately

MODULE LIBRARY XR;
SYSTEM;

t

CONSOLE:TYPEeTCPU;
I*TYPE lS KNOWN TO THE COMPILE R*l
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MODEND;

MODULE LIBRARY RX;
PROBLEM;

:

DCL CONSOLE VAL DEV GLOBAL XR;
DCL COMMAND VAL DEV=CONSOLE;

l 

t .o""uNlcAroR DEV: =cor{soLE;

MODEND;

A further essential feature is shown in the above example: ln the problemdivision all identifters introduced
in the system-division may either be declared as equivalent to other vafue-identifters cir assigned to identifiers ot
higher reference level.

Then it is possible, for example, to exchange devices without having to change any statement in the problem-
division

2.4.2. lnterrupts and Signals

interrupt-signal-identifiers, however, need a special treatment in the probtem-divßion in the following
casel

At least two identifters must be given to elements of the system-division which are used as interrupts and signals
with i n the pro blem - division

Example 2-16

M ODULE;
SYSTEM;

I

I

ERRORSIG: ERRORINT:INTR(231 F ;
' I*INTR lS KNOWN TO THE COMPILER AS AN

INTERRUPT RECEIVING DEVICE*I
t

a

PROBLEM;
DCL ERRORSIG VAL SIGNAL;
DCL ERRORINT VAL INTERRUPT;
a

a

"ootND;
Remember: As mentioned above there is no difference between interrupts and signals on system-division level.
Therefore interrupt-identifters and sigtul-identifters must be specif ied separately in the problem-division.
(Only there they have a different rneaning.)
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3. Algorithmic paft

3.1. lntroduction

All the possibilities of describing hardware to software linkage from chapter 2, all the real time features to control
interaction between cooperating processes as described later on ip chapter 4, all the l/0 facilities from chapter 5
are of no use if there were no possibility to express within the problem part of a PEAR L module, what kind of
algorithm or procedure should be performed at run time. How to write a procedure, that is described within this
chapter beyond the headline: algorithmic part.

The syntactic rules are given in Extended BNF as used to describe the concrete syntax of pLll [3,.l]. The examples
given may look like PL/l examples. Nevertheless, PEARL is no extendedPL/l, but uses its outward appearance.
Most language features are derived from ALGOL 68 [3,2], mainly the reference concept as well as the extensibility
features: The PEARL programmer is able to introduce his own new data types and new operators.

3.2 Characterset, constant-denotations and aggregate-displays

3.2.1. Characterset

The characterset of PEARL is described by the following production-rules:

3.2.111 clwracter : : = alplwmeric-clwracterl
special-claracter

3.2.112 alphameric-character: : =letter f digit

3.2.113 tetter : : = A I B I c I D I E I F I c I H l. I J I K I L I M I N I o I p I al R I s I r I u I v I w I x I y I z

3.2.114 digit: : = 6l 1 l2l3l 4ls l 6lt ls ls
3.2.1/5 special-clwractet : : = ll I cr l;1 I' I I I I I * I+l,l-l.ltl,l;l

1l=l)
where lf means line feed,

cr means carriage return, and
LI means space.

(lf additional special-charactersare possiblyneeded,theyaretobetakenoutof thes€t t&, ?,$,yo,#,@\.1

The collation sequence of the speciäItlwracters is implementation-dependent.

There are some subsets of the characterset for special purposes:

3.2.116 binarydigit : : = 6 I 1

3.2.1/7 octaldigit : : = I I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7

9.2.1/8 sedecimat4igit:: =digit lAlBlClDlElF 
I

where A means the sedecimal figure with the value ten, B means eleven, C twelve, D thirteen, E fourteen, and F
means fifteen.

The PEAR L-characterset thus comprises 53 (at most 59) clmracters, so that a clwracter may be represented by 6
bits if necessary.
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3.2.2. Constant-denotations

const ant 4eno tations ar e :

3.2.211 constant4enotation : : =
art t hme t ic -c o nst ant 4e no ta t io n I
b irul+o ns tan t 4e no ta tion I
s t inge ons tant 4 e no t a t io n I
for ma t + ons ta nt 4 eno ta t io n I
c lo c k+on s t ant 4 e rc t a t io n I
durat io n-co ns tant 4 eno t a tio n

with

3.2.212 arithmetic-constant4enotation : : =
int eget t o ns tan t 4 en o ta tion I
rea k o n st ant 4e no ta tio n

For fomut<onstant4enotations see chapter 5. (i/o).

3.2.2.1. I nteger-constant-denotations

Syntax:

3.2.213 integer<onstant4enotation : : = digit. . .

An integer-constantdenotafton posseses a value of type integer, whose number of decimal digits is at least the num-
ber of digits of the integer-constant4enotation. The meaning of an integer,+onstantderntafibn is obvious.

Examples:

T he int egetao nstant 4eno tations

1,lffi,ar7
poss€ss the values

1 , l(X)O, 7, resp.,
with the types
INT (1l,lNT (41,INT (31, resp.

Note that -5 is not an integer-constant4motation but an expressionone lsfr- 3.4.1.3..l. esg. S.4.1l2Z) consisting
of the trotudiceperator - and the integet-constantdenotation 5 as operand.

3.2.2.2. Rea l-constant-denotations

Syntax:

3.2.214 real-constant4enotation : : =
fixed-point4eno tation I
fl o a ting-po in t 4 e rn t a tio n

3.2.215 fixedpointdenotation : : = [digit' ..1 . dWt"'
3.2.216 floating-point4enotation : : =

| fixed-point4enotation f ,
' integer<onstantdenotation J

exponent-wt
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3.2.217 exporyent-part : : =
El t+l / -J tnteger+onstant4enotation

Areakonstant4enotation possesses a value of type real, whose mantissa comprises at least as many digits as the

fixedpoint4enotation or integer<onstantdenotation of the real+onstantdenotation. The meaning of a real'con-

stant deno tation is obvious.

Examples:

T he real-cons tant 4eno tat io ns

.5, 0.5, 7 E5, .3M0E-1 0, 59.379E3
possess the values

0.S, 0.5, 7*105, 0.3000*10-10, Sg.3Zg*'t03, resp.,

with the types
REAL(11, REAL(2), REAL(1), REAL(41, REAL(51, resp.

Note that -7.3E-5 is not a reakonstant4enotation but an expression-one consisting of the monadicoperator -
and the real-constant4enotation 7.3E-5 as operand.

3.2.2.3. Bi na l-constant-denotations

Syntax:

9.2.218 binal'constantdmotation: : =

[replicatorJ simple'binal'constant4enotation

3.2.219 simple-birwl-constantdeno tation .' .' =
B'binary'digtt" '' I
O'octal-digit" " /
H'sedecimaldigit"''

3.2.2110 replicator : := linteger-constant4enotationl

The integer-constant-denotation of the replicator must pbssess a value greater than 0.

Abirwl-constant4enotationpossesses a value of type binal, whose number of bits is exactly the number of birwryl-

digits or the threefold number of octaldigits or the fourfold number of sedechnal4igits, resp', multiplied by the

value of the replicator, if it exists.

An octat4igif represents three binary4igifs, and a sedecinut4igit represents four birwry4igits:

octaldigtt binarydigits sedPcimoldigit birwry4igits

6
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
A
B

c

fr
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

000
06r
610
0rt
160
101
110
111

6006
000r
MI0
Ntr
0100
6101
0110
0111
1M0
1601
1610
1011
1100
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sedecimal4igit birwry4tgits

1101
1116
1111

The meaning oI the replicatol is the following:
a birul-constant4enotation of the form

(rlq'd1d2...dn'

where r istheinteger+onstant4enotationolthereplicator, qreptesentsBorOorH,andd; (1 !iinl isa
birury4isit ot octaldigit or sedecimal4igit, is equivalent to a binal-constant4erntation

q'dß2. . .dndldZ. . .d;,1 .d1d2,..dn'

where the digit sequence d1d2 . . . dp is repeated r times.

Examples:

T he b irwl-c o ns t an t 4e no t a tio is
8',0"8',1"I3',191',
have the types
BIN(l1, BIN(l), BIN(4), resp.

B'0' and B'1' also have the meaning of the truth-values
'false' and'true', resp,
T h e b irw l-c ons ta nt 4mo t a t ia ns

O'53'and H'D8'
have the types
BIN(6) and BIN(8), resp.,

and are equivalent to
B' 1i101 1' and B' 1 701 1W0', resp.
(3) H'F' is of type BIN(12) and is equivalent to H'FFF'
which is equivalent to B'111111111111',.

3.2.2.4. Stri ng-constant-denotations

Syntax:

g.2.2111 string-constantdenotation : : =
Eeplicatod simrtle-sting-constant4enotation

3.2.2112 simple-string<onstant4enotation : : =
,, l,'" l'string+lmractet"''

3.2.2113 string<lnracteF : : =
tetter I digit l.Jl lll I *l + I ,l -l.l I I z l;l< I = l>1"

Additionally it is possible to use as string<lwracfers non-PEAR Lcharacters which are characters not contained
in the characterset of PEARL but available in a certain implementation. Such characters except control characters,
may be elements of strings, too.

", if not contained in a string, denotes the'empty'string of length 0. ' ' in a string denotes one apostrophe.

The meaning of a replicator corresponds to the meaning ol a replicator in birul+oratantderntations.

D
E

F
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A string<onstant4enotation possesses a value of type string, whose number of clwracters is that of the string<larac-
fers in the string<onstant4enotation (that is, the representation of apostrophe in a sfiing+onstantdenotation rneans
one character).

Examples:

The string-constant4enotations'A*DEF' and ' ' have the types STRING(61 and STRING(01, resp.
(21?BC' is equivalent to'ABGABG'of type STRING(6).

3.2.2.5. Clock-constant-denotations

Syntax:

3.2.2114 clock-constant4enotation : : =
int egerto ns tant denot ation :

int e gerto ns tant 4eno tatio n z

ar it hrne t ic < o ns t ant 4 e n o t a t io n

The value of a cbck+onstant4enototion is of type clock and means a clock time. For example 18:10:3N.i means
10 minutes and 30 seconds past 18 o'clock (6 o'clock p.m.), that is, the value of the first integer-constant4enota-
tion in a clock-constant4enotatian is the number of hours, the value of the second integer-constant4enotation
the number of minutes, which must not be greater than 60, and the value of the last aithmetic-constant4enatation
the number of seconds, which must not be greater than 60. The number of hours is interpreted modulo 24.

3.2.2.6. Du ration-consta nt-denotations

Syntax:

3.2.2115 duration-constant4enotation : : =
ar it hme ti c -co ns t ant 4 eno t afibn H RS

f ait hmetic-constant4enotafioz Ml N l
farithmetic-constant4enotatifbn SEC I I

ai t hme t ic -c o ns tant 4 e no t ati o n MIN
laithmetic -constant4enotation SEC| |

ari t hme t ic + on s t an t 4 e no t a ti on SEC

The value of a duration-constantdenotation is of type duration and means a time interval. This interval is yielded
by adding up the hours (HRS), minutes (MlNl and seconds (SEC) of a duration-constant4enotation approTiately.
Here no restrictions on the particular values exist.

Examples:

2 HRS 3 Min 5.5 SEG
2r.5 HRS (is equivalent to e.g. 20 HRS 30 MIN)
2 MIN 15 SEC (is equivalent to e.g. 2.25 MIN)
80 MIN (is equivalent to e.g. 1 HRS 20 MIN)

3.2.3. Aggregate-displays

aggregate4ßplays are something like aggregate-constant-denotations, but their elements may be expressions rather
than only constant4enotations. That is why the term display is used instead of constant4enotation. aggregate-
disphys may be anay4isplays or structuredisplays:
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3.2.311 agregate4ßploy: : =
anay4ßplay I
strucuredisplay

3.2.3.1. Array-displays

An anay4isp,lay is either a value*raydisplay or a referenceone<nay4isplay :

3.2.312 anaydisplay : : =
valuetrray4ßplay I
refer e nc e o n e artay 4ßplay

Avaluetnay4ßplay delivers an array of values on reference-level zero. Areferenceonetrray4isptay delivers an
array of referenceones.

Avaluearray4ßplay is a parenthesized list of at least $to expression-sevens separated by commas. Each expression
must deliver a value of the same type, which may be an aggregate-type, because a valueanay4isphy is as such an
expression-seven. Thus the production-rule of value-array-display is:

3.2.3/3 valueanay4isplay : : =
l"rprerinio"rrn, {,' expression-srrrn''' J I

For example avalueanaydisplay of the form

(((e1 1 1, e112, elIg, e1141, 1e121, e122, e129, e1241,
(e131, e132, e133, e134)),

((e211, e212, e219, e2141, 1e221, e222, e229, e274l,
(e291, e292, e233, e234) ) )

where each eiik (i = 1 ,2; i = 1,2,3i k = 1,2,3,41 is an expression-seven delivering a scalar value of the same type,
possÖsses a valueway with three dimensions and the boundpair-list l=2,1:3,724, that is, all lower bounds are 1, and
the upper bounds are determined by the number of elements of the nested valuearmy4isptays in an obvious manner.

The sequence of evaluation ol the expression-sevens, which are the elements of a valuemay4isphy, is not defined
to avoid discussions about side effects between different elements.

Examples:

1) Constant vector with three components:
(6J,9)

2) A matrix
/g -s\(z s)
will be written as:

((3,-5), (7,9))

Valuetraydisplays may be operands of operators declared for appropriate arrays, may be the right-hand side of
refermce-one-assignmmts with an appropriate left-hand side (see 3.4.1.2.2. aggregate-assignment), and may occur
in equivalent- and initial-attributes of appropriate identity4eclarations (see 3.3.1.).

Example:

ln the scope of the declaration

DCL ARRAY (1:2,1:3) INT;
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the loop€btement

FOR I TO2 DO FORJTO3 DOARRAY (IJI : =I +J; DONE; DONE;

may be replaced by the asslizrnent-statement

ARRAY : = ll2,34l, (34,5)l;

with the same effect.

The production-rules of the syntax of referenceoneanay4isploys are:

3.2.314 referenceone+rray4ispby : : =
I lreferenceonel r

'(*:'f':,;;::;::::ie''rwo t Nr L /'
a ( dereferencedonce-reference-two f

NrLl . .. Jt t
lreferenceone+rmy4isplay, I

[,' referenceonernay4isptoy''' J t('
Arefermceoneanay4isplay is a parenthesized list of at least two elements, which are separated by commas and

which are referenceones or are reference-twos, which are dereferenced once, all being of the same type (after

dereferencing, if necessary), or are Nl L. (NlL is a referenceone-identifier, which does not refer to any value in
opposition to usual references: NIL is the reference-one 'undefined', which is necessary for list processing in certain

cases.) ln this case the referenceone+rmy4isp&y possesses an array of referenceones with exactly one bound-
pair, whose lower bound is 1 and whose upper bound is the number of elements of the list.

But the elements of the list may be again referenceonemaydisplays of the same reference-one-array-type, what
leads to referenceonearraydisplays, which possess reference-one-arrays with more than one dimension. The bound-
pairs are determined by analogy to the bound-pairs of valuetnay4isptays.

The sequence of evaluation of the elements ol a referenceonenaydisplay is not def ined.

refermceoneanay4ßplays may be the right-hand side of reference-fivoassignmentswith an appropriate left-hand
side (see 3.4.1 .2.2. aggregate-assignment) and may occur in initial-attributes of appropiate identity4eclarations
(see 3.3.1.).

3.2.3.2. Structu re-displays

Syntax:

3.2.315 structure4isplay : : ='
| { expreisnn-seven f( 

structure4isplaY f
rOferenceone f' dereferencedonce-reference-two f
NIL I,( ''( expression-seven f( ' lstructure4ßPtaY I

referenceone f

tr1ff::"1;nce-rererence-rwo 
t

structure4isplas only may be the right-hand side of referenceonetssignmentswith an appropriate left'hand side

lsee 3.4.1 .2,2. aggregate-assignment) and may occur in equivalent- and initial-attiibutes of appropriate identity-
declarations (see 3.3.1 .), but must not be operands of operators.
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The sequence of evaluation of the elements of a structure4ßphy is not defined.

Examples:

1) 15.7,V1)1"11s,',ABc',l
2l stntcturcdisplay with two clements, who!€ first element is also a stntcture4isplay with nruo elements:

((5.7,'ABC',),971

3) structwe4isplny,whoesecondelement isareferenceone-identifier:
(3.7,ANTONI

4l structwe4isptray, whose second element is a onedimensional anry4isplay or a sttucturedisptay with
three elements:
(9.191,(1r,1))
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3.3. Declarations

3.3.1 . I dentity-declarations

To define the properties of various identifiers used in a PEARL-program there are declarations necessary. ldentifiers
are used for many purposes, one of them to identify values of modes which we can use in expressions. To define identi-
fiers for such items which we usually submit to the collective noun data the declare-sentence is necessary.

3.3.1 /1 declare-sentence .' .' =
I oecLARE I t

l;I-'-"-ll"identity-declaration ],

The declare-sentence consists of a key-word followed by a list of identity4eclarations and a closing semicolon. One
list-element may be used to define the same properties for a number of identifiers as shown later on.

There are other declare-sentences to introduce e.g. label-variables, synchronizer-identifiers and last but not least pro-
cedures. They all are headed by the DECLARE (or DCL) key-word. To make things easier to understand these declare-
sentences are explained in seperate sections.

3.3.1.1. Declaration of 'Normal Variables'

As in most other higher level programming languages the main task of a declaration is to introduce an identifier the
programmer can use like a 'normal variable' in arithmetic expressions. So by a declaration

DCL X REAL;

he wants to use X within his program to be able to keep some real value which may vary after each assignment to
X. To introduce X this way the programmer makes use of a so called referenceone-identifierdechration, one out of
three kinds of identitydecbrations. The complete production rule is

3.3.1.12 refermceone-identifier4eclaration : : =

{r efer en c e o n e -id e n t ifie r
it [,' referenceone-idmtifier ] I l

lvalueatibute
f valuemayattributeJ

I RESTDENT ]
I r ef er enc e o ne -e quiv ale n t -a t trib u t e l
I value -initial-at tribut e I

The identifier X is after the elaboration of the declaration areferenceone-identifier which is used to identify (or
better: to refer tol a place which can hold a real value and nothing else. Whithin the scope of this declaration the iden-
tifier X can be used only to refer to a real value.

The key-word REAL is one of the different kinds of value-attributes. They are used to express distinctly that the iden-
tifier connected to such an attribute within a declaration is intended for referring only to values of the specific kind
the attribute is a characteristic of.

It is possible to declare different identifiers to be connected to the same attribute as an assembly. The declaration

DCL(I,J,K)INT;

introduces three variables named l, J and K to refer to perhaps different instances of integer values after the elabora-
tion of appropriate assignments.
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3.3.1.1.1. Value-Attributes

Plain-Attributes

The two attributes REAL and INT used in the example above together with the attribute BIN are the character-

istics of the basic data types in PEARL. Together with appropriate operators the programmer is able to write sta-

tements for manipulating integers (lNT), floating point numbers (REAL) and bit patterns (BlNl. As the produc-

tion rule

3.3.1/3 pla

{

inqttibute .' .' =

{lNT } precisionoption
I REAL )

Bl N lengthoption

shows not only implementation def ined precisions of real- and integer values may be used, but moreover the pro-
grammer is allowed to denote a required precision using the precisionoption.

ln any given implementation a real datum stored in the computer memory is only a processor approximation of a

real number. To give control over the precision of the approximation explicitely to the progra mmer , the precision-

option is provided. The declaration

DCL Y REAL (1r) i

requires an approximation with a mantissa of at least ten decimal digits for data refrerred to by Y. the declaration

DCL H INT (4) ;

requires the possibility to assign any integer value out of the intervall -9999, +9999 to H (the place H refers

to). The declaration

DCL BITS BIN (16} ;

makes shure that BITS refers to a bit string of at least 16 different bit positions by using thelength-option.

There is the restriction not to declare an identffier a second time within the range of his f irst declaration, Therefore

while referring to a real value X never may refer to an integer value and moreover if X is declared with a REAL
(10) attribute it must not be redeclared within the same range with e.g. a REAL (16) attribute! Therefore one must

consider real data with a mantissa of at least 10 decimal digits and real data with a mantissa of at least 16 decimal

digitsto be of different types and to be also different from the implementation dependent representation of real

data introduced with the attribute REAL without addition!

The compiler must know the precision a programmer intends to use. Therefore a precision-opflon is defined as

3.3.114 precisionoption : : =
I linteger-constant4motation | |

containing only compile time defined quantities. This definition holds also for the length'option.

String- and Format-Attributes

Similar to a basic type is a character string. lts attribute:

3.3.115 string-attribute
STRING

.'.t=

lenght-option
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used within a declaration always must give a specification of the maximum number of characters.a specific string-
value should be able to contain. The specification may be a simple integer-constant but may be an expression-seven
also as specified in section 3.4.1 .3.1.

Something like a simple character-string is a format which is used to control an input- or output-operation (for
details about formats'see section 5..1 .). lts declarer-attribute is

3.3.1/6 formatatribute : : =
FORMAT lmgthoPtion

lf this attribute is used in a declaration a specification of the maximum length is necessary too.

Time- and System-Attributes

Several real-time features of PEAR L require some data-types different f rom basic-types or character-sirings. They
are introduced in sections 2.4 and 4.1. The following rules contain a list of different attributes.

3.3.1/7 timeqttribute : : =
{ clockattribute
'f durationtttribute]

3.3.1 /8 systefn-attrtbute .' .' =

{ device-attribute

f intemtptattribute
I signat-atftibute ]

Simple-Attributes

All data-types mentioned above in this section are collected together and named simple-attrlbufe within the PEARL
production rules because they can be regarded together when explaining several other features of the language.

3.3.1/9 simple-attibute : : =
lphintttribute
'f string.ottribute

lformat-attribute
f timeattibute
lsystemattribute J

The same reason leads to a collective named valueqttribute. All the data-instances related to attributes which are

valueqttributes can be referred to by identifrers. Assemblies of data related to the same attribute may be collected
together and treated as a unit called array as explained below.

Although until now only one of four kinds of attributes avalue-attribute may be regarded as is introduced it is
" necessary to give the complete production rule:

3.3.111O valueqttribute .' .' --

I simple-attribute

f structureqttribute

Itype-indicant J
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3.3.1.1.2. Value-Array-Attribute

Assemblies of data related to the same wluetttributemay be collected together and treated as unit called array.

After the elaboration of

DCL A (1:3,l:IdIREAL;

a two dimensional array with three rows and ten columns of real values can be referred to by using the identifier

A. The way to declare an array obviously is to take the attribute of a single component and to write between the

choosen identifier - to be used to refer to the whole artay - and the specific value-atftibute a bound'pair-list

sourrounded by brackets. This is what the alternative attribute

3.3.1111 voluennayqttrtbute : : =
lbound-pir-list I
wlueqttribute

within the productio n ol referenceone'identifier4eclaration means'

It looks like a second posibility to introduce the array of real-values named A if the declaration

DCL A 13,10 } REAL;

is used. But only a possible extension is used:

lf the lower bound of a special index position

is 1, the digit 1 and the following: may be

ommitted.

This is the intention by writing the rules

3.3.1112 bound-pair-lßt : : = r

{ ,'bound-Pab "' J

3.3.1/13 bound-pair : : =
lexpression-sa en i I expression-seven
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3.3.1.2. Declaration of 'Pointers'

One of the important features of PEARL is to give to the programmer the possibility to manipulate not only all
kinds of bit-patterns stored in the memory of a particular computer and representing data related to avalue-
attibute, but to give him also the possibility to manipulate the references to the places where these data are stored.

These references are to be regarded as a special kind of data. The way the programmer can use to put a bit-pattern
as the internal representation of an integer value into a particular memory-place or to get it from this place is to use
an identifier referring to this place. The same way can be choosen to get access to a memory-place containing a

reference to another memory-place. By the declaration

DCL XX REF REAL;

the identifier XX becomes areference-two-identifrer and is used to identify (better: to refer to) a place that can
hold a reference to (a place that can hold) a real value. After elaboration of the following assignment

XX: = X;

the place to which XX refers contains the reference to (or adress of) a real value but not the real value itself ( XX
may be considered as a pointer). The general form of the specific identity4eclaration to be used to declare iden-
tifiers that may be regarded as pointers is the following one:

3.3.1 114 reference-two-identifier4eclaration : : =
I r efer e nc e -two -id en t if ie r
'l ( t., 'reference-two-identifier'"f I J

{ reference-attribute
' 
f referenc e+rray a trib ut e ]

IRESTDENTI
lr efer e nc e -tw o - e quiv al e n t + t trib u t e I

. freferenceone-initiakttribute I

This production rule is very similar to that given for referenceone-idmtifier4eclaration. The specific attribute
connected to a specific identifier by elaboratinganidentifier-declaration in the one case is a vahteqttibute where-
as in the other case areference-attribute is necessary. As REAL is a specific value-attribute the item REF REAL
is a specific referencetttribute. ln the same manner as X introduced by

DCL X REAL;

only can be used to refer to a real data item (the internal representation of a floating point number) the identifier-
XX introduced by the example given above can only be used to refer to a reference to (an adress of a memory
place used to store) a real value. Moreover the identifier XX may only refer to a reference to a real value with
implementation defined mantissa length but not to a real value with a precision-option e.g. REAL (10).

3.3.1 .2.1 . Reference-Attri butes

All the reference+ttribafes which may be connected to reference-two-identifiers for the purpose to be able to
point to single items of data related to a valuetttibute are simply constructed out of the particular valueqttibute
and a leading REF as defined in the rule

3.3.1/15 referenceattribute : : =

"E' { l;:i;;r::::*,,, mbu,e J

lf a declaration

DCL A ( 3, 101 REAL ;
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is elaborated the identifier A represents the whole array as a unit and not only a specific component of that array.

Therefore it is correct to say that A is connected to a special attribute: two-dimensional matrix of real values. Other

identifters connected to the same attribute may certainly refer to two-dimensional matrices with different upper'

and lower-öound-pairs. To point to some of these matrices using a reference-two-identifier it must be connected

to an adequate attribute. lt is a REF followed by avirtual-value-arrayattribute.That is defined by

3.3.1/16 virtual-valueanay'attribute : : =

I vir tut l-b ound-Pair -lis t I
value-attribute

3.3.1117 virtual-bound-pair-lßt : : =
[,"' ]

The declaration following contains the required attribute corresponding to the attribute used in the example

declaring A.

DCL AA REF (,I REAL;

The syntax or semantic of every programming language forbids within the range of a declaration of a specif ic

identifier the use of this sameidentilier in another declaration. So, if X identifiesa real variable, it must not be

declared to identify an integer value within the same range. This all holds in PEARL, and implies that no identifier

may be declared as referenceane-idmtifier and reference-trvo-identifrer within the same range of declarations.

3.3.1 .2.2. Reference-Array-Attributes

As on reference-one-level ('variables') also on reference-two-level ('pointers') arrays may be build up. lf within the

chapter 3.3.1.1 .2. about valuetnay-attribute the term valuetttribute is replaced by reference+ttribute all the text
could be copied to f ill this chapter. Therefore it is enough to give the rule

3.3.1/18 referencetnaytttribute : : =
lbound-pair-lßt I
referenceattrtbute

3.3.1.3. Declaration of 'Program Constants'

Sometimes it is necessary ao ,r. *,an,n a programm so called constant4enotationslike e.g.:

3.14159 26535 89793

lf it is necessary to write this constant more than once a shortwriting for this constant4motation could be very

useful. PEARL offers the possibility to introduce identifiers which can be regarded as a kind of shortwriting for

constant4enotations.

The declaration

DCL Pl VAL REAL (16) = 3.141592653589793

introduces the identif ier Pl as a shortwriting for the denotation written after the symbol =' The identifier Pl be'

comes a value-identifier which does not refer to a place where a real value can be stored but is to be used equivalent

to the real-constant4enotation'and to be considered as a shortwriting. The general construction is

I

I

I

I

I

I

lh*-
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3.3.1/19 value-idmtifier4eclaratbn : : =
{ value-identifier

i t {,' vatue-identifier. . J t l
YAL {valuetttribute

-l 

valueanay -a t tibu t e J
I RESTDENT ]
value - e q uiv ale n t 4 t tr ib u t e

The difference between this rule and that given for referenceone-identifier4eclaration is the term VAL preceding
every time the specif ic vafue+ttribute or valueanayqttribute and the obligatory value-equivalent-attribute. A
lengthoption is not required if the stringattribute or the format-attribute is choosen.

lnstead of saying that a value-identifter is a shortwriting it is possible to regard it as a reference to a memory-place
containing the value represented by the given value-equivalentqttribute but with the addition that the programmer
is prevented fromchanging the contents of this place. Therefore the term VAL has a similar effect as some kind of
storage-protection. Besides that the reference to (the adress of) that place is hidden from the programmer to render
possible different implementation techniques. The constant4enotation is only one possible value-equivalent-attribute
More about this attribute is given in the next chapter.

3.3.1 .4. The Type-Attribute Concept

To close this chapter 3.3.1. dealing with identity4eclarations the production rule

3.3.112O identity-declaration

{ va tu e -id en tifi erd e c I ua t io n

f r e fer en c e o n e -id en t ifi er 4 e c lara tio n

f r e fer mc e - tw o -id ent ifier 4 e c I ara t io n J

can be given to complete the chain fromdeclare-sentence to the different attributes.

Type-attributes are denotations of types which are chracteristics of values to be manipulated in a PEARL-program.
Type-attributes occur in declarations of identifiers introduced to identify (refer to or posses) values of the type de-
noted by the corresponding type-attribute. lf the type-attribute is a valueqttribute or a value.onay-attribute the de-
clared identifier may be a refermceone-identifter or, with the key-word VAL in front of the type-attribute, a value-
identifier.Areferenceone-identifier referstoavalueof thetypedenotedbythetype-attribute, avalue-identifier
immediately possesses a value of the type denoted by the type-attribute. lf the type-attribute is areference-attribute
or a refermceanay-attribute, the declared identif ier is a reference-two-identifier referring to a 'value' being a nor-
mal variable (i.e. a reference to a value in the usual sense) in its turn.
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3.3.2. lnitial- and Equivalent-Attributes

The production rules tor idmtity4echraftbns provide different optional attributes to be partly considered now.
The discussion of the option RESIDENT must be postponed.

3.3.2.1. Value-Equivalent-Attribute

Before starting with the different options there is the value-equivalenttttribute contained in the tule producing
value-identifierdeclamtion to be explained. The general production rule

3.3.211 value<quivalentqttribute : : =
= value.agregate

allows to introduce program constants which may be calculated in advance by the program itself because the rule

3.3.212 valueagregate : : --
{exoression-seven
'lt i,' expression-serrr' " J I
lsntcrure4isplay t'lt 

{', 
: 
triääaitnt"y "' J t }

determines an expression-sevm, that is any kind of arithmetic expression like e.g.

A/(B-19241+c

to serve as equivalent-attribute.

3.3.2.2. Value- I n itial-Attribute

It is possible to initialize 'normal variables' using the value-initial-attibute whose production rule

3.3.213 vafue-initialqttribute : : =
:= valuetgregate

is very similar to the last but one given above. The difference: the asignment symbol := instead of the equivalent

symbol = . The elaboration of the declaration

DCL (l,J,K) INT:= (3,5,7);

gives the same result as the elaboration of a declaration

DCL (I,J,K I INT;

followed by three assignments

l:=3; J:=5; K:=7i

lf the valueagregafe of a particular declaration contains less values than identif iers listed in front of the value-

aftrtbute the last value will be taken repeatedly to initialize the other variables.

3.3.2.3. Reference-one-Equivalent-Attribute

Another attribute can be used in the declaration of 'normal variables' following the rule
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3,3,214 r efere n c e e n e -e quivale nt qt tribu t e

= referenceoneaggregate

The most simple form of a referenceoneqggregate is a referenceone-idmtifier: So the declarations

DCL SUM REAL := l;
DCL SALDO REAL = SUM;

introduce the identifier SALDO referring to the same real value the identifier SUM does. SALDO and SUM are

two names to be used for {to refer to) the same memory'place containing a real value'

The other primitive items a referenceonetggregate mav contain are listed in the rule

3.3.215 refermce-one-aggregate : : --
I referencepne'
'l( { ,' referenceone"' J I

fdäreferencedonce'reference-two l
ll ! ,' dereferenced'once-reference'two'" J I

lr,e\fumceonewaydßPtaY \ r

ll [,' refaenceone-anay4ßplay " J I J

but are explained elsewhere.

3.3.2.4. Reference-one- I nitial-Attribute

As it is possible to initialize'normal variables'equivalent to some other ones also'pointers'are to be initialized or

made equivalent to other ones.

lf a ,pointer, (an identifier connected with areferenceettribute ) is introduced two kinds of optional attributes

are allowed. The rule

3.3.216 refuenceone-initial'atffibute : : =
': = referenc eo negggregat e

determines that the declaration

DCL KK REF INT := J;

(introducing an identifier referring to a place able to contain references to places able to contain integer-values)

initializes the place referred to by KK with the reference J.

3.3.2.5. Reference-two-Equivalent-Attribute

The other attribute to be used in the declaration of 'pointers'follows the rule

3.3.217 refuence-two'equivalent'attribute : : =
= reference-two aggregat e

and allows as on the value- and variable- level to introduce two identifiers for the same reference-two object able

to contain a reference to a specif ic value. The most simple form of a reference'two-agtegate is areference-two'

identifier. So the declaration

DCL JJ REF INT + KK i
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introduces anoths nömo or idcntifier to refer to tho same memory-placa oontaaning the reference J is relatcd to
(based on the example given before)

Tho possible items a refaerce-twßreats rnsy öont in sra li3ted in the rulc

g.g.2l8 refererce-t*outgfiegrtte : : =
refoetrce-two

ll [,' reference-two "' J t
ll f ,' reference-two<gregate. . . ] I

C
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3.3.3. User defined Data Types

The programming language PEARL is an extensible language - from users standpointl The programmer is not re-
stricted to some language defined or implementation defined data types such as integers, bits and so on. He is able
to declare and to introduce into his specific program new data types. This new data types can be used in the same
way as the predefined ones. ln general they are aggregates built up as perhaps a combination of standard type datas
which are treated as a unit.

3.3.3.1. Structured Values

The production rule for the valuetttribute contains the term structurcattibufe which shall be explained now.
The structurcattribute is used to declare a record or a data-set consisting of several components. Contrary to a data
aggregate declared as an array the components of a structure - called elements - may be of any type including
another structure of a reference to a structure. The only limitation is that a structure cannot contain itself (although

it may contain a reference to itself as explained later on).

3.3.3.1.1. Structure-Attribute'

An example of a declaration which specifies a structure (or more precisely a variable of type structure) is

DCL RS STRUCT ( VALUE REAL, NAME STRING I72I I ;

The object RS refers to (consists of) two elements, one whose mode is real and another whose mode is string and

which is capable of receiving up to twelf characters.

lf one wishes to obtain, or to assign to, the real-element of the variable RS this is done by using the selection

RS. VALUE

(for details about selections see 3.4.1.7,). Note the similarity with e.g. B(31 where an element is selected from an

array identified by B. The essential difference, however, is that the subscript of an array may vary dynamically
(instead of 3 a reference-one-identifier may be used inside the bracketsl, whereas the element-selector V ALUE
cannot, This makes element selection an inherently efficient process.

To declare a data aggregate as structure one has to observe the production rule

3.3.3/1 structureüttribute : : =
STRUCT (f ,' value<lernent' 

freference-elementJ " J t

The structureqttribute is one of the alternatives of valuetttibute (3.3.1 .1.1 .1.

Value-Element

ln the example given above - the structure RS containing two elements - the access to the value of one particular

element is achieved using a selection. This value may be changed if an assignment is elaborated, e.g.

RS. VALUE ' = 9.81 ;
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Compared to assignments to 'normal variables' such a selection obviously must be a referenceone as a reference-
one-identifier is, too. Consequently the attributes to which value-elemenfs are related to should be the same as for
a refermceone-identifier. l ndeed the rule

3.3.312 vahte-element : : =
{ va lu e -e lemen t - se I e c t or
' ll [,' value-elernent-selector''' ] I l

valuetttribute

confirms it. The only restriction necessary:

A lengthoption of a stringattribute or format+ttribüte must not be an expression but only an
in t eg er -c o n s t an t 4 eno t a t io n.

As a consequence of this restriction a structure can only contain as elements objects with compile-time def ined
size and has therefore a predefined size itself. (That is an impoftant feature concerning storage allocation tech-
niques.) This holds also for the still unknown attributes type-indicant and prelude-indicant asvalue-attributes.

Reference-Element

There is no direct way to put an arbitratV aüav into a structured value. lt is only possible to put an element into
a structure able to contain a reference to an array as the example shows:

DCL IRA STRUCT ( NXT INT, M REF (,} REAL } ;

Using the selection on the left side of the assignment

IRA.M := A;
the element IRA.M gets as value the reference to the predefined array A and with a following

X := Pl * IRA.M(3,31;

a single component of matrix A is multiplied by Pl and the result is assigned to X. For more details about items
like IRA.M( 3,3 ) see chapter 3.4.1.6. (slices). The production rule

3.3.3/3 reference-element : : =
I r ef er e nc e - e lemen t -sele c t o r
' ll [,' reference-element-selector"'J l]

refaenceattribute

shows as possible attribute to be related to a refermce-element the reference-attribute.

I

1."5'.
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3.3.3.2. Type-Declaration

As long as a structure is regarded only to be an aggregate of logically connected data which are used in the pro-
gram as separated units referred to by selections, the structure attribute is sufficient to introduce the necessary

idmtifters. lf there arises the necessity for more than one aggregate of the same architecture it is possible to de-

clare e.g.

DCL ( P, O, R ) STRUCT ( N INT, RR REF NEAL );

Things become more complicated if it is necessary to declare identif iers in different declaration sentences with the
same structureütftibute which could perhaps be a tedious work if the structure is constructed out of a number of
elements with different attributes.

3.3.3.2.1. Type-l ndicant

Looking at a structure one can give his whole attention to the elements or can try to treat the structured value as

unit. lf there is in the country an assembly of trees one can see single oaks or beeches - or one can say there is a
grove. The feature to treat special structures as a whole within a program is called extensibility. A statement like

TYPE COMPL = STRUCT ( RE REAL, lM REAL);

introduces something like a basic-attribute, here for example COMPL. This new attribute is a type-indicant and

may be used as value-attribute as permitted by the last rule in section 3.3.1.1.1. After the elaboration of

DCL {C,D} COMPL;

the identifiers C and D refer to values of mode complex which naturally can be regarded as an ordered pair of real

values.

The production rules in question are rather simple:

3.3.314 type4eclaration : : =
TYPE type-indicant = structure-attfibute i

3.3.3/5 type-indicant : : =
letter falplwmeric-clwracter "' I

3.3.3.2.2. Prelude-l ndicant

Some of such type-indicants are predefined in the same manner as the normally used trigonometric functions
like e.g. SIN or TAN. These predef ined indicants are the (until now still unexplainedl prelude-indicants

3.3.3/6 prelude-indicant : : =
ftle-indicant

Now, all the possible valueqttributes mentioned in section 3.3.1 .1.1. are introduced.

3.3.3.2.3. List Processing Features

For list processing purposes it is necessary to connect structured values of equal construction in different ways.
Besides others, there must be a possibility to put an element into a structure able to refer to another value of the
same construction. A declaration like
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TYPE LII{K -
STRIJCT { COIITEIITS STRITCT lanythinsl,

POII{TER REF LITTK I ;

intro*rccs'r ttil d.t qme. tltlK i: the nsry türm to bc urört Üß'ruh/G{lttribate inäfollwüngdee&,le*antence,b)t
also'gs *rüwn rbove within itrn *rc typedeclamffor introducing 'tltK itrelf. ilere, holevor, LlttK may'be used
only with a preceding REF. Now

DCL L|ST l1z1frll LtrK t

dcctarer an identifier LIST-refering to r row of valuos rll'of the sarnc moda Llilf. fu explainäC in sectitrr g.4.1.7.
tfrc slcrficnt with selestor F(}ltrTEn can be ured to chain uptho dndü linkc H$lll .
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3.3.4. Labels and GOTO

ln order to discontinue the sequence of executionol statemenls at a given point and to resume it at a new point it
is necessary to mark statements bV label-identifiers.

Whereas identifiers to be used in conjunction with values can be declared in a statement sequence far away f rom
their use a label is definitely connected to a special statement of the sequence. Therefore the form of the ltbel-
declaration differs from the form of other declarations:

3.g.411 label4ectaration : : = [UUa =J

3.3.4/2 hbel : : = label-identifierl{ I t+l I - J integer<onstant4enotationlf

Examples: LAB: A := 5.1 ;
MARK(7): BEGIN

:

END;

Iabelscan be seen in analogy withvalue-identifters. Whereas Pl by the decltre-sentence

DCL Pl VAL REAL (31 = 3.14;

is an identifier for the special value 3.14, the label LAB in the example above is an identifier for a special statement
which can be regarded as a constant point in a sequence ol statements.

The transfer of control to statements which are determined at run-time can be realized by use of 'label-variables':

3.3.413 referenceone-label-identifier4eclare-sentence : : =

{ oecune / DcL J { referenceone-label-identifier

I I t,' referenceone-label-identifier''' ] t]
label-attribute f label-anayattibute

IRESTDENTI

lrefer e nc e o ne -lab e l- e qu iv alen t - a t t rib u t e I
I |ab el-initiatuttribute I

3.3.414 labekttribute : : = LABEL t{ ,' Utet. .. J t

3.3.4/5 labekrrayattribute : :=
lbound-pair I label-at tibute

3.3.416 label-initialattribute : :=
2=fprimitive-hbel-expression . \

' ll[ ,' primitive'tabel'expressio""'J ü

3.3.417 referenceone-label-equivalmttttribute : : =
= lrefermceone-label' ll'[, ' ,rforrrrin"-tauel' ' '] I

f referenceone-labekrray4isplay

I | {, refermceone-labeluay-dßpt"y"' } |}

As seen by these production rules there is an analogy between the declarations of 'normal-variables'and.the
declarations of 'label-variables'. The essential difference is stated in rule (3.3.4 /41 . The hbelqttribute consists of
the keyword LABEL followed by a list of labels. ln this list all labels are to be specified the'label-variable' may
contain at run-time.
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Examples: DCL A LABEL (PO|NT1, POlNT2l := POINTI;
DCL B LABEL (POlNTl,FO|NT2) =A;
DCL C (1:2) LABEL (MARKI, MARK2, MARK3)

;= (MARK3, MARKIl;

The transfer of control from one point of a staternent-sequence to another point can be carried out with e goto-
statementi

3.3.4/8 goto-statement : : =
t I eOrO / cO TOJ I primitive-label-expression ;

The optionality of GOTO (resp. GO TO) is only valid if the goto-statement is used within a case-statement
|.3.4.2.2.1

Examples:

a) DCL STATUS DEVICE;

DCL INSTATUS BIN(8I;
MOVE STATUS TO INSTATUS;
GOTO WORK ( NOML(INSTATUS)h

WORK(?): 
:

GOTO GONTIN;
WORK(2I: 

:

GOTO CONTIN;

:

WORK(8):

:

CONTIN: 

:

By the MOVE-statement a status-word will be fetched from a peripheral device identified by STATUS in a system-
division and will be assigned to the variable INSTATUS. The GOTO-statement branches the flow of control to one

of I statements identified by WORK(l1, . . . ,WORK(8) depending of the result of a normalize-function NOML.

b)

:

DCL BRANCH LABEL (REACTION,ENDLAB) '= ENDLAB;
DCL SYNC SEMA;
ON ERROR ACTIVATE LABCHANGE PRIO 1 SYS:

BEGIN
REOUEST SYNC;
BRANCH := ftEACTION;
RELEASE SYNC;

END;
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BEGLAB: RELEASE SYNC;
stateme nt-sequence- 1

REOUEST SYNC;
GOTO BRANCH;

REACTION:

statement-sequence-2

REOUEST SYNC;
BRANCH := ENDLAB;

ENDLAB: 
GOTO BEGLAB;

This example shovrn a simple use of 'label-variables'. lf during the execution of 'statement-sequence-1' an interrupt
. identif ied by ERROR occurs 'statementsequence-2' will be executed after 'statement-sequencel'. Otherwise the

statement identified by ENDLAB will be executed after the execution of 'statement-sequence-1'.
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3.3.5. Procedures

'We begin this chapter with a simple illustrative example'J.E.L. PECK says in his Draft of an ALGOL 68 Companion

[3,3], starting to explain routinedenotationsandcalls. This section follows his paragraph 5.1 with necessary changes
to deal with PEARL instead of ALGOL 68. Here a simple example of the declaration and use of a nonsense procedure
UP which has two parameters A and B, and whose effect is to increment the real-variable A by the real-constant B.

ln PEARL the defining oocurrence of a procedureistheprocedure4eclare-sentence:

DCL UP PROG =
( A REAL, B VAL REAL I
BEGIN A:= A + B; END;

and its call might be

UP ( X,2l; or UP ( Xl(l), Y ) ;

ln ALGOL 60, a procedure with the same effect would be declared by
procedure up (a, b);

value b; real a, b;

a:=a+b;

and its procedure call might also be
ur ( x, 21; or up ( xl[i], v l ;

ln PLll the same procedure might be written

UP : PROC (A,Bl;
A=A+B; END;

and its call

CALL UP lX,2ESl; or CALL UP ( Xl(t), y ) ;

ln FORTRAN it would be

SUBROUTINE UP ( A, B }

[=A+B
RETURN
END

with call
CALL UP ( C,2.1 or CALL UP ( Xl (l), Y I

We have described this procedure in more than one language in order to make its intended effect transparent to
all. The reader will notice that we are concerned with something which, in ALGOL 60 terminology, is known as

"call by name" and "call by value". This has become the accepted way of describing the fact that in the call UP

lX,2 L X is passed by name to A and 2 is passed by value to B. The manner in which values are passed at the time
ol a call is generally known as the "parameter mechanism".

We not describe here the various parameter mechanisms in other languages, exept to say that the student is likely
to find this to be the most confusing and perlexing subject area in the study of programming languages. Each
language has its own philosophy and usage, with treacherous traps for the unwary. We hope to show, in this chap-
ter, that the parameter mechanism of PEARL is exeptional in its clarity, encouraging the programmer to state
precisely the mechanism he wishes to use, rather than to rely upon the conventions of a given language or the
whim of an implementer. There are essentially no new ideas involved beyond those which we have encountered
in earlier chapters. A thorough understanding of the identitydeclaration is all that is needed.
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{;:lmne } {, 
. procedure4ectaratior- . .} 

;
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3.3.5.1 . Procedure Declaration

Before explaining in detail the parameter mechanism the production rule

and the following one

3.3.5/2 procedure4eclmation ::=
f procedure-idmtifier
'l| 

[ ,' procedure-identifier'''] l]
procedureattribute

ltNLtNEl IREStDENT]
p ro c edure - e q uiv al ent q t trib ut e

should be mentioned. The last one has a great similarity whith the three identity4eclarations treated in paragraph
3.3.1 . . Especially the comparision with the value-idmtifier4eclmation could be very useful. The counterpart to
the value-attribufe obiously is the procedure-attribute, and as in the one case a value-equivalenttttribute is oblig-
atory, here in the other case aprocedure-equivalentattribute is required.

3.3.5.1.1. Procedure-Attribute

lf one checks the example of aprocedure4echre-sentence given above against the production rules listed within
the last section, and if - as shown in the next section - the procedure-equivalenttttribute starts like all other
equivalent-attributes with the symbol =, the term PROC is left to be regarded as the particular procedureqttribute.
Now, the rule

3.3.5/3 procedurerttribute : : =
PROC

t( {,' wrameter-attribute,l t]
lresulttttibutef

lndeed allows an isolated term PROC to be a procedureqttribute. But the options given in the rule are to be in-
terpreted in a distinct manner:

The key-word PROC is the complete proceduretttribute only in case of procedure with no parameters
and with no result - the latter implies: if it is no function-procedure.

A function-procedure is characterized by a result-attribute as part of the procedure-attribute.

Therefore the correctprocedure4eclare-sentence introducing a procedure UP as in the introduction to chapter
3.3.5. would be the following one:

DCL UP PROC ( REAL, VAL REAL ) =
( A REAL, B VAL REAL )

BEGTN A:=A+B;END;
The other form given within the introduction is correct, too because there is used an extension which represents

the semantics concerning the first option within 3.3.5/3

lf the proce&tre-equivalent-atfübute used in a specif ic procedure4eclaration is a routine (explained within
the next section), the parenthesized parameter-attribute list which is a part ol theproceduretttribute is

optionally.

The parenthesis after PROC contains the list of the attributes of all parameters of the declared procedure. The

Wameter-attribute in question must be the same and listed in the same sequence as in the formal-parameter-Iist
(explained within the next section);

il

&-
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Parameter-Attribute

What kind of parameters a procedure can receive is listed in the rule:

3.3.514 pararneterettribute : : =
Iprocedureattibute
Ttvnr-l Ivaluetttibute

f v ir tuabv a lue -array a t t ib u t e ]
freference-attribute
f v ir t ual-r efer e nc e -array a t trib u t e

finbelattribute
f vir tual-lnb el-aray at tributu )

The necessity of the procedure-attribute comes from the requirements of the parameter-mechanism. lt is now
possible to prove correct parameter transmission at compile time also for formal procedures to be passed.

To complete the syntactic rules the following two are necessary

3.3.5/5 virtuabeferenceuaytttibute ::=
lvir ual-bound-pair-list I referenc e-at tribu te

3.3.5/6 virtual-labelanayqttribute ::=
( } LABEL

Result-Attribute

The just mentioned function-procedures, which may be used like SIN (Xl within all kinds of expressions require

as part of their procedure-attribute aresult-attribufe determining the type of the resultant value which is available

after elaborating the correspondingprocedure-call. All possible result-attributes arc listed in the rule

3.3.517 resultqttribute : : =
{value-attribute
f valuewray<ttribute
f referenceütribute

f r e fer e nc e anay 4 trib u t e

fhbel-attribute
f lab el-tray a t tribute J

They are to be considered in more detail when explaining a routine and the procedure-body..

3.3.5.1.2. Procedure-Equivalent-Attribute

ln the section g.3.2.1 . the value<quivalent-attribnfe is formally introduced.But as long as the term expression-

seven is not explained in detail, no information is given besides the few examples in the chapter 3.3.1. . The two

examples here

DCL G VAL REAL = 9.81 ;

and

DCL H VAL REAL = G;

use two different possibilities which might be regarded as expression-seven. The first one is a constant'denota'

tion, the second one a value-identifier. After elaboration of the second one, H in the same manner as G can be

regarded as shortwriting for the given constant-denotation. Everywhere within the range of these declarations

H might be used or G, and nö different object-programm will be received.
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The production-rule

3.3.5/8 procedure-equivalentqttribute .' .' =
= {routine

f pro c edure-identifier ]

provides lor a procedure4echration two equivalent possibilities analogically to the value-identifier4eclaration
given above.

Routine

The constant-denotation of a procedure is the routine.

3.3.5/9 routine::=
I fo rmal-p ar am e t er -li s t I
procedure-body

The procedure-body is a block:

3.3.5/10 procedure-body : : =
block

An example for a formal-parametet-list is given within the example contained in the introductory section of this
chapter: (A REAL, B VAL REAL l.

The production-rule is

3.3.5/11 formal-parameter-list : : =

{' r{'f::"{fJ,,*, r rl
pirameteruttribute j ]

lt will be understood if explaind together with the parameter-mechanism later on.

RETURN - statement

To terminate a procedure invoked by a call only the RETURN-statement can be used.

3.3.5112 return-statement : : =
RETURN ( f expression-seven f referenceone f' 

prilnitiv e-tab el-expre s sion] ll

Only the retum:statemenf without the option can be used to terminate a procedure invoked by a call-statement.

Control is returned to the point logically following the point of invocation.

Only the return-statement with the option can be used to terminate a procedure invoked by a call as a function
call. The expression's established operand is promoted and returned to the point of invocation.
The result of the expression yielded after elaboration must match the type of the resultqttribute given as part of
the proc edure{ t tribut e.

lf f low of control reaches an END corresponding to the end of a procedure-body, this END is treated as if implying

a retum-statement without the option for the procedure.
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3.3.5.2. Procedure Calls

A cal/ serves to start the elaboration of a procedure or more exactly the routine of a procedure. The section
3.3.5.3. dealing with the parameter mechanism will show what kind of activity is to be regarded as elaboration of
aroutine.lf the called procedure delivers a value or a reference as result - the rewlt attribute as part of the
procedute-attribute in question gives knowledge about this - its call is a value-call or a referenceone-call respectively.
The last two terms are used within the chapter about expressions and may be part of an expression.

A call consists of the idmtifier of the procedure to be called if the procedure has no parameters. Otherwise a call
consists of the identifier of the procedure followed by a parenthesized list of as many actual parameters as there
are f orma I pa ra meters i n the corresp onding pro c edure4 eclarat io n

3.3.5/13 call::=
procedure-identifier

I ac t ual-p arame t er -li s t I

3.3.5114 acttml-pararneter-list : : =
{,' actwl-Wrameter""Jt'

The types (attributesl of the actual parameters of a call must match the types of the corresponding formal para-
meters in the procedure declaration. The compiler can and has to prove this!

Actual parameters might be:

3.3.5/15 actual-parameter : : =/
I expressron-seven

f structure4isplay

freferenceone
freference-two
I pnmi fiv e -lab el -e xp r e s sio n

f referenceone-label

f proc edur e-iden tifier J

Certainly, a call may be the essential part of a call-statement:

3.3.5/16 call-statement : : =
ICALLI call;

lf a procedure is able to deliver a value or a reference as result, its call may be a pimitive<xpression or a part of
a slice or selectian, too. All the unknown terms are explained in paragraph 3.4.1.

3.3.5.3. Parameter Mechanism

The object
(A REAL, B VAL REAL I
BEGIN A:=A+g; END;

is an example of a routine and stands on the right side of the = (equal-symbol) in the procedure4eclare-sentence
given as example in section 3.3.5. above.

The elaboration of the call-statement

UP ( X,2 );
is now easy to describe. lts effect is to replace the particular call by the sequence
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BEGIN
DCL A REAL = X, I

B VAL REAL = 2i
BEGIN A := A+B ; END;

END

and then to elaborate these statements as if they would be standing in the place ol the call UP ( X, 2). During the
elaboration of this call Areters to the same place as that referred to by X and B possesses the same value as that
possessedby2.ThismeansthattheformulaA:=A+BhasthesameeffectasifitwerewrittenX:=X+2.

Acall is elaborated in a manner delivering the same result as if the following steps were taken:

1 . A copy is made ol the routine standing on the right side of the = (equal-symbol) in the procedure4echre-
sentence which introduces the particular prccedure-identifier used within the call.

2. The call is replaced by a block which is obtained from this copy by:
replacing the opening bracket heading thefornul-parameter-list by BEGIN DCL and
replacing the closing bracket following the formal-Wrameter-list by a ; symbol and
adding an END at the end of the procedure-body.

3. An = (equal-symbol) followed by a copy(ies) of the respectiue actwrl-parameters ol the call taken in the
textual order is inserted into the copy followingeachvalueattribute in the copied forttul-pammeter-list.

4. Theblock as modified in steps 2 and 3 is initiated. When the elaboration is completed or terminated this
block is replaced by the original call before the elaboration of a successor is initiated. The value of this
call, it any, is that coming out of the return-statement elaborated within the procedure-body.

I

L
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3.3.6. Operators

ln PEARL not only a procedure-identifier can be connected with a routine by elaboration oI a proceduredechre-
senlence but also a special indentifier or better a special indicant can be connected with atoutine by elaboration
of an operatordeclaration. The indicant introduced this way can be used as ah operator in the same manner a +
sign is used in the formula A + B. The routine mentioned will be treated automatically like the routine of an
INLINE-procedure.

3.3.6. 1 . Operator-declaration

The syntactic rules are as follows

3.3.6/1 operatordeclaration : : =
JOrennrOn I lopoator-indicant I
IoPTR , loperator-token I
lf left op erandrt tribute,l

right operandt t tribute I
resultqttribute

lp r e c ed e nc e tt trib ut e I
p r o c edure < quiva len ta t tribu t e

with the additional rules

3.3.612 ffioperandrttribute : : =Wrameter-attribute

3.3.6/3 right-operand-attribute : : =parameter-attribute

3.3.6/4 operator-indicant : : =
.letter lalplwmericdwracter' " l.

A comparison with the proceduredeclare-sentence shows that such a sentence to introduce a function-procedure
with one or two parameters looks and is very similar to an operotor-declaration.

The main differences are: in opposite to normal declarations of variables or procedures which may appear only
once within one range several operator4eclarations are permitted there using the same operator-indicant or oper-
ator-token. As an addition to the procedure4eclare-smtence there is the precedenceqttribute:

3.3.6/5 precedencetttribute ::=
fpneceoerucel
lil;;--- 

---i inteseraonstantdenotation

See section 3.4.1.3.1. for more about the precedence of operators.

The following example shows how an operator4eclaration works. Within the range of the two declarations

TYPE COMPL = STRUCT ( ( RE, lM l REAL l;
OPTR+ (COMPL, COMPL) COMPL =

( (ABICOMPL) BEGIN RETURN((A.Re+B.RE), (A.lM+e.lM) l; END;

the application is possible

DCL ( Y, Z ) COMPL := ( 11,21, (3,4 ) l;
Z :=Z+Yi

where after elaboration Z refers to (4,61 or 4 + i6 as result of the complex addition.
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3.4. Statements

3.4.1. Assignment-statement, assignment and expressions

3.4.1.1. lntroduction

An ossignmmt-statement is a statement consisting of an assignment. The assignment is one of the main features

for immediate data manipulation. Because there are three different kinds of assignments which may form an

assignment-statement, the production-rule of the syntax ol assignment-statement isi

3.4.1 I 1

(a)

(b)

(c)

assignment-statement .' .' =
referenceaneassignment ; f
reference-twoqssignment, f
refer enc e{ne-lab elqssignment i

The various kinds of assignments are explained in the following sections.

3.4.1.2. Assignment

9.4.1.2.1. Basic features

The assignment concerns the relationship "to refer to" which may exist between a reference (address) and the value

referred to by it. The assignment consists of a left-hand side and a right-hand side separated by the assignment-sym-

bol :=, and serves to change the value referred to by the left-hand side by superseding the old value by the new one

delivered by the right-hand side, i.e. the required reference-level of the value of (or delivered by) the right-hand side

is stated by the left-hand side to be that of the left-hand side decreased by one. That is why there are assignments

on two different reference-levels according to the decisive reference-level of the left-hand side: referenceonetssign-
me nt s and referenc e-two tssigntnent s.

Examples:

DECLARE (A, B} REAL;
DECLARE (AA, BB} REF REAL;

The referenceone-identifters A and B introduced by the f irst declsre-sentence above refer to (storage units which
may hold) values of type real (real numbers) still being undefined, i. e. you have something like this:

e

Bl'

The arrow denotes the relationship "to refer to". By the assignments

A 'l= 5.7

and

B := 3,91

you will get

A+

B_+1.33_l
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The assignments above are referenceonetssignmer?ts because the left-hand sides are reference-one-identifiers
which are one alternative of the notion reference-one. Because the right-hand sides arereal-constant4enotations
on reference'level zero and thus meet the condition that the reference-level of the right-hand side of an assignment
must be that of the corresponding left-hand side decreased by one, the assignments above are correct referenceone-
assignments.

The reference'two-identifiers AA and BB introduced by the second declare-sentence above refer to (storage units
which may hold) references(-one) (addresses) referring to values of type real. By the assignments

AA:=A

and

BB:=B

you will get

aa- . qz 
.

The referenceone-identifier (address! A becomes the value referred to by the reference-two-tdentifier AA, that
is in PEARL you may treat addresses of for example real values as values of a special type. The assignments
AA := A and BB := B are correct reference-two-assignments because the left-hand sides are reference-two-iden-
tifierswhich are one alternative of reference-twos, and the right-hand sides are reference-ones meeting the condi-
tion that the required reference-level of the right-hand side of an assignment must be that one of the left-hand
side decreased by one. An assignment

AA := 7.31

does not comply with this condition and thus is not a correct assignment.

But consider the assignment

A:=B

which seems not to comply with the reference-level condition of assignments, because the reference-levels of the
left and of the right-hand side are the same. Nevertheless one wishes A := B to be a correct (reference-one-)
assignment with the following effect:

The old value ( 5.7 ) referred to by A is superseded by the value ( 3.91 ) referred to by B rather than the address
B, though the right-hand side is the reference B. Because the notation B in a statement may mean the address B
as in BB := B or may mean the value referred to by the address B there must be a rule which states the meaning.
This rule is formulated using the context. ln the context "left-hand side of areference-one-assignment" (e.g.
B:= 3.91 )orinthecontext"right-handsideof areference-two-assignment" (e.g.BB:= B) thereferenceone-
identifrer B immediately means the reference-one (address) B. gut in the context "right-hand side of a reference-
one'assignment" le.g, A := B) the referenceone-identifier B means the value referred to by B which is to be
assigned. The mechanism of taking the value referred to by a given reference rather than the reference itself,
though the reference is given, is called "dereferencing", which implies a decreasing the original reference-level.
Whether a given reference is to be dereferenced or not in a certain syntactic position is contained in the correspon-
ding production-rule of the syntax and consists of the notion 'dereferenced-once'or 'dereferenced-twice' in front
of the notion which denotes the object to be dereferenced. E. g. the parsing of A := B leads to

reference-one-assignment : : =
reference-one - id e nt i f i er : = derefere nced-once-ref ere nce-o ne

i

I

i

L
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i.e. the referenceene B is to be dereferenced whereas the reference-one A is not. An example for twofold derefer'

encing is the referenceone+signment

A:=BB

the parsing of which leads to:

reference-one-assignment :

reference-o ne-ide nt ifier d erefe ren ced -tw i ce- ref e re nce-two

The effect of this assignment is that one of the assignment A := B, i.e. the reference-two BB on the right-hand

side is dereferenced leading to its value which is thereferenceone B which is again dereferenced leading to its value
(here 3.91).

The complete general rule concerning the reference-levels involved in an assignment is:

The required reference-level of the right-hand side of an assignment is that of the left-hand side decreased by one

and is thus stated by the left-hand side. An assignment is correct only if the reference-level of the left'hand side is

one or two and the original level of the right-hand side is at least that of the left'hand side decreased by one. lf the

original reference-level of the right-hand side is that of the left or higher, the right'hand side is automatically derefer-

enced to the reference-level of the left-hand side descreased by one before the execution of the assignment itself.

The left-hand side of a referenceone-assignment must be a referenceone , which may be:

Areferenceone-slice refers to a part of an array (see 3.4.1 .4.3.), a referenceone-selection refers to an element of
a structure (see 3.4.1.4.4.1 , a referenceone-call is a call of a procedure delivering a value being a referenceone-

(address) (see3.3.5.2.).Thelastalternativeforareferenceoneisareference-twoexplicitlydereferencedonceby
the monadic operator VAL in front of it. E' g. the assignment

VAL AA := 9.9

is (unlike: AA l= 9.9) a correct referenceonetssignment whose effect is that one of the assignment A := 9.9

because thereferenceone A is the value referred to by AA.

The right-hand side of a referenceone-assignment in its most general form is an expression'seven which is the no'

tion for the most general expression implying all possible forms of expressions being explained in one of the follow'

ing sections. Especially a single identifier or constantdenotation fulfills the syntax of a complete expression.

There are expressions containing elements (operands) that are aggregates (arrays or structures); but because the

shapes of the constants of aggregates lanay4ßplays and structuredisplaysl are the same for arrays and structures

and it is possible to introduce operators for aggregates, an expression-seven may only contain anaydisplays,but

because of the uniqueness of the types of operands and consequently the uniqueness of the operators to be per'

formed an expressions-seven must not contain structure-displays. Nevertheless a single structure4isplpy may be

the r i ght-hand si de of reference one +s signment.

Besides expressions and structure4isplays assignments themselves may be the right-hand side of other assignments

to form manifold assignments. Therefore the complete production-rule of the syntax ol the reference-one-assignment

is:

3.4.1 12

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

3.4.1 13

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

reference-one .' .'--

refer enc e ane -ide ntifier I
reference-one-slice f
referenceane -selec tion f
referenceene-coU I
VAL reference-two

reference-o neqssigltment .' .' --
referenceane ' =

{expretsion-seven f
structure4isplay I
d er efer enc ed-onc e -referenc e -oneqs signm ent f I
d er efere nc ed-twic e +efere nc e - tw o -os s ignmen t J
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Example:

A := B := 7.39

The parentheses implied by the production-rule are A := (B := 7.39). The right-hand side of the referenceone-
assignmmtA:=... aboveistherefermceonetssignmentB==T.39,whichisperformedfirstandcause'sthatthe
value referred to by B is superseded by 7.39. Because the value of a whole assignment is defined to be immediately
the left-hand side, the remaining assignment thus is A := B. Now B is dereferenced once and the value referred
to by A is superseded by the value referred to by B (7.39), so that A refers to 7.39, too. ln a similar way arefer-
ence-twoassignmmt on the right-hand side of areferenceonetssignmmf is treated except that the value of such
a reference-twotssignment (its left-hand side) is a reference-two dereferenced twice after the execution of the
reference-tworssignment and before the execution of the referenceoneassignment.

Example:

A:=BB:=B

with the parentheses implied by the production-rule:
A := (BB :- B)

ln this way arbitrarily manifold assignments may be constructed provided that the rule concerning the reference-
levels of the single involved assignments resulting from the implied parentheses is not violated.

The left-hand side of a reference-two-assignment must be a reference-two which may be:

3.4.114
(a)

(b)

(c)

reference-two .' .' =
referenc e- two -ident ifier I
reference-two-slice f
r efe renc e -two -s el ec tio n

reference-twoassignment .' .' =

{reference-two :=
reference-one f
r efere nc e { ne{tray 4ßplay I
dereferenc ed anc e-referenc e -two f
referenc e-oneqssignment f
d ereferenc ed-o nc e-refere nc ee nc e-referenc e -tw o4IS signment f
Nr L/

wherereference-two-sliceisareferencetoapartofanarrayofreferenceones(addressesl (see3.4.1.4.3.) and
reference-two-selection is a reference to an element of a structure consisting ol a referenceone lsee 3.4.1 .4.4.1 .

There are no reference-twotalls because reference-two is the highest existing reference-level and thus reference-

twos are not usable as true values in their entirety , as referenceones in conventional programming-languages (e.9.

ALGOL 60) are not, too.

The production-rule of the syntax of the reference-twotssignment is:

3.4.1 15

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Areferenceonetrray4ßplayisanatray4isplay onlycontainingreferenceonesaselementsall referringtovalues
of the same type (see 3.21.

Examples for the alternatives for the right-hand sides of areference-twoassignment, constructed with the identi-
fiers declared above in this section, are:

AA'=A

effect: AA

(a)

i

!

t

Iti

L

A becomes the value referred to by AA.
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(c) BB '= AA
AA>

effect: BH
wiE

(d)

AA is dereferenced once and thus the value referred
referred to by BB.

AA '= B := 8.33

implied parentheses: AA := (B '= 8.33)

to by AA, the reference-one A, becomes the value

effect:

8.33 becomes the value referred to by B and then B becomes the value on reference-level one referred
to by AA.

(e) AA ;= BB := B,

implied parentheses: AA := (BB := B)

effect: (1)

There are no types in the production-rules of the syntax of assignments and expressions except in some simple
cases, because there are arbitrarily many types to be introduced for structured values and because it is not possible

to treat theoretically infinitely many types in a context-free grammer being used in the description of PEARL.
lnstead of treating types in the production-rules of the syntax the following rule is given concerning the types
involved in assignments: The value of the right-hand side which is to be assigned, i.e. by which the old value referred
to by the left-hand side is to be superseded, must have the same type as the value referred to by the left-hand side.
There is no automatic type-conversion by assignment with the exceptions of conversion of a value on reference-level
zero from type INT(nl to type INT(m), from type REAL(n) to type REAL(m), and from type INT(n) to type REAL
(m), if m : n; another conversion by assignment is that from type STRING(nl to STRING(m) if m 

= 
n (where the

string to be assigned is filled up with a sequence of appropriate nonprintable clwracters on the right-hand side, if
necessary). All other required type-conversions must explicitly be given by corresponding conversion-operators
(see 3.4.1.3.). Especially the conversions from INT(pl to INT(q) and from nEAL(p) to REAL(q) with q < p must
be given by the operator FIT; conversions from REAL to INT must be given by one of the operators ROUND and
ENTIER; the conversion from BIN(n) to BIN(m) (.n * m) must be given by one of the operators LBIT and RBIT,
if m = 1, or by one of the standard-functions SUBLBIT and SUBRBIT or by concatenation.

Examples:

DECLARE A REAL (10), I INT(1Oh
Then A := 1 is possible and correct, but I := A is wrong;
I := ENTIER A or I := ROUND A must be written.

DECLARE 824 BIN(24), 816 gIN(16);

(21

,ro
B,24

-

a

816; /*WRONG*/
816 llH'FF'; /*O.K.*/

Wether the left-hand side of an assignment is evaluated before,during or after the evaluation of the right-hand side

is undefined.
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3.4.1 .2.2. Aggregate-assignment

Besides assignments of scalar values there are aggregate-assignments, i. e. assignments of whole arrays and whole

structures, whose left-hand side is a reference referring to an aggregate and whose right side must deliver an aggre-

gate value meeting some certain conditions.

An array to be assigned must have the same number of boundpairs (dimensions) and the same bounds as the
array referred to by the left-hand side, and the elements of the arrays on the left and on the_ right must have

the same type. Because the elements may be structures an appropriate display syntactically looking like a struc-

ture-display may be the right-hand side of an array-assignment.

A structure to be assigned must have the same number of elements as the structure referred to by the left-hand
side, and the types of the corresponding elements (which may be structures again) must be the same ones.

By an aggregate-assignment the corresponding elements are assigned, but the sequence of assigning the single

elements is not defined.

3.4.1 .2.3. Label-assi gn ment

Because you may declare referenceone-label-identifters which refer to label-identiftas or arrays of label-identifiers
which are something like special values, there is a referenceone-labekssignment br-ing one alternative in an assign-

rnent-statement. The production-rules are:

9.4.116 referenceone-labelassignrnent : : =
referenceone-label z=

(a) {pri^itive-label-expression f(bl dereferencedoncb+eferenceone-labelqssignmentJ

3.4.117 referenceone-label : : =
(a) referenceone-label-identifier I
(b) referenceone-label-slice

3.4.118 primitive-labelcxpression : : =
(a) label-identifter I
(b) hbel-slice I
(c) Iabel+all I
(d) dereferenced-once-referenceone-label
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3.4.1.3. Operators and Expressions

The right-hand side of a refaenceonetssignmml in its most general form is a so-called expression-seyen, but there
are many other positions in a program where expressions are permissible (e.g. in equivalent-attributes, initial-attribu-
tes, bound-pirs, subscripts, as actual parameters in procedureca//s, etc.). An expression may be a single item or
may be composed of operations consisting of operators and their operands. Because operands may be expressions
again, expressions of any complexity may be put together.

3.4.1.3.1. Precedence of Operators

The order of execution of an expression is determined by the parentheses within it and by the precedence of its
operators. Parentheses enclosing an expression mean that the parenthesized expression has to be executed before
the operator in front of the left parenthesis or following the right parenthesis may be performed. lf there are no
parentheses the sequence of performing the single operations is given by the precedence of the operators: the op-
erator with the highest precedence is performed f irst; if there are dyadic operators with the same precedence not
beingthe highestone, the left mostoperator isperformedfirst. E. g. B *C isperformedfirst in A+ 3 *g
because * has a higher precedence than + as usual; then the addition is performed with A as left operand and
theresultof B*C asrightoperand.But A+B isperformedfirstin A+B-Cbecause * and - havethe
same precedence; then the subtraction is executed with the result of A + B as left operand and C as right oper-
and. Hence the precedence also determines which parts of an expression are operands of the operators of this
expression. But whether the left operand of a dyadic operator is executed before, during or after the execution
of the right operand is undefined, i. e. it is undefined whether A + B or C + D is executed first in the expression
(A+B)-(c+D).

That the production-rules of the syntax of expressions are able to reflect the precedence of operators, each dyadic
operator is associated a precedence-number which is the higher the lower the precedence of the operator is:

3.4.1 19 precedenceane-operator : : =
** lFtTl LWB/ UPB

3.4.1 l1O precedence-two-operator .' .' =
* I I f .1./ MOD / LBtr / RBtr / CHAR

3.4.1 111 precedence-threeaperator .' .' =
+l-llll==l<>

3.4.1 I 12 precedence-fouraperotor
(=17=l<l

3.4.1 113 precedence-fiveaperotor .' .' =
= f l=

3.4.1 114 precedence-six-operator .' .' =
AND

3.4.1 115' precedence-seven{perotor
OR

Hence the expression A + B is more exactly an expression-three bxause * is a precedence-threeoperator, and

A <B is an expression-four because <is a precedence-fouroperafor. Because an expression with the lowest possi-

ble precedence can not be operand in an expression with a lower precedence and because the lowest precedence

is expressed by the highest precedence-numer which is seven, expressian-seven isthe notion for the most general

form of expressions, i.e. the parsing-tree of expression has the root expression-seven.
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Now the principle of the construction of the production-rules for expressions is to be derived. ln A * B * G the
multiplication A * B is the left operand of the second multiplication as A ** B is the left operand of the mul-
tiplication in A ** B * c. lf the left operand of an operation with the precedence-numer N is again an operation,
the last one may only be an operation with a precedence-numer M which is not greater than N. ln the opposite
case, if the right operand of an operation with precedence-numer N is again an operation, the last one may only
be an operation with a precedence-numer L which is less than N, i. e. which is not greater than N - 1. E.g. in
A+B*CthemultiplicationB*CistherightoperandoftheadditionasB**CistherightoperandinA+B**C.
Therefore the general production-rule would be

expression-N : : =
{expression-N I expression-(N-l1 I . .l expression-l}

precede nce- N -operator
{expression-(N-l ) I expression-(N-2} 

I I r"prrssion-ü

with N 5 7.

Because an expression with a arbitrary precedence-number must be able to lead to an expression-seven, there are
the production-rules

(*)

( ** )

with which the general rule above for operations may be shortened to

expression-N : : = expression-(N-1 | for 7 : N> 1

expression-N : : =
expression-N precedence-N-operator expression-(N-1 )

with 7 l N )1. Rule (*) and (**) together lead to the following production-rules of the syntax of expressions:

3.4.1116 ewression-seven : : =
fexpr e s sio n - s ev en pr e c ed en c e - s ev e no p era to rJ

expression-six

9.4.1117 expression-six : : =
fe xp r e ssio n- six pr e c e denc e -six o p era to rJ

expression-five

3.4.1/18 expression-five : : =
fexp r e s sio n-fiv e pre c ed e nc e -f iv eo p e ra t orJ

expression-four f
identity+ehtion

lF or identity-relatio nsee 3.4. 1 .3.4. )

3.4.1119 expression-fouf : : =
[expr e s sio n-four pre q e d m c e -fo uro p er a t o r]

expression-three

3.4.1120 expression-tlree : : =
fexp r e s sio n - tlv e e pre c e d mc e - t hr e e o p era tod

expression-two

3.4.1121 expression-two : : =
p xpr e s sio n -tw o pre c edenc e - tw o op era torJ

expressionone
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Butprccedmce{neaperators - the most important is exponentiation ( ** ) - and morudicoperators are to be
performed in the sequence from right to left as in the usual manner of writing mathematical formulae; e.g. the im-
pliedparenthesesof-A**B**Care-(A**(!**C)) asin-4BC.Thatleadstotheproduction-rule

3.4.1122 expressionone : : =
primitive-expression [precedenceoneeperator

expressiononeJ f
monadicoperator expressio none

with

3.4.1123 morudicoperator : : =
+ I _ INOT / ABS /SIGN / ENTIER / ROUND /UPB /
LWB / REAL / CHAR / BINT / BITS

And primitive-expressions are the bricks proper of expressions. The possib ilities for primitive-expression s are given
and explained in more detail in section 3.4.1 .4. One alternative of a primitive-expresslon is a parenthesized
exprcssion-seven, so that parenthesized parts of expressions are evaluated before they may be operand of a preced-
ing or following operator.

3.4.1.3.2. Types and reference-levels of operands

The most operators combine or work on values on reference-level zero, i. e. automatic dereferencing takes place
if the original reference-level of the operands is one or two.

Example:

DECLARE (A, B} REAL;
A := 5.7;
B:=3.9+A;

The right-hand side in the second assignment-statement is the expression 3.9 + A. Though the right operand is the
rcfetenceone-idmtifter A, you want to add the real value referred to by A (here 5.7) to the real value 3.9 rather
than the reference (address) A. Therefore A is automatically dereferenced once in this syntactic position (operand
of an adding-operator).

ln opposition to automatic dereferencing of operands no automatic type-conversion of operands takes place. The
same operator may rather exist for operands of different types. For example by standard there is an adding-opera-
tor for two integer operands, an adding-operator for an integer operand on the left and a real operand on the right,
an adding-operator for a real operand on the left and an integer operand on the right, and an adding-operator for
two real operands. Further adding-operators may be declared by the user for operands of other types (see operator-
declaration). Though there are not types taken into consideration in the production-rules of the syntax of expres-
sions because that is not possible in general for arbitrarily many types in a context-free grammer, an operation with
the operator 0 is only correct, if - apart from different reference-levels - the types of the actual operands match
the types of the (formal) operands of one of the operators 0 given by standard or by a non-standard operator-
declaration.
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3.4.1.3.3. Standard-operators

As already mentioned there is a lot of socalled standard operators which may be used in your program without
explicit declaration. The standard operators are listed in the following together with the types of their operands,
the type of the resulting value, and their precedence-numer:

Monadic operators

symbol tYpe of type of

l operand a result c
semantics

see+ see+ c:= -a (monadicminus)

NOT BIN(n) BIN(n) inversion of all bits

ABs INT(n) INT(n) )
REAL(n) REAL(n) ] c := la | (the absolute value)
DUR DUR )
STRING(1) INT(m) the integer asociated to a character;

that integer and m are
implementation-dependent

stGN rNT(n) tNT(l) (+1 if a)0
REAL(n) tNT(l) c:= {Oira=ODUR tNT(l) (-1ifa(0

ENTIER nEAL(n) INT(nl c becomes the nearest integer
r not greater than a

ROUND REAL(n) INT(n) rounding to the nearest integer
(DrN 1333!

UPB array INT c becomes the gpper bound of the first
bound-pair of the array a

LWB array INT c becomes the lower bound of the first
bound-pair o?t6e 

"iray 
a

REAL INT(n) REAL(n) c becomes the real number
corresponding to a

CHAR tNT STRTNG(I) conversion of a to a STRTNG(I)-vatue
(character), if possible

BINT BIN(n) INT(m) conversion of a to ttrlt(m); (*)

m becomes the smallest integer
not being less than
n * lg 2ar 0.301 * n

BITS INT(m) BIN(n) conversion of a to glN(n), ;1s ä 9'(**)
n becomes the smallest integer
not being less than

I
m* [--e'3.32*m

+ INT(n) tNT(n) )

ffiät,", 3:,äl,", Ic'=+a 
(monadicprus)
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(*) The exact effect may be described by the following sequence ol statementsi

C :=Ai
FORIFROM 1TO N DO lF IRBIT (Al THEN C:=G+2'* (l-lhFl;

DONE;

(**) The exact effect may be described by the following sequence of statements:
DCL R INT (m) := A;
FOR I FROM 1 TO N

DO SURBRIT (C, l, 1) := R MOD 2 = 1;
R z= R.l .2i

DONE;

The operator VAL is neöessary to write arefermceoneassignmenf using e.g. areference-two-identifier as left.hand
side of this assignment:

DECLARE AA REF REAL, A REAL;
tu\ ;= [;
VAL AA := 5.7:

The effect of the second assignment is that of the assignment

A := 5.7;

Dyadic operators

Dereferenci ng operator

Symbol type of type of
operand a result c

VAL REF type type

symbol

UPB

tpye of type of
left right
operand a operand b

INT(n) arraY

LWB INT(n) arraY

INT(n) INT(m)
REAL(n) INT(m)FIT

**

semantics

VAL explicitly decreases the reference level by one

i

I

I

type of
result c

INT

INT

tNT(b)
REAL(b}

INT{n}

prece-

dence

number

1

semantics

c becomes the lpper lornd of the a-th bound-pair
of b, if it exists

c becopes the loger lound of the a-th bound pair

of b, if it exists

changes the precision of a to that one def ined by

b. b is an integer-constant4enotation

(^*^*. . .*a (b times), if b>0
c r=tl , if b=0

tNT(n) INT(m)
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type of type of prece-

symbol left right type of dence semantics
operanda operandb resultc number

( a*a*. . .*a (b timesl, if b > 0
* * REAL(n) tNT(m) REAL(n) 1 c .=l 1.0, if b = 0

[ 1/ (a*a*. . .*a] (/b/times), if b >0

INT(n) INT(m) tNT(p) 2

INT(n) REAL(m) nEAL(p)
REAL(n) tNT(m) REAL(p)
REAL(n) REAL(m) REAL(p)
INT(n) DUR DUR
DUR INT(n) DUR
REAL(n) DUR DUR
DUR REAL(n) DUR

/ INT(n) INT(m) REAL(p) 2

INT(n) REAL(m) ReAL(p)
REAL(n) INT(m) R EAL(p)
REAL(n) REAL(m) REAL(p)
DUR REAL(m) DUR
DUR INT(m) DUR
DUR DUR REAL

c :- a * b

(multiplication)

p :' max (n,m)

c ,=f,ifbfo
(division)
p '= max (n,m)

c :- a+b
(addition)
p '= max(n,m)

. I . INT(n) INT(m) INT(p) 2 c := ENTIER ABS (a/b)*
SIGN (a/b), it o*o
(integer division).

p := max (n,m)

MOD INT(n) INT(m) INT(p) 2 1a-a.l. b*b, if a-a.l. b*b> 0

" ;= {a-a . /. b"b+ABS b, if a-a . /. b*b < 0

(modulo, remainder)

p := max (n,m)

LBIT INT(m) BIN(n) BIN(I) 2 c becomes the a-th bit from the left out of b,

. if t 1 a I n; the leftmost bit of b has the
number 1

RBIT INT(m) AIN{n) BIN(1) 2 c becomes the a-th bit from the right out of b,
it t I a 5 n; the rightmost bit of b has the
number 1

CHAR INT(m) STRING(n) STRING(1) 2 c becomes the a-th character from the left out
of b, if t S 

"t n; the leftmost character of b
has the number 1

+ INT(n) INT(m) INT(p) 3
INT(n) REAL(m) REAL(p)
R EAL(n) INT(m) R EAL(p)
REAL(n) REAL(m) REAL(p)
DUR DUR DUR
DUR CLOCK CLOCK
CLOCK DUR CLOCK

See+ See+ See+ 3 C'= a-b
CLOCK CLOCK DUR (subtraction)
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symbol

(=

type of type of
left right
operand a operand b

STR ING (n) STR ING (m)

B lN(n) BIN(m)

BIN(n) INT(m)

BIN (n) INT(m)

type of
result c

STR ING(p}
etN(p)

BIN (n)

BIN(n)
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prece-

dence

number
semantics

concatenation

P'= m+n

shift of a I b I steps to the left, if b>0, and to
the right otherwise; zeros are pulled after;
the number of bits is unchanged

cyclic shift of a lU lsteps to the left, if b >0,
and to the right otherwise; the number of
bits is unchanged

comparison-operator less than or equal;

B'1' a'true'
B '0' 4'false';

comparison-precision: p = max(n,m);
if one of the operands is REAL, REAL-
nurnbers are compared

comparison-operator greater than or equal

comparison-operator les than

comparison-operator greater than

compar ison-operator equa I

comparison-operator not equal

conjunction of the single bits (*)

disjunction of the single bits (*)

6

7

i

:

:

i

t
i

l=,

AND

OR

(*)
a

B'1'
B '1',

B'0'
B'O'

tNT(n) INT(m)
INT(n) R EAL(m)
REAL(n) tNT(m)
R EAL(n) R EAL(m)

CLOCK CLOCK
DUR DUR

seg (= see <=

See (= see(=

See(.= See (=

see <= s9€€=

LABE L LABE L
STRING(nlSTRlNG(n)
BIN(n) BIN(n)

see (,= see (=
LA,BE L LABE L
STR I NG(n) STR I NG (n)

BIN(n) BIN(n)

Bl N(n) BI N(n)

BIN(n) BIN(n)

BtN(1)

BtN(1)

BtN(l)

BtN(1)

BtN(1)

BtN(1)

BIN(n)

BIN(n)

4

4

4

5

aANDb

B'1' B'1'
B'O' B'O'
B',l ' B'0'
B'O' B'O'

aORb

B'1'
B'1'
B 'I',
B 'O'
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3.4.1.3.4. ldentity-relation

An identity-relation serv* to ask whether tuo refererueones are equal or not by means of the operators lS or ISNT
resp. Thus the reference-level on which the comparison takes place is one, i.e. the original reference-level of the op-
erands of lS or ISNT must be at least one; if it is two, it is automatically dereferenced to one. Therefore the produc-

tion-rule of the syntax is:

3.4.1124 idmtity-relation : : =
{refaenceone / NIL I
' derefuencedoyrce+eference-twoJ

fs7 rsrur/ ,

{rrtn?ceonelN,tL I' dereferencedotrce-reference-wo]

An identity+elation delivers B'1' , af it is true, and B '(I otherwise.

Whether the left operand of lS or ISNT is executed before, during or after the execution of the right one is undefi-
ned.

An-identityrelation is an expression with precedence-number f ive and is thus an additional alternative of expression-

frve lsee production-rule (3.4.1/18) in section 3.4.1.3.1.1.

3.4.1 .4. Survey of primitive expressions

The possibil ities for primitive<xpressions are:

3.4.1 125 primitive-expression .' .' :
(al
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)

(i)
(i)
(k)
(t)

constantdenotation f
value-identifier I
valuemayaßplny I
der eferenc edanc e-refer enc ea ne f
d erefere nc e d -twic e -r efer e nc e -tw o f
(expression-seven I I
conditiorwl-expression f
value-slice I
volue-selection f
value<all f
I d er efer e nc ed -o n c e -r efer e nc e e n e e s si gnm e nt I f
lder efer enc ed -twic e-refer enc e -two 4s signmen t I

Aprimitive<xpression delivers a value on reference-level zero in every case. lf it syntactically looks like areference-
one, it is automatically dereferenced according to the alternatives (d), (e), (k), and (l) in the production-rule of
primitive<xpression.

constant4enotations (a) are e.g. numbers (for the syntax see section 3.2.1 . value-idmtifiers ils idmtifiers which
immediately possess values on reference-level zero which must not be changed by assignment. Such idmtifiers get
the value they then possess by awfue<quivalent+ttibute in their declaration (see section 3.3.2.1 .1. An anay-
dßplayisanarrayconstant,e.g.(1.0,7.93,8.84) (formoredetail seesection3.2l.anaydisplaysaswell asidentifios
of arrays may only be operands of newly declared operators which act on arrays. References are enumerated in

section 3.4.1 .2.1 . A parenthesized expression-seven is again a primittve-expression. For conditiorwl-expressions
see section 3.4.1.5. . Slices are treated in section 3.4.1.6., selections in section 3.4.1 .7., calls in 3.3.5.2. .
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The last tvvo alternatives of prtmitive<ryressibn are assignments put in parentheseE. Tho perenttresec are rsquired
because the assignment-symbol can be considered to be rcmething like an operator of the lowest precedence. Pa.
,renthesized assignments as operands are treated like asignments forming the right-hand sides of other assignments.

Their original refersnce-level is that of their left-hrnd side, and tho value they deliver is the left hand skle which
is automatically dereüerenced to rsferencs-lgwl zero after thcir sxocution.

Example:

DECLAßE (A,B,C,D,EI REAL;
B :- 5.S1;
D :- 8.75;
A:=B+(C :=Dl; r

First the asignment G := D is executed, and thereafter tho off€ct of tho rcmsinirgassignmmt-statement as that
of A := B + C; where B and G are dereferenced before the execution of the addition. Because the right-hand side
of an assignment may be another asignment. B + (C :- D :- El is a correct expression, too.
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3.4.1.5. Conditional Expression

The production-rule of the syntax ol conditional-expression is:

3.4.1126 conditiorwkxpression : :=
lF birul (I )-expression-seven

THEN expression-seven

ELSE expression-seven

FI

The key-words lF and Fl are like parentheses.

The expression following I F must be a binal(l )-expression, i.e. an expression delivering a value of type binal with
exactly one bit. (This important type is explicitly contained in the production-rule of the syntax ol conditional-
expression though types are not contained in the production-rules of the-syntax of expressions elsewhere because
this is not possible in general in a context-free grammar because of the theoretically infinite number of types.) lf
you have a condition depending on several bits of a binal (containing more than one bit) you must combine this
binal with another suitable one (e.g. by a comparison-operator) to g€t a binal(1) value.

lf the binal(1)-expression following lF delivers B '1', only the expression following THEN is executed and delivers
the value of the whole conditiorwkxpression. lt the binal(1)-expression following lF delivers B'O, only the ex-
pression folfowing ELSE is executed and delivers the value of the whole conditiorul-expression.

Both the expression following THEN and the expression following ELSE must deliver a value of the same type.
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3.4.1.6. Slices

A slice is or serves to refer to a part or - as a special case - to an element of an array.

An example for the most frequent cases is the following:

DECLARE A2 l1:7,-2t3) REAL;

By this declaration a reference-one-identifier A2 is introduced referring to a non-scalar value whose type is de-

scribed by the attribute l1:.7,-2:3)REAL, i.e. it is a matter of a value consisting of a two-dimensional array (matrixl
containing 42 values of type real. Simultaneously with the reference-one A2 the programmer has at his disposal the
referenceones:

A211,-2l-, A211,-11, . . ., A211,31,
A212,-21, A212,-11, .. . , A212,31,
...,
A217,-21, A217,-11, . . ., A217,31,

each referring to an element of the array declared above: e.g. A2l4,2l refers to the element in the fourth row and
the fifth column of the matrix introduced by the declaration above; A2(4,21 is syntactiacally a slice, more exactly
areferenceone-slice. The numbers 4 and2 in the parentheses following the reference to the whole array are calied
vtbscipts. ln a more general case a subrcripl in a slice may be an expression-seven delivering a value of type integer.

But it is not only possible to refer to an element of an array but also to a part larger than only one single element:
the slice A2( ,-21 e.g. refers to the whole first column of the array declared above; the slice A2l2:5,-11 refers to a
part of the second column; i.e. a subscipf may be an expression-seven or may be empty or may consist of two
expression-seyens both delivering values of type integer and separated by a colon.

Hence the production-rule of the syntax of the most general case of a referenceone-slice is:

3.4.1 127 referenceone-slice : : =
anay-referenceone subscript-list

with

3.4.1128 subsuipt-list : : =
(/, 'subscripr' ' 'J I

9.4.1129 subscript::=
[atb s crip t - e xpr e s sio n z sub s cip t - e x pre s sio nJ I
subscipt<xpression

and

3.4.1130 subscript-expression : :=
int e ger - e xP r e s si o n- s e v en

The case, that all subscripts are expression-sevens, is reflected by a separate production-rule

3.4.1131 referenceone-sliceone : :=
array-reference-one I {,' subscript-expression''' J t

for a referenceone-sliceone is a refaenaeone-slice referring to exactly one single value of an array, and there are
syntactic positions where a slice is admissible, but only such a referenceone-sliceone, e.g. if the array-element is

a structure of which you want to select a structure-element.
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ln a slice there must be exactly as many subscripts as there are bound-parrrs in the corresponding array-declaration.
A wbscriptcxpression must deliver a value of type integer. The sequence of the evaluations of the single subscript-
expressionsinasubscript-lis/isundefined.A'subrcipfof theformi:jmeansall integerskwithiS l =<1. An
empty subscipt means all integers between the bounds given by the array-declaration on this subscript-position
including the bounds.

As one alternative of referenceone a referenceone-slice may be the left-hand side of a refermceone-assignrnent,
and if the slice refers to more than one single value, the right-hand side must deliver a corresponding aggregate of
va I u es ( see agregat e 4ssignment, secti o n 3.4.1 .2.2.1 .

Besides referenceone-identifiers referring to arrays of values on reference-level zero you may declare reference-two-
identifiers referring to arrays of referenceones of the same type:

Example:

DECLARE AAl (1:3) REF REAL;
DECLARE (A, B, C) REAL;
AAl(1) := A;
AA1 (2) := B;

By the f irst declaration the identifier AAl is introduced and made to refer to a value whose type is described by the
attribute (1:3) REF REAL meaning that it is a value consisting of a one-dimensional array of referenceoneswhich
only may refer to real values. As AAI refers to referenceones it is a refrence-two-identifier. Besides AA1 you have
atyourdisposal thereference-twosAAl(11 ,AA1l2l ,andAAl(3), syntacticallybeingreference-two-slicesandrefe-
rence'two-sliceones which can be the left-hand side of a reference-twotssignment as in the assliz ment-statements
in the example above. There is no difference between a referenceone-slice and a reference.two-slice on principle
apart from the different reference-levels.

The production-rules of the syntax of areference-two-slice are:

3.4.1/32 reference-two-sliceone : : =
anay-reference-two ( !',' subscript<xpression''' ] I

(For the last'-one' in refercnce-two-sliceone see the corresponding remarks on referenceone-slice-one within this
section).

3.4.1132 refetence-two-slice : : =
anay +eference-two subscript-list

3.4.1/34 anay+eference-two : : =
r e fa m c e -two -id ent ifi er

ln opposite to the only possibility reference-two-identifter tor anay-reference-two there are several alternatives for
anay-reference-one:

3.4.1/35 anay+efermceane: : =
(a) referenceone-identifier I(bl dereferencedonce-reference-twoidentifier I(c) referenceone-selection f(d) referenceone+all f(e) dereferencedonce+eference-rwo-sliceone f(f) derefermcedonce+eference-two-selection

All referenceones in this production-rule must necessarily refer to an array to be an a r r a y -referenceone. A
referenceone-call is a call ol a procedure delivering a referenceone as result (see section 3.3.5.2.). The meaning of
referenceone-identifier is evident. For refoenceone-selection see section 3.4.1 .7. The other alternatives lor anay-
referenceone imply automatic dereferencing and are discussed in the following by means of examples.
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Example to (b) :

DECLARE AA REF (,} REAL;
DECLARE M 1122,3:5) REAL;

AA is a reference-two-identifier referring to a value whose type is given by the attribute REF ( , I REAL, i.e. a
referenceone which may refer only to a two-dimensional-array of real numbers, and A2 is a referenceone-identifier
referring to a twodimensional array of real values. Then you may assign

AA := A2i

with the effect that AA refers to A2. Then AA{2,4} is a reference-one-slice and refers to the element in the second
row and second column of the array referred to by A2, i.e. AA is dereferenced once so to speak by the subscript-
parentheses in this case, becouse AA does not immediately refer to an array.

But instead of AA there may be a reference-two-slice relerringto one anay-referenceone according to (e):

Example to (e):

DECLARE AAl (1:3)REF(, IREAL;
DECLARE A2 1122,3:51 REAL;

AA1 is a reference-two'identifier referring to a one-dimensional array of three referenceone-identifiers each of which
refers to a two-dimensional array of real numbers. Hence you may assign

AA1(2) := A2;

Then the legitimate slice AAl l2ll2,4l is areference-one-slice referring to the element in the second row and the sec-
ond column of the array referred to by A2. AA1 is not dereferenced by the f irst subscript-parentheses, but the refer-
ence-two-slice AA1l2l is by the second subscript-parentheses. Note that the dereferenceil-once-reference-two-slici
AA1 (21 is and must be a reference-two-sliceone (cf . 3.4.1/35(e)) delivering one single reference because only one singlr
reference may be subscripted again according to production-rules 3.4.1 /2gand 3.4.1/3b(e).

lnstead ol reference-two-slice (AA7l2) in the example above) in areferenceone_slice (AA1(2) 12,4],inthe example
abovel there may Mareference-two-selectioninareferenceone-slice accordingto production-ru|e3.4.1/35(f) leading
to a slice of the form e.g. S.E(2I| where the selection S.E is automatically dereferenced by the subscript_parentheses
(see section 3.4.1 .7. (selections) too).

Another interesting example of a slice is the following:

DECLARE AA REF ( } NEAL;
DECLARE A2 (6:8, 1:31 REAL;
AA '= A2l,2l;

The reference-two-identifter AA refers to a reference to a one-dimensional array of real values. A2 refers to a two-
dimensional array of real values, and the referenceone-slice A2l,2l refers to a one-dimensional array of real values,
so that the assignment in the example above is legitimate. Then the reference-one-slice AAl6l is correct and refers
to the element in the first row (subscript 6) and the second column (subscript 2 in the assignment) of the array
referred to by A2.

Because the offay-reference{ne A2 may be delivered
3.4.1/35(d), you may have a slice of the form P(E,FI
E and F are actual parameters of P.

as result of a procedure, say P, according to production-rule
16,21 referring to the same array-etement as A216,2l does.
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Besides references to arrays there are value-idmtifioswhich do not refer to but immediately posess an array in the

same manner as a value-identifier may posses a scalar value: e.g.:

DECLARE VA VAL (1:3IREAL;

Then the slice VA(!I is a value-slicewhich must not be the left-hand side of an assignment in opposition to a'

refererceone+lice.

The corresponding production'rules are:

3.4.1/36 vahte-sliceone : : =
valuennay I{ ,' subscript-expresston'" } I

3.4.1137 vahte-slice : : =
valuetnaY subscrtPtJist

3.4.1/38 tnhtetnay::=
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

value-identifier I
falue-selection f
value-call f
valueqnay4ßplay

which show that an anay4isplay may be subscripted, too, This case may be interesting e.g. in a loop'statement

whose controlled values are ff)t equidistant:

The effect of:

FORITO3
DO FOR J FR(NI (18,171 (ll TO {3,12,181 (ll

DO... DONE;
IX)TIIE;

is equivalent to the effect of the three looVstatements:

FOR J FROM 1 TO 3 DO... DONE;

FOR J FROM 9 TO 12 DO. . . DONE;

FOR J FROM 17 TO 18 DO . . . DONE;
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3.4.1 .7. Selections

A selection serves to refer to or is an element of a structttre.

Example:

DECLARE S STRUCT (El REAL, E2 REF REALh
DECLARE A REAL;' S.El := 3.751;
S.E2 := A;

Thereferenceone-identifier S refers to a structured value whose type is described by the attribute STRUCT(EI
REAL, E2 REF REALI, i.e. a value consisting of two elements, a real value and a reference to a real value. Thus
one can assign:

S:= (3.751 , Al; s-*fEl
(E2

3.751

A

The two parts of the structure are supplied with so-called element-selectors, the value-element-selector El and the
reference-element-selector E2 both looking likeidentifiers but nevertheless not beingidentifiers! The element-selec-

tors combined with the reference to the whole structure allow access to the single elements of the structure, shown
by the selections S.El and S.E2 in the example given above. The selection S.El refers to the first element - a real

value - of the structure referred to by S and is thus areferenceone-selection which e.g. may be the left-hand side

of a refererrceone-assignment. The selection S.E2 refers to the second element of the structure referred to by S.
Because the second element is a refermceone and S.E2 refers to it, S.E2 is a reference'-two-selection which as in
the example above as left-hand side of arefererrce-two-assignment requires areferenceone onthe corresponding
right-hand side (here the referenceone-identifier Al which becomes content of the second element of the structure
referred to by S.

The production-rules corresponding to the example above are

3.4.1139 referenceone-selection : : =
r efer enc e o n e -s truc t ur e 4 e s igna t or .

value-element-selec tor f
valu e - s truc ture 4 e signa t o r. refere nc e - el eme nt - s e le c t o r

(the first possibility is used by the example above; an example for the second possibility will be shown later onl
and

g.4.1/4O reference-ttilo-selection : : =
referenc eo ne-struc turedesignat or .

refer e nc e < I erne nt -s ele c to r

where the referenceone-structuredesignator is a referenceone-identifier I S l.

Besides the simple referenceone-identifter there are several possibilities for a reference-one-structure4esignator:

3.4.1141 referenceone-structure4esignator : : =
(a) referenceone-identifrcr I
(b) dereferencedonce-reference-two-identifier I
(c) referenceone-sliceone f
(d) dereferenced-once-reference-two-sliceone f
(e) refaenceone-selection f
tf) dereferencedonce-reference-two-selection f
(S) referenceone<all
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Example to (b):

TYPE STR = STRUCT(EI REAL, E2 REF REAL); /* TYPE-DECLARATION */
DECLARE SS REF STR, S STR, A REAL;
SS := S;
SS.EI := 3.751;
SS.E2 := A;

SS is a reference-two-identifier referring to areferenceone lhere S because of the first assignment) which refers
to a structure:

t

ss fElFT'?;iTlG2I AI

Though SS is a reference-two, SS.EI is areferenceone-selection, because SS does not immediately refer to a

structured value but to a reference to a structured value and is therefore dereferenced once in the selection SS.EI,

because only the value referred to by SS (here S ) may be object of a selection. Sti is so to speak dereferenced
by the following selection-point ". ". SS.E2 is a reference-two-selection as S.E2 is; SS is dereferenced here, too.
ln front of the selection-point always areferenceone-structuredesigrwtor or avalue-structure4esigrwtor lonrefer-
ence-level zero) is required referring to or possessing a structure resp.: if there is arefermce-two, dereferencing takes
place automatically according to the alternatives (b), (d), (f) in production-rule 3.4.1141.

The structure-designator in front of the selection-point may be a slice, too:

Example:

TYPE LINK = STRUCT(GONTENTS REAL, FOINTER REF LINK);
DECLARE LIST (1:160lLlNK, I INT;
FOR I TO 99' DO LIST (I).POINTER := LIST(|+1); DONE;

LIST(1OO).POINTER := LIST(1);

This example shows a circularly linked list. To declare one single link of the list you need a new type (here LINK)
introduced by a typedeclaration. Then a refaenceone-identifier LIST is declared referring to a one-dimensional

array of one hundred values of type LINK structured of a real value and areferenteone which only may refer to
a structured value of the same type LINK. By the loop-statement and the following assignment-statement'the

array-elements are linked. Then each of the structure-elements with the element-selector POINTER refers to another

whole structured list-element whereas the structure-elements with the selector CONTENTS are still undefined. The

left-hand sides of the assignments in the example above are refaence-two-selections with referenceone-structure'

de signators being reference one -slic e s.

ln a similar manner a selection may designate a whole structwerather than a scalar element, what may lead to

selections with altogether more than only one selection'point:

Example:

DECLARE S STRUCT(EI BIN, E2 STRUCT(E2I REAL, C22INTI};
S.E2.E22z=1;

5.E2.E22 is a referenceone-selection because it consists of the referenceoru-selection 8.E2 as referenceone-

structure4esignator and the value<lement-selector E22.

The last possibility of a structure-designator is the call of a procedure delivering a structure as result.

Because references to arrrays may be elements of structures and because there are arrays of structures you may have

selections of the form e.g.:

s.T2(5,71.E
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and slices of the form e.g.:

s.Tt (tl.E2(17,N+51

Besides referenceone-selections andreference-two-selections there are value-selectionst

Example:

DECLARE A REAL;

BEGIN
DECLARE VS VAL STRUCT(EI lNT, E2 REF REALI = (1,A);

VS does not refer to a structured value but immediately possesses it. Therefore no assignments to VS are possible.

VS.EI is a value-selectlbn because VS is a value-identifier and El is a value<lement-selector. No assignment to such a

selection is possible. But though VS is a value-structure4esigtwtor, VS.E2 is a reference-one-selection because E2 is a

reference-element-selector and VS.E2 is equivalent to the reference-one A because of the equivalent-attribute in the
declaration above. Therefore you may assign a real value (e.g. 5.0) to VS.E2 as you may assign a real value to the refer-
enceone-identifier A. But note that the second element itself of \lS is not changeable as the first one is not.

tE1vslEz

Note that there is no arrow between VS and the structure in the picture as it would be if VS would be a reference
to a structure.

The corresponding production-rule for VS.EI of the example above is:

3.4.1142 value-selectian : : =
value-structttre4esigrwtor . valueclement-selector

where the value-structure4esigrutor is avalue-identifier (S ). Other possible value-structure4esignators are the
value-slice,thevalue-selection again,and acall of a procedure delivering as result a structured value on reference-
level zero:

3.4.1143 value-structure4esigrutor : : =
{a} value-identifier f
(b) value-sliceone f
(c) value-selection f
(d) value-call

(The production-rule corresponding to VS.E2 of the example above is 3.4.1/39).

Comprehensively you can say about reference-levels in connection with selections:

A following selection-point changes the reference-level only if it is a matter of reference-level two which is automa'

tically dereferenced once to reference-level one; then the reference-level implied by the type of the structure-element
which is selected by the element-selector following the selection-point is added.
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3.4.2. Special Statements for Program Control

Special statements for program control are dummy-statement, goto-statement, conditional-statement, case-state-

ment and loop-statement.

Adummy-statement involves no operation, but is executed by going on to the execution of the statemenl immedia-

tely following. The production-rule of the syntax of dummy'statement isi

g.4.211 dummy-statement : := /SflPJ ;

For goto-statement see3.3.4. (labels and GOTO).

3.4.2.1 . Conditional Statement

Syntax:

3.4.212 conditionnl-statement .' .' --
I F birwl (1 )-expression-seven

THEN statement' ' '

Gr-sg sfutement' ' 'J
FI;

lF and Fl are like statemmt-brackets similar to GROUP and FlN.

The f irst step of the execution ol a conditiorwl-statement is the evaluation of the binal( 1)-expression-seven following

lF. This is an expression-seven delivering a value of type binal with exactly one bit. lf it delivers B'1' the statement

(-sequence) between THEN and ELSE or, if ELSE is omitted, between THEN and Fl is executed; otherwise the

statement(-sequence) between ELSE and Fl is executed, if it exists. lf (the last statement of) the statementl'sequen-

ce) following THEN or ELSE is not a goto-statement and is executed, the control is passed to the statemezl following

the whole conditional-statemen t

3.4.2.2. Case-statement

Sytax:

3.4.213 case-statement : : =
C ASE integer-expression-seven

w {,'[statem*r"_'J " J
!_OUT statement' ' 'J

ESAC;

GASE and ESAC are like statemenf-brackets similar to GROUP and FIN or lF and Fl.

The case-statement serves to shorten certain nested conditiorul-statements.

Thefirststepof theexecution of acase-statementislheevaluation of theinteger-expression-seven betweenCASE

and lN, which is an expression-sevm delivering a value of type integer. lf this value is n, the n-th statement('sequen'

ce) of the statementl-sequence)s between lN and OUT or, if OUT is omitted, between lN and ESAC, which are

separated by commas, is executed, if it exists, and otherwise the statemen t(-sequence) between OUT and ESAC,

if it exists. The statemenf (-sequence) immediately following lN has the number one. lf (the last statement otl a
staternentl-sequencel is not a goto-s tatement and has been executed, the control is passed to lhe statement

following the whole case-statement.
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Example:

CASE. I IN Ll, L2, L3, L4 ESAC;

is something like a s,witch in other programming languages, it L1 , L2, L3 and L4 are labels. lFor a goto-statement
contained within a case-statement the optionality of Goro (resp. Go ro) is validl.

3.4.2.3. Loop-statement

Syntax:

3.4214 loop-statement : : =
froa identtfterJ

fr n onr int qer<xpr e s si o n-s ev erlJ

fBY int e ger- e xpr e ssi o n- s ev enJ

fT O i nt e g er < xp r e ssi o n-s ev enJ

fwx I le birul ( I )-expression-sevenJ
DOstatemenf "' DONE;

3.4.215 integer-expression-sevm : : = expression-seven

An intego-expression-seven delivers a value of type integer.

A loop -statement ser v esto construct program-loops.

The exact effects of a loop-statement may be described by a piece of program having the same effect [3,4]:

The block

BEGIN
DCL J INT := A, K VAL tNT = B, L VAL INT 

= 
G;

M: IF IF K>6 THEN J (=L
ELSE lF K < t THEN J )= LELSE 8,1' Ft

FI
THEN BEGIN

DCL I VAL tNT = J;
IF DTHEN E; J:=J+K;GOTOM;FI;

END;
FI;

END;

where the identiliers J, K, L, M do not occur in D or E, I differs from J and K, the operators),(=, q,)=, * are
standard-operators, A, B, and C are integer-expression-sevens, D is a biru( 1)-expression-seven, and E is a statement
(-sequence) of the syntactical form lstatement' ' '] , ^"y 

be replaced by

FOR I FROM A BY B TO C WHILE D DOE DONE;

i.e.:
the whole loop-statemenf as well as DO . . . DONE; acts like a block with all conseguences; I is declared as value-

idmtifier by the loop-staternmf to be known in D and E only; thus I must not be used in A,B, and C, and its value
must not be changed in D or E; A, B, and C are expression-sevens, which must deliver values of type integer and are

evaluated only once in the beginning of the execution of the loopstatement.



The block

BEGIN
DCL J INT

M: BEGIN
TrcL I

IFD
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A, K VAL INT - B;

VAL INT = J;
THEltl E; J :- J + K; GO TO

wtrere the identifias J,K,M do not oocur in D or E, I differs from J and K, the operator + is a standard-operator,
A and B are integer+xpression$evens. D is a bim( I )-uprcssion*even, and E ls a stotemenf (sequence), may be
replaced by

FOR I FROiI A BY B WHILE D DO E

that is, the upper bound is mlseing.

lf I does not occur in D or E, FOR I may be omitted.
lf A is a constant with the value 1, FROilI A may be omittcd ard is assumed to be FRil 1.
lf I is a conrtant with the value 1, BY B may be omitted and is asumed to bs By 1.
lf D is a cohstant with the yalue B'l', UUlllLE D may be omitted and is aesunpd to be WHILE Efl,
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4. Real Time Features

ln a program system to be used for automatic control of scientific experiments or industrial processes it is, in gener-

al, not possible to order all required actions into a single chronological sequence. Since e.g. sigtuls arising asyn-

chronously from the process require immediate response whereas current activities must not be terminated, a se
ries of activities to be executed simultaneously or interleaving is generated,

Consequently PEARL provides a powerful set of language elements to organize such 'parallel'activities. This set

includes means to start, suspend, continue and terminate parallel activities, also depending on time schedules.

Further elements are provided for synchronization of such activities the relative importance of which may be indi-
cated by priority numbers.

4.1. Parallel Activities

ln PEAR L the basic unit of parallel processing is the task. This term designates any separable flow of control
within the program system, regardless of its purpose or its reasons. Thus responses to signals from the process

as well as l/0-operations to be performed asynchronously are tasks, too. Accordingly organizing parallel activ-
ities in PEARL means handling of tasks.

4.1.1. Task Generation

ln order to be able to handle a task it must be given a name. This is achieved by an explicite declaration:

The syntactic rule

4.1 .1 l1

TASKNAME taskrwme - identifier

fbound-pairl] fnestoer,rrJ ;

shows a distinction between TASK and TASKNAME. A task-identifier is permanently associated with the
regnent given in its declaration, whereas taskrwme-identifiers may be associated with different pieces of code

at different times.

Therefore the activation-statement of a task denoted by a taskname-identifier must indicate the code to be

executed while the activation-statement of a task denoted by a task-identifier must not.

4.1.1/2 activation-statement: : = [rchedubJ AcTtvATE
{,;*;fr:::{H 

",#r::;i ;rjr 
e s sio n - s ev en I r

taskrwme-identifter Ilirttgrr-r*pression-sevenlJ
priority-option sema-optioft IRESaDENT/ : segmefi ]

4,1.113 segment: : =uilabeled-statement

The code of a task i.e.itssegmenf and all procedures called directly or indirectly therein must not contain any

statement transferring the flow of control into ablock enclosing this segment. Similarly any jump from outside

into a regmenf is forbidden,

So, the call of P in the following example is not allowed.

DECLAREPPROC = BEGIN;

task-declaration: : = TASK task-identifier ümtrgrnconstant-
denotationl| fneslDENTJ i sesmenl/

ACTIVATE Tt CRLL P;
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END;

4.1.2. lnterrupts and Signals

Asynchronously to the activities of the system interrupts from the prooess may arrive which require certain serv-

icing. On the other hand there are signals produced as a reaction to an operation performed by a particular task.

More exactly the difference between interrupts and signals in PEARL does not merely result from their origin
but from the way they are to be treated by the program system,

An interrupt leads to the activation of as many additional tasks as actually scheduled for this interrupt (see

4.1.31. A signal however is only communicated to the task which performed the operation giving rise to that
signal, The response to a signal will be performed as part of the task the signal is communicated to. A response

becomesvalid within atask by the execution oI aresponse-statement. lt remainsvalid until aresponse-state-
ment to the same signal is executed within that task or the block is left which contains the response. ln this
case the response valid on entering the block becomes valid again.

4.1.2t1 rcsponse-statement: : = RESPONSE {, . signal-des$rwtion...J
:, unbbeled-statement

ln the case of a list of sigtul-designations the response will be executed on occurrence of any of these signals.

4.1.212 signal-desigrwtion: : =
value-identifierfvafue-slicefvafue-selectionfvalue-callfreferenceone-identifierlreference-one-
slice f reference-one-selection f reference-one-call I reference-two-identifur I reference-two*lice I
re fer e nc e - two'se le c t io n

The signal-identifiers (and intemtpt-identifiersl are declared in the system-division. ln order to use them they
must be specified with either the INTERRUPT or the S|GNALattribute inthcproblen-diyßion The same rys-

tem element may be used as both i.e. interrupt and signal by giving it two differentinterrupt-signal-identifters
inthe systern4ivisian and specifying them intheproblemdivision as INTERRUPT and SIGNAL, respectively.
Consequently , the signal-identifiers (or intemtpt-identiftersl can be declared as equivalent to value-identifters
and assigned to referenceone-identiliers having the attribute SIGNAL (or INTERRUPT). (See also 2.4.1 and

3.3.1.1.1.)

Example:

DECLARE PRINTERROR VAL SIGNAL;

ACTIVATE PRI NTING: BEGIN:

RESPONSE PRINTERROR: GOTO L;
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L: WRITE DATA TO PRINTER;

Ltto,

lf within this example the execution of the WR|TE-stotenent leads to a PRINTERROR writing will be repeated.
Signals may be simulated for te$ or other Frurposos by üre exeartion of a glgrul-stimulatbn. The generated signal

will be communicated to the task executing this statentent.

4.1.213 sigrul-stirnulotion: : -- lltld,lcE sigtul-desigrution;

A similar operrtion exists for üiggoring inerrupts by the program system. Finally there aro the operations
ENABLE and DISABLE which allow to conn€ct and dicconnect the transmission of an interrupt as far from the
system ar possible.

4.1.214 intefiupt-oryation::= f eNngle/ DFABLEI TRIGGERJ
in temrp t - d e sigtut io n ;

4.1.215 hterrupt-desigrution: : =
vafue-identifrer f vafue-slice lvafueselection I vafue+oll I
referenceone-identifier I referenceone-slice f referenceone-selection f referenceone+all I
reference-two-identifter f refererce-two-slice f reference-two-selection
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4.1.3. Schedules

A task activation (s. 4.1 .1 ) and all other task operations (s. 4.2.2) may be scheduled. A schedule indicates at
which points in time, with which frequencies or on the occurrenoe of which interrupts the task operation follow-
ing the schedule will be initiated. All expressions and designations belonging to a schedule and the following
task operation are only evaluated at the time the statement containing the rchedule is executed. A schedule

remains valid until it is worked off, replaced, or explicitely destroyed (see 4.2.3,prevention statement).

{,. {ot ctock-expre:sion f{evenv I ALLJ
' dura'tion-expression fUruf l f- clock-expression f

DURING duration-expressionJJ f
fOru inrcmtpt-designation

ferren duration-expressionJ f
AFTER duration-expression ] [A* duration-expression

fururl I clock-expression / riunl luc duration-expression ll I
ALL duration-expression

Iururll clock-expression I ouRlNG duration-expresstonJj ' ' ')

The execution of task operations at specified points in the time scale is effected by the elements

AT clock-expression,
EVE RY duration-expression,
UNTI L clock-expression

The execution after a specified time intervall is indicated by

AFTE R duration- expression,
ALL duration- expression,
DURING duration- expression

ln both cases the three elements serve to specify start, repetition and end of a schedule,respectively.

Example 4-1:

ALLN * 1 SECDURING K * 1 SEG

This schedule leads to the execution of the task operation following it f irstly at the time when it is encountered,
then in time intervalls of N seconds, but no longer than for K seconds after the staternent was encountered. At
this time it will become invalid, since it is worked of.

Example 4-2:

AT 8: d: d evenY 2.HRS UNT|L 79: 6 z I

This schedule effects the execution of the taskoperation following it as precisely as possible at the following
points in maschine time:
8zizl, 10=$:p, 12:pt0, ... 18=0:0.

The schedule will remain valid for future days unless replaced or explicitely destroyed.

Example 4-3:

AT 8: O,i Ett 2 HRS DURING 11 HRS
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At the first sight this schedule seems to have the same effect as that in the previous example. lndeed there is no
difference as long as the maschine time runs exactly synchronous with real time, lf it does not it will have to be syn-
chronized from time to time. ln this case the differences arise, ln example 4-2 the system is ordered to execute the
task operation in question at the even hours between 8 o'clock and 18 o'clock as precisely as it can, whereas in exam-
ple 4-3 the time intervalls between such executions are required to be as near to two hours as possible.

Example 4-4:

ON INTERRUPT1 AFTER 3 MIN ALL 3'SEC
DURING 5.2 MIN

f n this example the task operation following the schedule will be executed in sequences, each sequence starting three
minutes after the interrupt INTERRUPT1 occurred, repeating the execution in time intervalls of 30 seconds but no
longer than tor 5.2 minutes after the oocurrence of the interrupt starting the sequence. lf INTERRUPT1 occurs again
before the preceding seguence has been finished, this sequence will be ended and a new sequence scheduled. So, if
INTERRUPT1 occurs in time intervals smaller than three minutes the task operation will not be executed at all.

The schedule in this example will remain valid until replaced or explicitely destroyed.

Example 4-5:

ON INTI, ON INT2, ON INT3

This schedule will lead to the execution of the task operation following it each time the interrupt lNTl or lNT2 or
lNT3 occurs,

ln general a scludule composed of a list of single rchedules will lead to the execution of the following task operation
at each time at which one of the schedules contained in the list would lead to such an execution. When a schedule
causes an attempt to activate a task already active this request for activation will at least once be buffered.l

i
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4.2. Task Control

Apart from an rctivation operation a real time language needs further means to control tasks although a lot of con-
trol is left to the operating system mainly related to resource management. Because PEAR L provides a h'rerarchi-
cal structure of tasks there will be some implicite control with respect to subtasks,

4.2.1. Task Hierarchy

Since tasks are embedded in the bbck structure and thereby one task may use the values of entities declared in
the code of a different task they are not completely independent from each other. This leads to a hierarchical order
of tasks.

The code associated with a task consists of its segmenf and all procedures called directly or indirectly by this seg-
ment. A task is called 'zubtask' of another task, its 'mastertask', it the segmenf of the subtask is contained in a btock
contained in the code of the mastertask. The $btask is 'attached'to the innermost of the blocks belonging to the
code of its mastertask and ontainingits segment lf the code of a task is not contained in any block this task is
said to be attached on 'module level'.

ln the subtask concept of PEARL variables used by several tasks are really shared, There is no copying of non-lo-
cal variables used in a subtask.

Example:

MODULE;
PROBLEM;
TASKTA1: BEGIN; /ttBLOCK 1 *l

TASKNAME TA2,

BEGIN; l* BLOCKl.1 *l
ACTIVATE TA2: BEGIN; | * BLOCK 1.1.1 * |

END;

L*o,

a

END;
TASKTA3 : BEGIN; l* BLOCK 2 * I

O'''VATE TAl;
t

L*o,

"ootND;
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ln this example TA1 and TA3 are taslc-idenfiliers attached on module level. TA2 is a tailc-rame-idantifier denot-
ing a task attached to block 1.1 by its activation, thereby becoming subtask of TA1. TAI is not a subtask of TA3
despite its activation in block 2.

4.2.2. Task States

ln order to make the description of task control functions more transparent task states are introduced. Each state
indicates a particular set of properties reflecting the actual behaviour of the task.

During its existence a task passes through three states each comprising the former one:

Declared

The name of the task is known to the system.

Arranged

A future activation of the task is scheduled, During the period a task is arranged its mastertask must not leave the

black the subtask is attached to.

Active

The task is activated and thus either executing instructions or waiting until the required resouroes become available,

certain programmed actions are performed and eventual time conditions are fulfilled.

State Diagram

Fig.4: l stateDiagram
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BetWeen these states the following transitions exist:

Declaration
Whon a moduh is linked or a block ls enterd contsining tsilc-dulüations these tasks become declared.

Arramsment
When the f low of control passes through an rctivation-statement, the task the statemenl refers to becomes

arranged.

3, Activation
When a tim€ is reached or an intorrupt oocurs which is contained in the rchedule ol an executed activation-
statement, the correspording task is automatically activated, lJ no schedule is given, the task is aetivated

immediately after its arrang€ment

Termination
A task ends automatically when it and all it6 subtasks have reached their natural end. lt is also possible to
terminste a usk explicitely (s. 4.2.3).

Cancellation
A task is carrcelled automatically when it is terminated and no further activations referring to it are scheduled.

6. Obliteration
When the block eonuining the declarat'on of a task is left th3 name of that task is no longer known.

4.

5,
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4.2.3. Task Operations

The state of a task may be affected by the execution of task operations. The activation-statement (s. 4.1.1) leads
to the activation of the task denoted by the task-designation at the time it is scheduled for with the priority
(s. 4.4'1) given in thepriority-option. lf the necessity arises to inhibit the execution of a task while preserving the
ability to continue it later on, the vspension-statement is to be used,

4.2,3/1 wspension-statement: : = [scheduleJ SUSPEND

4.2.3/2

[task-designationJ except-option;

except-option: : = fexceer t, tusk-designation...)J

,4.2.313 task-designation: : = {task-identifier / taskname-identiffur}

I integer- upr e s sion - sev en I J
By execution of this statement or at the time the operation is scheduled for, the task specified by task-designa-
tion and all its subtasks will be forced into a waiting state. lf no task-designation is given the task executing the
wspension-statement will be affected. The except-option may be used to leave selected subtasks unaffected by
the suspension. lf a task is already suspended or not even active the suspension has no effect.

A suspended task (and all its suspended subtasks) can only be caused to resume their actions by the execution of
a continuat io n-s tatement .

4.2.314 continuation-statement: : = [rcheduleJ GONTINUE

I ta sk - d e signa tio n] 
- 
Or i o i tl o p t io n
exceptoption;

The prioityoption *rves to assign a task a priority (s. 4.4.11 different from that given in the activation-state-
ment. The continuation has no effect besides a possible change of priority if applied to a task which has not been
zuspended.
Problems may arise if a task wants to wait for a specif ic amount of time. The f irst statement of the sequence

AFTER 5 SEC CONTINUE;
SUSPEND;

will lead to a schedule for continuation of the task in which it is encountered. The next statement will suspend that
task. lf the task containing this sequence is interrupted between those two statements for more than five seconds

the continuation will have no effect at the time it is scheduled for, but the suspension afterwords will inhibit the
task (possibly for ever).

To overcome this difficulty PEAR L provides a separate delay statement

4.2.915 delay-statement: : = [scheduleJ DELAY [task-designation]
{ounlnc duration-expression I

UNTIL clock-expressAn ] i

The task indicated by the task-desigrution (if there is none the task executing the delay-statement)will be in-
hibited at the time for which the delay is scheduled and will automatically resume its actions after the time intervall
specified by the duration-expression or at the time given by the clock-acpression, respectively. lf a negative dura-
tion is specified or the indicated task is not active the delay operation has no effect. lf further delay operations are

executed during the time the indicated task already being delayed the automatic resumption of actions will take
place when all delays are over.

A task which is as well suspended as delayed may only resume its work if the delay is over and a continuation for
it is executed.

F u rthermore P EA R L zu ppl ies a termirw tio n - statement,
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4,2.916 termitution-statement: : = [schedule] TERMTNATE

[task-designatan] except-option;

The terminate operation definitely finishes the execution of a task and all its subtasks except those indicated in

the except-option, All schedules referring to taskoperations on the subtasks finished dEfinitely are destroyed.

A general means for destroying rchedules is the preventbn-statement:

4.2.gt7 prevention-statement: : = [schedule] PREVENT

[task-desigrution] i

By the execution of the prevent operation all schedules vanish which are valid for taskoperations on the task indi'
cated within the task-desistution.lf the prevented task is currently active it will remain so.

As in all task operation statements omitting the task-desigwtion will lead to the task operation affecting the task

which executed the statemenf in question. When a task operation statement is encountered a possibly valid schedu'

le relerringto the same operation on the same task is destroyed or replaced by the new schdule, rospectively.

I

I

I
I

I

I

tr
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4.3, Synchronization

Normally tasks execute their instructions asynchronously to each other. But sometimes it will be necessary to syn-

chronize the execution of instructions between different tasks. Reasons for such a synchronization are:

to preclude a task from leaving ablock as long as a subtask makes use of items declared inthisblock (s.4.3,11,

to make sure that oertain instructions in different tasks are executed in a predefined sequence (s. 4.3.2),

to administrate the use of data shared by several tasks (s. 4.3.3).

4.3.1. Synchronization by Block Structure

ln order to avoid that a task frees the storage allocated to variables which are still used by its subtasks it must not
leave the block in which these variables are declared. Not to burden the programmer with this work, PEAR L def ines

the treatment ol a block comprising also the complete execution of all tasks attached to that block. This means that
ablock is not left by the task executing the instructions of that block as long as any task attached to it is either ar-

ranged or active. Thus all variables and procedures declared in that black automatically remain valid.

Not leaving a black implies, of course, postponing the execution of instructions in the same task dynamically follow-
ing the block-end. This waiting may sometimes be used for other purposes as shown in the following example:

DECLARE (INVAR, OUWARI REAL;
TASKNAME INTASrc TASKNAME OUTTASK;

"r 
BEGIN;

Lr,uo* TNTASK: READ rNvAR;

OailUOTE OUTTASK: WRITE OUTVAR;

, 
t"o, / * wArnNG FoR coMpLETroN oF TNTAsK AND ourrASK * /

CALL COMPUTE (INVAR, OUTVARI;

äoto t,

ln ttris example the l/O-operations do not interfere with the computation of OUTVAR from the value of INVAR
previously read in by INTASK.
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4.3.2. Semaphore Variables

For explicite synchronization of tasks by the programmer PEARL provides two kinds of synchronizer variables
and special statements to act on these variables. The two kinds of synchronizer variables are called semaphores
4,1 and bolts.

4.3.211 synchronizer-identifier-declare-sentence: : :
{oecr-AR E / DcLf {sy nchro niz er - reference - o ne - identifier -

declaration /
sy nchro niz er - r efere nc e - tw o - id e n tffi er -
declaration ) i

4.3.2/2

4.3.213

rynchronizer-reference-one-identifier-declaration: : =
{ slnchronizer-reference-one-identifier /

I _{, . synchronizer-reference-one-identifier... } t

['t {, . bound-pair... i t7 {seuA / BoLr
[lpottninteser-constantl] ] - -fnisroerurJ

f re fer e nc e - o ne - e qu iv al e nt - a t tribu t e l
sv ncttroniz er - referenc e - two -'*t''{j7;riii{}!i!;;, 

- rwo - identifier /
_( -f , .synchronizer-refercnce-two-aeniyier... ) tJ
[({-,.bound-pair... I l7 REF

{{ 
-{, 

. virtuat-bouna-piir. .-. } t J {senrta I eol.r}
/ RESI DENTJ [reference-two-equivalent-attribute

I reference-one-initial-attribute J

As all refererce-two-identifters semaphore+eference-two-identifters may be used as pointers to the correspond-
ing refererrc e - one - identifter s.

Semaphore variables contain an integer variable which is initialized by the integer-constant zero when the block
or module containing their declarations is entered or linked, respectively.

Global semaphore and bolt variables are only initialized at the time the first module containing their declarations
is linked. After the initialization the value of the integer variable contained in a semaphore can only be changed
by a semaplnre-operation

4.3.214 semaphore-operationi i --{REOUEST / RELEASE}

{, . semophore-designation . . . }

semaphore-operations as bolt-operations are indivisible. This means that all semaphore variables acted upon by
one semaphore-operatian are inaccessible by another one until the first operation is completely executed or post-
poned.

As the first step the effect of a senwphore-operationacting upon only one ,r-ophor"-.drrigration will be de-
scribed.

The REOUEST operation decrements the value of the integer variable contained in the semaphore by one, provided
that the result will not be negative. lf it would become negative the operation is postponed and the task attempting
it is inhibited to execute the following instructions until the value in the semaphore has become positive.

The RELEASE operation increments the value of the variable contained inthe semaphore by one. All tasks previousiy

stopped by the execution of a REOUEST operation on that semaphore variable are stimulated to execute their
REOUEST operation again, in the sequence of their priority.

i

L

I
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Semaphore-operations on a list of semaphore-designations are performed by virtual simultaneously executing the
corresponding operation for each element of the list. lf this can not be done successfully for all elements in the list
in the case of a REOUEST operation, this operation is not executed for any list element, and the requesting task is
inhibited.

When a sema option

4.3.2/5 sema-option' .'= fusrruc semaphore-designationJ

is given in an activation-statement a REQUEST operation on the semaphore designated in the sema option will be
performed when activation takes place, The corresponding RELEASE operation is executed when the task associated
with this semaphore reaches its natural end. lf the task is terminated by a TERMINATE operation however, this
RELEASE operation will not be performed.

4.3.3. Bolt Variables

These synchronization variables are introduced to facilitate the administration of data used by several tasks. By
their use it is easily possible to either reserve the data administrated with their help for the exclusive use of one
task or to share them between several tasks,

Data and other resources which may be changed by one task but only read by several other tasks must be reserved
exclusively for the task changing them during the time it does so, whereas the tasks only reading the data may do
this simultaneously. For the exclusive reservation of such data the RESERVE operation is provided. By executing
the FREE operation a task indicates that an exclusive reservation is no longer needed. To share data or resources
between several tasks each task wanting to take part in the pool executes an ENTER operation. By the LEAVE
operation a task indicates that it does not want to use the pool longer.

The declaration of bolt variables is described in the preceding chapter, The positive-integer-consfan f behind the
keyword BOLT denotes the maximum number MAX of tasks allowed to share the resource administrated by the
bolt variable. lf this number is not included an implementation dependent (largel number will be assumed.

A bolt variable contains a status S indicating if the resource administrated by it is'reserved'or 'free' and a counter N

for the number of tasks sharing the resource at the moment. When the resource is reserved no task may share it and
vice-versa. The status S and the counter N of a boltvariable are initialized by'free' andzero, respectively. This ini-
tialization takes place under the same conditions as in the case of semaphores (s. 4.3.2).

4.3.3/1 bolt-operation' .' = { neseRVE / rREE / SNTER / LEAVE }
t, . bolt-designation. . . j ;

bolt-operations are indivisible in the same sense as semaphore-operations (s,4,3.2). similarly bolt-operations on
a list of bolt-desigrwtions are performed by virtual simultaneously executing the operation for each element of the
list. lf it is not possible to do this successfully for all elements of the list (in the case of a RESERVE or ENTER
operation), the operation will not be performed for any element in the list and the requesting task will be inhibited.

ln the following a formal description is given of the effects of bolt-operationson the status S and the counter N
contained in a bolt variable.

RESERVE operation:

lf S is'reserved'or N * 0, the task executing the
RESERVE operation will be inhlbited. Otherwise S is changed to 'reserved' (the task being continued).
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FREE oper*ion:
lf S is'free' üris acts as a noopsrstion. Otherwire S is changpd to Tree'. lf tsks üe waitirq'to execute

BESERVE or ENTER oporations G marry of these operations as possible will be performed in the sequenoe pree
cribed by the priority of those tad(s.

;tti:'?rffi;J't#* = MAX or a task wifü hisher priority is wsating to execute a RESERVE operation then the
task porforming the ENTER operation is inhibited. Othenriso N is incremented by one (the task bsirU continuedl.

LEAVE operation:
lf N = 0 this acts as a nqrp€ration. Otherwise N is decrcmented by onc. lf tasks are waitiru to execute
RESERVE or ENTER operations as many of these operations as possible will be performed in the sequence pre-
scribed by the priority of those tasks.
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4.4. Resource-Management

The management of all resources created by the applications programmer is accomplished with the help of syn-
chronizer variables i.e, semaphores or bolts, Resources supplied by the system are distributed by the operating
system according to the priorities of the tasks requiring these resources.

4.4.1. Priorities

The relative importance of a task is indicated by the priority which is given to it in the priority-option of the corre-
sponding task activation- statement or continuation-statement.
To represent priorities integer numbers are used, lower numbers denoting more urgent tasks.

4,4.1/1 priority-optian::= ffntOntfV integer-expression-seven

{ner I [svs]]l
The integer expression delivering the priority is evaluated when the task operation statement containing the prio-
rity-option is encountered.

Two kinds of priorities are provided. SYS denotes priorities relative to the system whereas REL refers to priori-
ties relative to the corresponding mastertask. Therefore REL and SYS is of equal meaning for tasks attached on
module level.

For system priorities only positive numbers including zeto are allowed (if a negative system priority is specified
an implementation dependet positive number will be assumed insteadl. Relative priorities may be given negative
values as well.

lf several tasks are competing for resources (e.g. CPU-time, core space, peripheral devices) the task with the low-
est priority number will be selected. lf only system priorities or tasks attached on module level are involved
this selection is straightforward, SYS priorities being directly comparable, A relative priority of a subtask,.
however, is local in the sense that it is not even perceptible outside the mastertask.

Thus by their relative priorities subtasks compete only with other subtasks of their mastertask and with the master-
task itself which by definition has the relative priority zero with respect to its subtasks. For the competition with
other tasks the relative priority of a task is replaced by that of its mastertask (or the mastertask's mastertask etc.)
until a comparable priority is encountered.

Relative priorities of subtasks provide a convenient means.for designing independently different tasks in a com-
plicated system and yet to give each of them internally any required hierarchical structure.

It should be emphasized that priorities in PEARL only indicate to which task resources are given if competition
arises, No rules are given by the language under which circumstances a reallocation of resources takes place.
Regarding the varying hardware and software restrictions of different installations such rules will depend on the
particular implementation.

4.4.2. Aspects of Storage Allocation

The most complicated problems of resource management are due to the fact that many installations do not contain
a sufficient amount of working storage to take in the entire program system. Thus loading it portion by portion is
the only expedient, Since some installations, however, do not comprise a backing storage at all, and in other install-
tions the transfer between backing and working storage is arranged automatically by the operating system (demand
paging), PEAR L does not def ine a standard method of storage allocation.
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On the other hand, the language does not impose the burden of storage management on the programmef, either.
The programmer need nöt care whether code and data used by a task he wants to activate are present in working
storag8 or not. Using appropriate listsgenerated by the compiler it is to the operating system to care for the load-

ing of missing code and data, if required, and also for the linkage between the diverse pieces in working storage.

The moment when this loading and linking is actually performed strongly depends on the properties of the operat-
ing system. ln order to economize the use of working storage all entities should be loaded as late as possible, i.e.

immediately before the instructions using them have to be executed. ln most cases, however, this course of storage

allocation will cost much more time than loading all required entities at the same time.

Thus in many installations where a backing storage exists but no paging on demand is supported all code and data

of a task will be loaded when this task is activated. Thereby the code of a task consists of the segmenf it is executing

and of all procedures called by the segment or by a more direct called procedure; needed data are those addressed

by this code. Entities required only in a subtask do not number among code and data of the mastertask.

Where the item in question is declared does not matter unless the attribute RESIDENT is used, e.g.

DECLARE A (1 : 1001 REAL RESIDENT;

A variable, procedure, or segment declared with this special attribute is always regarded to belong to the task con-

taining its declaration. lf loading is combined with activating, RESIDENT enables the programmer to provide for
advance preparation of code and data e.g. of an interrupt response to be started immediately after the occurrence

of the corresponding interrupt.

Example

ON lTT3 ACTIVATE TA1 PRIORITY 3 RESIDENT: BEGIN ... END;

In declarations on module level RESIDENT means resident in working storage. ln this meaning RESIDENT may

be used also in implementations comprising an automatic paging mechanism.

Program systems not fitting in the working storage and thus loaded by portions inevitably involve the problem

what code and data can be displaced by a newly transferred portion. First of all, of course, parts of the working
storage not occupied by code or data of arranged or active tasks are used. However, if such free space is not avail'

able, and code and data must therefore be displaced, those of tasks waiting for explicit instructions like RELEASE

or CONITINUE are displaced prior to those of tasks waiting for a resource which is implicitely managed by the

operating system. Otherwise deadlocks may occur very easily, e.g. a task of priority 3 waiting for a RELEASE

operation to be performed in a task of priority 5 which by lack of working space can not be loaded.

Code should be overlald prior to data, since overlaying data requires additional run-time for saving their values

by transferring them into the backing storage.

lmportant criteria with regard to displacement are delivered also by the priorities of the tasks the entities in question

belong to. However, priorities are only taken into consideration, if the more significant measures do not yield a

decision on the displacemedt, Again, the details depend on the implementation'
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5. lnput and Output

The input-output facilities in PEARL comprise the flow of data (communication) and the organization of data
storage and retrieval (file handling).

This is reflected by the first production rule of this chapter;

5.0.0/1 io-statement .' .' --
c o mmu ni c a tio n- s ta t e m en t I fil e -ltandl ing - st at e men t

Remark:
Standard responses which may occur during the execution ol an ia-statement le.g. line overf low, write-locked f ile)
are not yet specified. ln case they are specif ied the response-statement enables the programmer to overwrite system
responses and to specify actions according to his own requirements.

5.1. Communication

The data sources and data sinks which communicate by the flow of data in a process control system may be physi-
cal devices (e.9. disk memory, ADC) or logical devices (e.9. files, working storage).

The programmer can address a physical device if its name occurs inthe system4evisian. Logical devices require
additional organization. ln the case of working storage the compiler is responsible for this organization whereas in
the case of files storage areas are established by file-lwndling-statements. These storage areas are implemented on
physical devices but have possibly a different structure. They can be regrded as logical devices.

Another important aspect of communication is the transformation of the representation of data according to the
different forms in which men and machines can recognize the same information. An example might be the conver-
sion of an integer number in binary machine representation into a readable printout which comprises at least the
steps of formatting and coding.

On the other hand there are cases when there must not take place any transformation of data during their transport,
e.g. when a bit pattern serves to control some peripheral device.

The two aspects of communication (storage organization and data formatting) lead for four classes of communication-
statementsi

communication-
statement not organized orga n ized

not
formatted TRANSFER

formatted
char

graph

This is expressed by the next production rules:

READ/WRITE

SEE/DRAW
sou rce/destination :

devices

communication-statement .' .' =
not-formatted-c-s I format ted-c-s

not formatted-c-s .' .' =
n-f-not-organized-c-s f
n-forganized-c-s

formntted-c-s .' .' = clwracter-c-s I graph-c-s

READ/WRITE

SEE/DRAW
sou rce/desti natio n : f i les

5.1 .0/1

5.1 .Ol2

5.1 .0/3



Source and destination need not be explicitely mentioned in an io-statement lf there is no explicit reference to a

sink or a source, a standard source or standard sink is assumed. Any device or file can be declared as a standard sink
or sou rce by the standard-termirul4eclaration:

5.1 .Ol4 standard-terminal-dechmtion : : =

I neao I

STANDARD ly#tt I P-*, lfite-name]

I onnw I
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Because of thp properties ol blocks and declamtions only one device or f ile can be standard sink or source within
a block.

5.t.t. Data sources and sinks

Because the formal description of data-sources or -sinks is the same for all types of l/0 statements, it seems to be
practical to collect the syntactical description of all possible data-sources and -sinks in one section. ln case that
there should be some necessary restrictions for special purposes, these will be indicated when necessary.

There are three classes of data-sources and -sinks:

5.1 .1 .1 .

5.1 .1 l1

5.1 .1 12

5.1 ,1 13

5.1 .1 l4

Areas in Working storage:

source .' .' =
source-element I I {,' source-element'''} }

sink
sink-element I | {,' sink-element' ' '} }

source-elgmgnt .' .' =
n o c all-v olu e f d er efe r en c e d-o nc e -no c a ll-refer e n c e a n e

sink-element .' .' =
nocall-reference-one

fhe source-elements are on reference-level zero, the sinkalements can only be on reference-level one.

5.1 .1 15 nocall-value .' .' --
value-identifier f value-slice f value-selection f
{ U l-} aithmetic-constant4enotation f
birwl-constant4enotation f string-constant-denotation f
clock-constant4enotation I duration-constant4enotation

The elements on reference-level zero, which are not constantdenotations, have to be declared with a plain+ttribute
(3.3.1/3), a stringtttribute (3.3.',l l5l, a time&ttribute (3.3.1171 or a strucntreattribute (3.3.3.1.1.). The structure-
ottribute must not contain any reference-element (3.3.3/31 but only volue-elements (3.3.3/1 ) containing one of the
four value+ttribufes allowed up to now (e.9. again a stnrctureattributel. The restrictions given by the last sentence

are also valid for all substructures contained within the structure to be put in or out.



5.1 .1/6 nocall-reference-one .' .. =
reference-one-identifier I reference{ne-srice f
r efer en c e -o n e -s e le c t io n f d er e fer enc e do nc e -refe r enc e - tw o

5.1 .1 17 d er efer e n c e d o nc e -no c all -refe re n c e { ne
nocall-reference-one

The nocall+efermce-orlßs which can be used as sink-elemenfs or, in the dereferenced form, as source elements are
the normally allowed referenceones 1c.t,3.4.112) except the referenceone-call and must be declared with one of
the four vafuetttributes given above (incl. the restrictions for structures). The elements on reference-level two
must be declared with a reference-ottribute (3.3. 1 /1 5l which contains one of the four valuetttributes mentioned
above; there are implied also the given restrictions concerning structures.

5.1.1.2. Devices

5.1 .1/8

5.1 .1 lg

5.1 . 1 110

5.1 . 1 111 device .' .' :

device-identifier

value-identifier f value*lice I
derefermc edonc e +eferen ce-o ne-ident ifi er f
d ereferenc edonc e -referen c eone- slic e I
dere feren c ed -twi c e -r efe r e nc e - tw o -id e n t ifier f
der efo enc ed-tw inc e-r eference- two -slice f
d er efer e nc ed- tw irrc e -r efer enc e - tw o - slic e

Devices can be referred to in l/0 statements by device-identifiers which are declared with a device+ttibute or by
suitably dereferenced identifters of higher reference-levels which can also be elements or slices of arrays.

5.1.1.3. Files

source-device .' .' = device-list

sink4evice .' .' = device-list

device-Iist
device f I

source-frle

sink-ftle .' .' = file4escription

f ,' device' ' '] )

rfintegertonstantdenotation ) _l
ll I vatue-identifier I ll I- 

(_ dereferenced-once-reference-one-identifier J - 
I

5.1 . 1 112

5.1 . 1 113

Normally only one file can be referred to in a l/0-statement. For further explanation ol file4esciption see 5.2.4.2.
(5.2.4161 , because the details can be better understood in the context of file-handling.
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5.1.2. Not formatted communication

Not formatted communication means that there is no explicit data conversion or controlled string layout. The only
transformations which may occur are automatically perfornied by system routines (e.g. the transformation of inter-
nal into external code).

5.1.2.1. The MOVE-statement

Not-formatted-not-organized communication (MOVE) is the simplest form of communication in PEAR L:
Binal values are moved to or from the communication register of a device. Agaugeoption allows a transformation
of these values before output or after input. So this statementl can be used for basic control functions of nonstandard
devices as well as for calibrated process l/0.

ln the following text the n-f-notorganized-c-s is called MOVE-statement for simplicity. lts production rule is as

follows:

5.1 .211

5.1 .2/2

5.1.213

5.1 .214

n-f-not-organized-c-s .' .' =
MOVE {source f source4evice}
TO { sink I sink4evice} gaugeaption;

gaugeeption .' .' =

7;;;ä:; *rn-procedure-identifier rc, sause-procedure-parameter]'''il

gauge-procedure-identifier .' .' = identifier

gauge-procedure-parameter .' .' = actual-parameter

Primarily the MOvE-statement can only transport data in binary form without any transformation. lf data have
to be converted, coded, decoded, or calibrated, the gauge-procedure has to be applied on these data. But the main
purpose of this gauge-option will be the transformation between the external representation of a physical entity
(e.9. the bit pattern in the register of an ADC connected to a thermocouple) and its internal representation (e.g.

a real number for a temperature).

Figure 5:1 shall illustrate the two levels of this mechanism.

internal representation

1t
GAUGE

IT
binary data

MOVE

tr

Fig. 5:1 Data transport with GAUGE-option
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Of course the same effect could be achieved by the separate subsequent execution of a MOVE-statement and a

conversion-, calibration-procedure etc. or vice versa. But for the convenience of the programmer and because of
certain possibilities of optimization this transformation can be included in the l/0 statement.

The GAUGE-procedure which is used for calihation or conversion purposes in a MOVE-statement is, in principle,
a normal procedure which is declared elsewhere in the program. Only some conventions must be fulfilled:

a lt must be written as a function-procedure
o The last parameter must be used as the argument
o ln case of a gauge-procedure for output the resulttttribute must be a binal attribute {cf . 3.3.1/3).
o ln case of a gauge-procedure for input the argument must be declared as binal.
o lt must not contain any further l/0 statements

The actual call of this gauge-procedure is performed implicitely in the MOVE-statement. After the keyword GAUGE
the name of the function to be called and its parameters exoept the argument are listed. This is taken out of
'source' or'source-device' respectively.

The Following example shall illustrate the use of the MOvE-statement with the gaugeoption:

lf a program contains the following declarations:

DCL (MEASURE, BO} REAL;
DCL ODEVICE DEVIGE;
DCL OUAD PROC (REAL, REALI BIN = (AO REAL, X REALI

BEGIN DCL HELP INT;
HELP:=SOROOT(X-AO};
RETURN BITS (HELP); END;;

the program section '

MOVE MEASURE TO ODEVICE GAUGE OUAD, BO;

delivers the same result as:

DCL A BIN;
A: = OUAD (BO, MEASURE);
MOVE A TO ODEVICE;

5.1.2.2. The TRANSFER statement

Not-formatted-organized communication (TRANSFER) also transports data without conversion and formatting.

But either the data source or the data sink (or both) is a (are) logical-device (s), i.e. a file. The detailed description

of the TRANSFER-statement is given in section 5.2.4.2. of chapter S.2. (file handling).
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5.1.3. Formatted communication

Besides the possibilities to describe the transport of data within a computer system it is necessary to have features

in a programming language for process control which allow to get information into or out of a system in a form
that can be understood by men. The transformation between the internal and the external representation of such

information is mainly controlled by formats.The formats in PEARL cover two main classes of such external
representation:

o character (or written) and

o graphic information

5.1 .311 formatted-c-s : : =
clwracter-cs I gaph-c-s

Although in general both formatting mechanisms have quite similar functions and their denotations are treated
quite alike they cannot be summarized in the same section because their elements are different and thus must be
described formal ly different.

But the mechanism can be exemplified by means of the character formats:
After the keyword FORMAT in a clwracter-c-s a c-format must follow.

5.1.312 c-forftwt::=
I tttl ' { c-format-constantdenotation I
value-identifier f
dgreferenced-once-reference-one-identifier I ^
dereferenced-twice-reference-two-identifrcr]''' J

fhe value-identifiers and referenceone-idmtifiers must be declared with a formatqttribute. The reference-two-
idmtifiers mustbedeclared withareferencetttribute whichcontainsaformattttribute. Aformat in PEARL is

comparable to a string. Operations on variables of type FORMAT are concatenation and
assigment.

Example:
DCL Fl VAL FORMAT (10) = F'l(71,l(171';
DCL FFl FORMAT (151 : = F'll7l,ll17l':
DCL FFF1 REF FORMAT (151 : = FFl;
The format Fl ll FFI ll FFF1 // F'R(6,6,6)'wiil have the same effect
as F'(31 (l(7),1(17) l, R(6,6,6)'

The values of the used identifiers are introduced into the program originally by the c-format-constant-denotation

5.1.3/3 c-format-constant4enotation : : =
F ' {,' c'format'element' ' 'J '

5.1 .gl4 c-format-element : : =
flmuttiptterll {nwpping-contot f position-control f

string-con{tant4enotation I I f, 'c-fornut-element'''} D

5.1.3/5 multiplier: : =
integer-constant4enotation f value-iden tifier I
d ere fer m c e d o n c e -r efe r e n c e o ne -id e n tif i er

Several c-format-elemmts may be collected together in a format-element-list. ln connection with the multiplier
such a sequence of c-format-elements is repeated in a suitable manner.

A sequence of equal c-format-elemenfs (separated from one another by a commal may be replaced by brackets con-
taining the multiplier (indicating the repetition factorl followed by the c-format-element to be repeated. At execution
time the rnultiplier must posess a positive integer value.
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s.1.3.1. Character l/0

Data sources or sinks in a clwmcter-c-s can be all data souroes or sinks as described in 5.1.1.1. to 5.1.1.3. . Generally
it can be said that the external storage is regarded to be divided into pages, subdivided into lines and again subdivi-
ded into positions. lf any positioning (by use of c-format-elanentsl leads to an overstepping of a line end this will
be treated as if the beginning of the following line were connected to the mentioned line end. This holds also for
the passage from the last line end of a page to the beginning of the first line of the following page.

5.1.3./6 chsracter-c-s: : =
READ srnf frnom f source4evice I source-file] I fronunrpmwt] ; I
WRTTE[sourcQ ITO t sink4evice I sink-fite]l -frOnnrtlr 

formatJ t

There are three main classes of c-format-elements as described in 5.1.3/4: mapping-control, poition-control, and
string-constant4enotation., (f or devices cf . 5. 1 . 1 .2. ).

5.1.3.1.t. Mapping-control

The mapping-control serves to control

a) the output of data (existing in any internal representation) as character string (s) with defined properties,

b) the input of data (existing externally as character string (s) with defined properties! into given positions within
the working storage (where they are stored in internal representationl.

5.1 .3/7 mnpping-control

free-element f arithmetic-element f
string-element I time-element

A ttupping-control has to control the input (outputl of one sink-element lsburce-elementl given within the charac-

ter-i-o-statement. Therefore a one-by-one-correlation between the sinkclements (source-elementsl and the mapping-
controls (contained intheformatl has to be established. Anupping-control used in connection,with a multiplier
controls the input (output) of at most as much sink-elements (source-elemenfs) as indicated by this multiplier
le.g.: the format-element (7) (l(7), 'EXAMPLE', I (7) I will be able to map (i.e. to control the input or output
of ) at most 14 sinkclements (source-elementsl I . There may be more or less mapping-controls than sink-elements

lsource-elements). ln the first case the first unnecessary mapping-control will have the same effect as the end of
the format. Further mapping+ontrols are of no effect. ln the second case as many source-elernents lsink-elementsl
will be mapped as there are mapping-controlsi from there the 'last format-element' is used to map all further source-

elements (sink-elementsl. The'last format-element' is defined to be the c-format-element between the last comma
(or - if there is no comma - the first apostrophe) and the second apostrophe of the last c-format-constant4enotation
in the c-fortrwf (this has to be applied analogically to the e-fornut-constant4enotation being the value referred to
by a format identifier which is the last part of a c-formatl, lf the last c-format-element is a list of c-format-elements
itself (cf. 5.1.3/4, recursive part! this list is worked up cyclically.

lmportant:

ln this respect a slice is not merely one sink<lement (source-elementl but represents as many sink-elements lsource-
elementsl as indicated by the respective subscipt-ftsf. Therefore there must be an equivalent number of mtpping-
controls. ln analogy this is valid for structures, too.

The next sections describe the function of the different subelements of mapping-control.

The data and the corresponding c-forrrut must be type-matching, i.e. the function of a mnpping-control must be

adequate for the type of the data-item to be mapped (cf . 5.1.3.1.1.5.)
An important principle is that all data which are e.g. written with one mapping-control can be read in again with
the same mapping-confrol (symmetry of character l/01.
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5.1.3.1.1.1. free element

ln PEARL the programmer has either the possibility to control his character-ll}by c-format-elementsor to rely
upon free formats. This can either be indicated by completely omitting thec-format or by using the so-called.fee-
element (cf . 5.1 .3/6 and 5.'l .3171 .

5.1.3/8 free-element t , -- [,-' ' 'J

The free-elemenf is subject to the following conventions:

I nput:

The external representation of input data must be equivalent to the constant4enotation of the data type of the sink.
For INT and REAL numbers one additional sign is allowed (but not mandatory) which has to be followed immedia-
tely by the respective constant4enotation.
Each data-item has to be terminated by at least one space.

A data sink must be able to accept the complete information which is contained in the external representation, other-
wise an error will occur,

Some specific points:
a) INT: leading (non-significant) zeroes are added (when necessary)

Example:

DCL CARD DEVICE;
DCL (A. B) INT (5I;
READ (A, B} FROM CARD;

external representation internal represented values

t -p000$rzs+s
A B

7 -12345

b) REAL (Fixed point part): leadingand/or trailing (non-significant) zeroes are added (when necessaryl.

REAL (Exponent) :like lNT.

Example:

DCL (C, D) REAL (5};

READ (C, DI FROM CARD;

external representation : int. repr. values

-üü600.üü1 fifE-O 1,-, .1 23E0,-,
c D

-.100$üe-b0q +.12300E9dl00

c) BIN (ml: lf m is divisible by 3 and/or by 4, the constants can be written as binal (B' . . .'l, octal (0' . . .') and/
or hexadecimal (H' . . . 'l strings. lf m is neither divisible by 3 nor by 4, they can only be written as binal strings.

Example:

DCL E BIN{2}, F BIN (3), G BIN (4}, H BIN(I2};
READ (E, F, G, HI FROM CARD;
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externa I representation : internal representation :

B' 1 Q' -10'6',-, H'C',-, O' 1 234' r- 10!1 1 0i1 1 00i001 ioJ 0i01 1

EF G H

d) STRING: Constants are stored in the sink-element leftjustified. Trailing spaces are added

Example:

DCL I STRING (5);
READ I FROM CARD:

(when necessary).

externa I representation i nterna I representation
,-A,-r'. .

-A-, 
t-r r r

e) CLOCK and DURATION:
The hours of CLOCK data are interpreted modulo 24. lt is either possible to preserve the value of an
external representation during conversion or an error will occur.

Example:

DGL J CLOCK;
DCL K DURATION;
READ (J, KI FROM CARD FORMAT F"';

external representation internal represented values

1 33 :44:000zsE+0b,_,1 4b.0H RS36000sEc
J K

13h 44',23" 155 h

Output:

Each data item is terminated by one space. Output is always carried out in a way that all information is preserved
which is contained in the data source (this means e.g. for decimal numbers that all significant digits are printed).

The form of the output is determined by the precision of the data-item to be output. This precision is either given
by declaration or by the precision of the respective constant4enotation.

Some specific points:

a) BIN: Output of binal data always takes place in form of binal strings (B'
by the precision of the source.
Exception i Constants in octal or hexadecimal form are printed
in the source (!).

Example

DCL L BIN(3};
L : = B'101';
wRlrE (L,B'l (ü1" O',667',) TO PRINTER,

externa I representation : B'1 01',, B' 101,r-ro'GG7',

. . .' ) with a length which is defined

in the form in which they are written

resp. the length of the constant-denotation in the

is put in the rightmost position left of the number.

b) INT: Output
source.

in the length specified by the declaration,
Leading zeroes are suppressed and the sign
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Example

DCL (M, N} INT (5};

M : = t609;
N z =1;
WRITE (M,N} TO PRINTER.,

c) REAL: The output form of real numbers is an exponential number with the following compqnents:

sign, decimal point, a number of digits according to the declared lengnh, resp. precision of the constant-denotation
in the source, E, exponent (with sign and an implementation-defined length which must guarantee that all informa-

tion is preserved). The first significant digit is printed in the f irst position after the decimal point.

Example

A piece of code
DCL (O, P, O, R} REAL (6};

O : =+ 1lEß,
P:=-$e-li(ütst;
O : = 15.1176E-i;
R 

= 
=.1;

WRITE (O, P, O, R} TO PRINTER;

would yield the following printout {the implementation defined lengrth of the exponent is assumed to be 4}:

+. 100000E0p2lJ-. 100000E-051, ,*. 151 176E0002, ,*. ww00E0000

d} STR ING:
The whole string constant is written.

Example:

DCL S STRING(18h
S :=,WHERE IS THE TIGER,;
WRITE S;
printout

,WHER E IS THE TIGER'

e) CLOCK and DURATION:
Output delivers the correspondingconstant4motation with the following additions:

I ) DUR: output always produces the complete constont4enotation with hours, minutes, and seconds. The hours

are represented by an integer number with implementation def ined lengrth, the minutes by an integer-number with

2 digits (one leading zero,il necessary), the seconds by a real-number of implementation-defined length without

sign(leading zeroes, if necessary).

Remark: I minl ( 59, lsec lSoo.o
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Example

DCL S DURATION;
S:= 47HRS388M|N;
WRITE S TO PRINTER;

external representation: ..-"-implementation
defined length

2l CLOCK: the hours are represented by an integer-num
tes and seconds similar to DUR.

Remark: Inrsf <23

Example

DCL T CLOCK;
T : = 128230230.01;
WRITE T TO PRINTER FORMAT F''i

ber with two digits (leading space, if necessry), the minu-

5.1.3.1.1.2. arithmetic-element

The arithmetic-elemmt serves to control input and output of integer and real numbers.

5.1.3/9 arithmeticelement : : =
integer-elernent f real-element

5.1.3/10 integer-element : : =
t t{t+J I -} tengtht

5.1.3111 length::=
int eger-constant4enotation f volue-identilier I
d erefa e nc e doac e'r efer enc e o ne-id en tift er

5.1.3112 real-element : : =
pompous-real-element f secret-real-element

5.13/13 pompous-realclement : : =
fix d-pint-numb er-element f
expo nm tia l-numb er-e leme n t

5.1.3114 ftxed-point-number-element : : =
r I { [+] l - ] length,lensthl

5.1.3/15 exponential-number-element : : =
et { t+J l-} lenght, [lmghJ ,lengthl

5.1.3/16 seqet-realclement : : =
Rl t t+J l-]. {{ten&n,kngth,} l{tenstn, [kngthJ,tengthJ ]l
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length always defines the number of digits or string elements in the corresponding syntactical position including
an eventually specif ied sign. The value-identifier and/or referenceone-identifier must represent a positive integer
value.

The reproduction of a sign in case of output is controlled by the sign symbols which are interpreted as follows:
* : a sign must be printed
to: a positive sign may be omitted

- i no sign must be printed

1) The integer-elernent (5.1.3/10) serves to control l/O of integer decimal numbers.

a) lnput:

The denotation of input data may include spaces, a sign and decimal digits. The sequence of digits must not be
interrupted and a sign, if there is one, must precede the sequence of digits. Legal spaces which do not precede the
sign, are interpreted as zeroes. A missing sequence of digits is interpreted as representing the value zero. lf the
external representation of a data item contains more signif icant digits than the precision of the data sink allows,
the decimal string representing the number is right justif ied, i.e. the most signif icant digits are omitted. Otherwise
non-signif icant zeroes are added, if necessary.

b) Output:

The decimal string representing the integer number is right justified and the most signif icant digits are omitted, if
necessary. Leading zeroes are suppressed and a sign is inserted in the position immediately preceding the first signi-
ficant digit. Spaces are inserted in the remaining positions. The value zero is printed as a digit zero in the rightmost
position of the respective number representation.

DCL (1, J, K) INT (g) : = (-12345, -60000345,12345l';
WRITE (I, J, K} TO PRINTER FORMAT F'I (4), I(5), I(+d';

externa I representation :

2345,-,-345+ 12345

a) lnput:

The rml-element (5.1 .2112l. allows the UO of f ixed-point-numbers and exponential-numbers in two forms:
al with the separating characters . and E
b) without separating characters as a pure string of decimal digits and eventual signs.

Case a) is covered by pompous-real-element (5.1 .21131 which can either be a fked-poinfnumber-element (5.1 .2/141
or an exponential-number-elemmt {'5.1 .2/151 . The ru les f or the fixed-point-number-element are as follows:

2) Fixed-point-number-element:

The denotation of input data may contain spaces, a sign, a decimal point and decimal digits. The decimal point
must be at the first position of the second part of the number. A sequence of decimal digits can only be interrupted
by one decimal point. A sign if there is one, must precede the decimal point and the sequence of digits. Legal spaces
which do not precede the sign are interpreted as zeroes and a missing sequence of digits is interpreted as represen-
ting the value zero.
The first length determines the number of decimal digits preceding the decimal point including the sign. At runtime
its value must be greater than or equal O. The second length describes the number of digits after the decimal point
including the decimal point. At runtime its value must be greater than 0. The total length of the input data item
is the sum of these two length indicators. lf a denotation of input data contains more signif icant digits than the
data sink can accept the most significant digits will be put in. Otherwise zeroes are inserted, if necessary.

DCL R REAL (5};
READ R FROM CARD FORMAT F'F(6,6}';

externa I representation : internal ly represented val ue:

'- -2345.123 '-, ' , -.23451 E0604

i
I
I

I
I
I

i

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

I

L
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b) Output:

Leading zeroes are suppressed and the sign automatically shifted to the rightmost position left of the most signifi-

cant digit. The numbers are adapted with the decimal point in the right position and digits exeeding the total length

are omitted. ln the part of the number following the decimal point all zeroes are printed (including trailing zeroes).

The value zero is printed as follows:
One digit zero is printed in the last position preceeding the decimal point.

DCL REAL (5);

R:=-7234.5;
WRITE R TO PRINTER FORMAT F'FI3,2I'i

externa I representation :

3) The exponential-number-elemenf (5.1.3/1 5) allows to control input and output of numbers with explicit speci-

fication of the exponent.

al lnput:

The first length determines the number of decimal digits (including sign) before the decimal point. lts value must not
not be negative. The second length determines the number of digits after the decimal point, including the decimal
point. lts value must be greater than zero. The third length gives the number of digits of the exponent, including
E and the sign. The total length of the input data item is the sum of these three length indicators. lf the denotation
of the input data contains more significant digits than the data sink can accept in the appropriate positions, the
most significant digits will be put in. Otherwise zeroes are added, if necessary.

The denotation of input data may contain spaces, not more than two signs, one decimal point, one E, and the deci-

mal digits. lf there is a decimal point, it must be in the f irst position of the second part and the E must be in the
first position of the third part.

The first and the second part together must not contain more than one sequence of decimal digits which can only
be interrupted by at most one decimal point. A sign, if there is one, must precede the sequence of digits and the

decimal point. The third part must not contain more than one sequence of digits which must not be interrupted.
A sign, if there is one, must precede the sequence of digits. Legal spaces which do not precede the sign, are inter-
preted as zeroes.

bl Output:

The leftmost position of the first part contains the sign, if there is one, or the first significant digit. The adaption
at the correct value is performed by the exponent. Thereare no spaces after the decimal point; if necessaryzeroes
are inserted. ln case of the exponent the sign immediately succeeds the E, eventually followed by leading zeroes.
ls the third part too small, the string representing the exponent is right justified and the sign and the most significant
digits are omitted first.

Example

DCL (Rl, R2, R3l REAL (5) | = l0(1.2345J.2340i00,1.23451;
WRITE (R1, R2, R3} TO PRINTER FORMAT F'E(5,5,5I, E(6,,5I, E(+5,5,5I",

externa I representation :

1 2345.0000E -00 1 i 1 z34d/aE-AQ  i +r 234.50a0E-a0s

3) ln some cases it is useful to have a denotation for real-numbers without separating characters. This is achieved
by the secret-real-element (5. 1 .3/1 6)
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a) lnput:

The first length determines the number of decimal digits preceding the decimal point, including the sign. The second
lengthindicates the number of decimal digits after the decimal point (there is no explicit decimal point), and the
third lmgth indicates the number of decimal digits of the exponent, including the sign. The total length of an input
data item is thesum of the three length indicators. The denotation of the input data may only contain spaces, signs
and digits. There are two modifications of the secret-real-element, one with two length indicators which is used to
map fixed-point-numbers (form f) and one with an (optional) third length indicator, to be used for floating-point-
numbers (form e). Form f may contain at most one sign, form e at most two signs. Part one and (if existing) part
two may only contain one sequence of digits which must not be interrupted. A sign, if there is one, must precede

this sequence. The third part consists of one sequence of digits which must not be interrupted, eventually preceded

by a sign. Legal spaces which do not precede the sign, are interpreted as zeroes. lf the denotation of input data con-
tains more decimal digits than fit into the data sink the most significant digits of the mantissa and the least significant
of the exponent are read in. Otherwise zeroes are inserted, if necessary.

Example

DCL (R1, R2, R3) NEAL (5};

READ (R1, R2, R3I FROM CARD FORMAT F'R(5,5}, R(5,5,5I, R(5,,5I';

externa I representation :

r . *,-,1 ry45t-, r-, '-r,-r* 1 Zgl 234'-'- r-' 1,-, 12345,1234

interna lly represented val ues:

+.12345EA002 +.12312E-00A +12345E1239

u) Output:

Similar to E or F formats with the only difference that no room is necessary for . and/or E.

5.1.3.1.t.9 The string-element

The string-element seves to control input and output of character- and binary-strings.

5.1 .3117 string-elanent : : =
{s le to 1 n} eengtht

1) S is used to map character strings.

a) Input:

The input character string is stored left justified in the data sink until either the sink-element is completely filled
or the whole data item is read in. ln contrast to the constant-denotation string data for formatted input are written
without string-quotes. Therefore it is also not necessary to write a double string quote for its character constant
representation,

DCL S STRING(SI;
S:='$$$$$';
READ S FROM CARD FORMAT F'S(4I';

external representation I internal representation

i ls&,-,'A I I&-?Tl
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b) Output:

The output string is printed left iustified in the external field. lf necessary, the rightmost characters are omitted.

2) B serves to map binary strings.

a) lnput:

The denotation of the input data can only contain the characters zero, one and space. Every position in the exter-
nal representation corresponds to one bit in the internal representation. The characters in the external represen-

tation are stored left-justified into the correspondingsink-element until either the whole input data item is read

in or the sink is completely filled. Spaces in the external representation do not change the content of the corres-
ponding binary position(s) in the sink-element.

bl Output:

Similiar to output in case of S with the remark that one single bit of the internal representation is mapped into one
position of the external representation.

DCL B BIN{s}:=lB'10107'
WRITE B TO PRINTER FORMAT T'B(7)';

external representation :

10101-' , ,

3) Octal-strings are mapped by means of O.

a) lnput:

The length of the sink<lemenf in bits must be divisible by three and the input string must only contain octal4igits
and spaces. Then every character of the input string represents three bits of the internal representation. Besides

octal strings are treated like binary strings.

DCL AO BIN (9};

AO : = O'757'i
READ AO FORMAT F'OI4I':

exte r na I representat io n : i nterna I representation :

-.'123 111fiqt.firq

b) Output:

The length of the source-element must be divisible by three. For the rest c.f. binary strings.

DCL BO BIN(9);
BO : = 0'575';
WRITE BO FORMAT F'O(S}';

Printout:1575 Lr r ,

4) The next short-hand-writing for binal strings, hexadecimal strings, is controlled by H.
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a) lnput:

The length of the sink-element must be divisible by four and the external representation must only contain sedecimal-
digitsand spaces. Then every position in the external representation corresponds to four bits in the internal represen-
tation. (For the rest c.f. binary-strings)

b) Output:

The length of the source-element must be divisible by four. Besides c.f. binary strings.

5.1.3.1.1.4 The time-element

ln order to facilitate a flexible handling of external representations for time data the time-element offers a rather
wide range of possiblities.

5.1.3/18 time-element : : =
T ( [arithmetic-elementl ,

Iarithmetic-elementf ,

[arithmetic-elementl,

a) Output:

Hours, minutes and seconds are mapped in this order by the aithmetic-elements.The string-constant-denotations
allow the insertion of arbitrary character strings for documentation purposes. They are succeding or replacing the
external representation of the corresponding number. lf the output of a time constant or variable consists of three
parts.The absolute value of the last two parts will be smaller than sixty and the two first parts will be integer values.

lf only two parts are printed, the absolute value of the second part wil be smaller than sixty and the first part will
have an integer value.

Example

DCL ABTIMEF FORMAT;
DCL ATIME CLOCK;
DCL BTIME DURATION;
ATIME : =12:34:56i
BTIME : = 65 HRS43MIN2lSEC;
ABTIMEF : = F'T(l(2),'Hr-r', l(2),'Mr-,', l(21,'SL,'), (21C, T(, , l(4),'MINUTES', F(3,3),
,SEGONDS'I;

WRITE (ATIME. BTIME) FORMAT ABTIMEF;

b) lnput:

ln the case of input a string-constant-denotation causes to skip the corresponding number of positions on the input
medium. The arithmetic-elements are used to map the time-data on the input medium. Therefore the denotation
of the data must correspond o the type of aithmetic-element.The aithmetic-elements map hours, minutes and
seconds in this order. The single values are not limited.

fstring-constant4enotationf ,

[string-constantdenotationf ,

fstring-constant-denotationf I

i

I

I
I
i
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Example: cf. last example additionally followed by

READ ATIME, BTIME FORMAT ABTIMEF;

5.1.3.1.1.5, Type matching

At the end of this section aboutmapping-controls figure 5:2 shall show the correspondance between sink-elements
and mapping-controls.

I-."/
(.t'-'*< *

(-trr

Fig. 5:2 Type matchin g for mapping-controls

5.1.3.1.2. position-control

Besides the different methods to map data elements on input or output strings it is necessary to have a mechanism
for controlling the positioning of input or output media.

5.1.3/19 position-control : : =
I lrelttive-advancelJ {c1t 1eJ 1

tC I t I P ] labsotuie positionl

5.1 .3120 relativeqdvance : : =

{t.l I -} integer-constant4enotation f
value-identifier f

. dereferenced-once-reference-one-identifier

5.1 .3121 absolute position : : =
{ t.l I -} integer-constant4enotation f
ialue-identffier I
d ere ferenc ed o nc e-refer enc eo ne -id en t ifier

Theposition-control, roughly spoken, enables the programmer to fix the point where character data shall be placed

in case of output or where a character string (containing data) can be found.
absolute-position:

mopprn9 -
elements

DURATION
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Only thoseposttion-contols will be effected which are executable on the device which is addressed in the respective
f /O-statement, lf the effect of aposition-control is not defined, if upper-limits would be exceeded etc.. the respective
position-control is not executable.
The effects of the different sub-elements can be described as follows:

C: Positioning within the current line to the position indicated by absolute-position.
L: Positioning at the beginning of the indicated line within the current page.

P: Positioning at the beginning of the indicated page.

Example:

WRITE FORMAT
columns

12345

F',L(5), C(4)', ;

-----.t
new position

rehtive-advance:
(The default value for relative advance is 1l

C: As many characters are skipped in the current line as indicatedby relativeqdvance.
L: A respective number of lines on the current page is skipped. l/O starts again at the beginning of the line reached.
P: A number of pages is skipped and l/O starts again at the beginning of the page reached.

Example

WRITE FORMAT F'(3) L, (6)C'.,

columns

1234567
-f
old
position

------------ö
new Position

t page

5.1.3.1.3. string-constant-denotation

a) output:

It aformat-element isasting-constant-denotation, its content is printed out into the respective position(s).

b) lnput:

ln case of input as many positions of the input medium are skipped as would be necessary for the output of this
s tring -co ns t ant4 eno t a t io n.

current page
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5.1.3.2. Graphic l/O

ln a process control environment it is often necessary to present data in graphic form on a display or a plotter. The
graphic format proposed herein allows to construct a picture out of simple elements.

Datasourcesorsinksinagraph'c-scannbealldatasourcesorsinksasdescribedin5.l.l.lto5.1.1.3.Butonehas
to distinguish between true graphic l/O and l/O which is just a form of character l/O via graphic devices. The latter
is performed by a character-c-s where the source or sink device is capable of graphic l/O with the modification that
all g-nomapping-control elements which are applied to the respective device by a graph-c-s effect the display of cha-
racters in the same way as they would do in case of true graphic l/O. By this only data which have been declared
with an integer or real-attribute can be handled. Thus e.g. an integer value can be displayed in two forms: as a
character-string representing a decimal number and as a coordinate of a point.

The syntactical form of the graph-c-s is very similar to the character-c-s.

5.1.3/22 graph-c-s::=
DRAW fsourceJ [tO {stntaevice I sink-file}J
FORMAT graph-format; I
SEE sink ff nOnll {source4evice I source-fitefl
FORMAT graph_format;

The main difference is that thegraph-format cannot be omitted.

5.1.3.2.1 General principles

The attempt was made to make graphformat itself in its outward appearance and its way of usage for the programmer
as similar to the format for character l/O as possible. But some general differences have to be stated. The functions
of graph-formnl are more complicated than these ol char-formaf because

o the density of information in a graphic representation is much higher than in a representation by characters.

l thereexistnographicdatatypesinPEARLandthereforegraphformathasalsotocontrol theinterpretation
of the data.

o there are much more possibilities to transform one particular data item into different graphic representations
than in character l/O.

o data which contain graphic information can be somewhat ambiguous. Example: Numbers can in one case be
used to control the brightness of a point in a map-display on an oscilloscope and in another case describe the
coordinates of a curve. On the other hand brightness is just a constant control parameter for a complete
picture.

To match these problems the graphic format has been designed according to the following principles:

o There are g-mapping-control elements which explicitely define how a particular input or output item has to
be interpreted and g-nomapping-control elements which control the layout of a picture in general and do not
correspond to input or output data.

o There must be exactly asmany g-nwpping-control elements as there are data items and the data items are
interpreted in sequence according to the correspondingg-mapping-control elements (',Zipper-principle,,).

' One l/O-operation is finished when all data items and/or all g-mapping-control elements contained in one l/O-
statement are worked up.

o contrary to character l/o g-format is mandatory in a graph-c-s. But on the other hand e.g. source can be omitte
if only control information shall be issued i.e. the graph-formaf consists only of g-nomapping-control elements.

r Anyinformationoradjustmentwhichhasoncebeengivenbyagraph-c-smaintainedaslongasitisnotexpli-
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citely changed by the next occurence of the same g-format element, i.e. a brightness register or a coordinate
position contain the same value until it is explicitely changed. There is only an implementation defined auto-
matic initialization and the programmer has the full responsibility for proper setting of all his control para-
meters.

o An l/O statement which implies multiple operations is executed in parallel asfor as p.rssible, i.e. all informa-
tion necessary for the execution of the statement must be available at the beginning of the execution of this
statement.For the description of the other general functions of graph-formaf c.f. beginning of 5.'l .3.

Syntax ot graph-format

5.1.3123 graph-format : : =

! l' fS-format-constantdenotation f
value-identifier f
der efer en c e d a nc e-r efe ren c e o ne -id en t ifi er f
dereferenced-tw ic e -referenc e-two -identffier ]''' ]

5.1 .3124 g-formnt-constant4enotation : : =
F' [,' t-format'element ' ' ]'

5.1 .3125 g-format-element : : =
g-nomapping-control I
I lmultiptierl 7 {g-mopping'control f g-executive-contol } f
I lmultiplierl ] I t,' S-format-element'' ] I

5.1 .3.2.2 g-mapping-control elements

5.1.3126 g-mapping-control : : =
coordina te-control f point-layout-control f
sK fiPJ

Theg-mapping-control elements serve to map data items on a graphic representation according to the principles
explained in 5.1 .3.2.1 . The multiplier indicates the number of data items which have to be mapped by this element
(c.f.5.1.3/5).

5.1 .3.2.2.1 coord inate-contro I

5.1 .3127 coordinute-control : : =
absolute-c-c f relative-c-c

5.1.3128 absolute-c-c .' .' = XA I YA I ZA

5.1.3129 relative-c-c .' .' -- XR I YR I ZR

Theabsolute-c-c etements XA, YA andZA map respective data elements on the coordinates indicated by the first
letter of the element in absolute units from the origin of the output frame. The data are modified by the offset

lc.f . 5.1 .3.2.4.2) and by the scale'f actor (c.f . 5.1 .3.2.4.11.

By the relstive-c-s elements XR, YR and ZR the data are interpreted as a step in the direction indicated by the first

letter of the element starting from the immediately preceding point, modified by a scale factor.

5.1 .3.2.2.2 po int- layout-contro I

5.1.3/30 point-layout-conftol : := BR / CLR
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These elements cause the interpretation of the respective data items as brightness (BR) or colour (GLR). The inter-
pretation depends on the implementation defined possibilities and the modification by scale and offset (c.f.5.1 .3.2.4.1
and 5.1 .3.2.4.21.

5.1.3.2.2.3 The SKI P-element

This element is provided to allow a f lexible interpretation of the data. lt indicates that the respective data item shall
be explicitely skipped, i.e. the data element counter (if there is something like thisl is incremented and thirparticular
data item forgotten.

5.1.3.2.3 The g-executive-control element

5.1.3/31 g-executive-control : : = M I AP J

The g-executive-control element indicates that now the generation of a graphic element (point, vector, or curve

element) shall be completed. The current values of all necessary g-format-elements are used as the respective
control parameters for the generation of one graphic element.

5.1.3.2.4 g-nomapping-control elements

The g-nomapping-control elements perform a sort of global adaption of the internal scale and coordinate system of
the data to the scale and coordinate system of the oscilloscope screen or plotterpaper. This physical picture shall
be called a frame. Fig. 5:3 shall illustrate the correlations between the logical (X1, Y|) and the physical coordinate
Xp, Yp) of a picture.

Fig.-5 : 3 Display coordinates

To understand the use of the coordinates and transformations described in the follöwing text, a model shall be
used:

The physical picture shall be regarded as a fixed frame and the original data are represented by a large map which
is moved below this frame. The scale-factor can be regarded as the magnification of a lens in this frame. By defini-
tlon the physical coordinate system is scaled in a way that the origin is in the centre and the units at the edges of
the frame.

The following example shall illustrate the use of the above coordinates:
Asquarewiththelogical coordinates(8,6), 112,61 ,(2,1Ol., (8,10) shall bedisplayedwithhalf thesizeof thescreen:
So its offset will be (-10, -8) and its scale factor 0.25. Then the physical coordinates will be: (-0.5, -0.5), (0.5.
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-0.5), (0.5,0.5),(-0.5,0.5). (As can easily be verified). lt is also possible to describe a rotation of the logical
coordinate system relative to the physical coordinate system where the physical system is assumed to remain fixed.
Control elements for a z-coordinate are provided if the implementation allows to utilize it.

The g-nomapping-control elements are divided in two classes according to the number of g-control-parameters.

5.1 .3132 g-nomapping-control : : =
g-linear-control f g-orientatio n-control

5.1.3/33 g-linear-control : : =
g-l-c-element I g-control-parame t er I

5.1 .3/34 g-control-parameter : : =
ai thme tic -co ns tant 4 eno t a tion f
value-identifier f
der ef erenc ed o nc e -refer en c e-one -id ent ifi er

5.1.3/35 g-l-c-element : : =
scale-cont rol f origin-contro I
pictureJayout-control f increment-control

5.1 .3.2.4.1 The sca le-control elements

5.1.3/36 scale-control : : =
xs/YslzslBslcs

These elements allow to adapt the scale of the data item to that of the physical coordinate system. XS, YS, and
ZS act on the respective coordinates, BS adapts the brightness and CS the colour.

The parameter gives the length of a unit of the logical system in units of the physical system,

5.1.3.2.4.2 The origin-control elements

5.1 .3137 origin-control : : =
xo/Yo lzolBolco

These elements describe the position of the origin of the logical system relative to the physical system in units of

the logical system. The meaning of the abbreviations is analog to 5'1.3'2.4'1'

5.1.3.2.4.3 The picture-layout-control elements

5.1.3/38 picture-layout-control : : =
tP / FR [aue J

lP indicates that the points contained in the respective grapft-c-s shall be interpolated, where by the g-control-
paramter defines the degree of the interpolating curve. Zero means that there is no interpolation, one defines a

vector (linear), two the quadratic interpolation etc. The value of the g-control-parameter in this case can only be
a nonnegative integer.

FR fAMEJ indicates that now the output of a new picture shall be started and all the information contained in the
following l/O-statements within one task until the next FR-element is drawn into the same picture. The g<ontrol-
parameter describes the ratio of physical width to physical height, if the device allows such a specif ication (e.g. a
plotter with variable length of paper) and its value is a nonnegative integer.
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5.1 .3.2.4.4 The increment-control-element

5.1.3/39 increment-control : : :
x.lYtlzt

An increment-control element indicates that the coordinate indicated by the respective element shall be incremen-
ted each time an optical element is generated (c.f. 5.1.3.2.3). The value of the increment is given by the g-control-
parameter in units of the logical system.

5.1.3.2.4.5 The g-orientation-control element

5.1 .3140 gaientation-control : : =
go-c-element lg-control-parameter,
g-control-parameter f , g-control-parameterf )

5.1.3/41 go-c-element .. .. = XD I yD I ZD

These elements describe the orientation of the axes of the logical coordinate system relative to the physical coordi-
nate system. The g-control'parameters, which can have integer values only, describe in units of the physical coordi-
nate system the coordinates of a point which would be located on the rotated axis.

Examples:

A picture shall be rotated in the X-Y-plane by g0o :

. . . F'(XD(OJ), YD(_l,O) )'
The picture shall be rotated by 45o:

... F',(XD(1,1), YD(-1,1) l'
The output of text shall be in italics:

DRAW TO DISPLAY FORMAT F'(XD(l,O}, YD(l,3} } ';
WRITE'TEXT' TO DISPLAY;

The following example shall show, how the same data list can be output in quite different ways:

/*EXAMPLE FOR GRAPHIC OUTPUT. oBVIoUs DECLARATIONS ETc. ARE
OMITTED. A STANDARD DISPLAY tS A$SUMED*/

/*sPEC{1:512) coNTAlNs INTEGER vALUEs rN THE RANGE oF 1 To 1E005*/

:

XORIG: = -51212;
YORIG: = -1E50512;
DRAW FORMAT F'XO (XORIG}, YO(YORIG}';
,-l"t oRlclN SHALL BE lN THE LEFT LOWER CoRNER*/

XSCALE: =21512:
YSCALE: =211E005:
DRAW FO RMAT F'XS(XSCALEI. YS(YSCALEI';
/*THE WHOLE PICTURE SHALL BE SHOWN ON THE DtSpLAy*/
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:

DRAW FORMAT F'BO(dI, BTi(1}';
/*THE IMPLEMENTATION DEFINED SCALE OF THE BRIGHTNESS SHALL BE
IDENTICAL WITH THE SCALE lN THE PROGRAM*/

DRAW FORMAT F'FR';
,.1*t* PlcruRE ls STARTED*/

DRAW FORMAT F'IPIII';
,-l*a FOLLOWING PIGTURE SHALL BE DRAWN lN PoINT MoDE*/

DRAW(0,O.'} FORMAT F'XA, YA, BR, M';
/*POSITIONING OF BEAM TO OR|GlN, NO BRIGHTNESS*/

/*NOW DIFFERENT METHODS OF DISPLAYING THE SAME DATA ARE SHOWN*/

:

onnw FORMAT F'Xt(1)',;
,..l*t X€oORDINATE ls AUToMATIGALLY INCREMENTED BY 1*/

DRAW {1, SPEC(1:512)l FORMAT F'BR, (5121 (YA, M}';
/*THE SPECTRUM lS DRAWN AS A SEOUENCE OF POINTS WITH MAXIMUM
BRIGHTNESS*/

Fig.5:4 pointplot
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/*Now rHE SPEGTRUM SHALL BE DRAWN As A coNTrNuous L|NE*/
DRAWIO,A,AI FORMAT F'FR,IP(I}, XA, YA, BR, if,;
/*SETUP PROCEDURE*/
DRAW (1, SPEC(1:51211 FORMAT F,Xt(11, BR, (S12) (yA. Ml,;

Fig.5;5 Vectorplot

/*AND FINALLY lN THE FORM OF STEpS*/
DRAW II,O,I,,I FORMAT F'FR, tP (1}, BR, XA,YA,M';
FOR I FROM 1 TO 512 DO
DRAW {SPEC( I I, 1,',1' FO RMAT F'YA,8R,XR JTI,X R,M';
DONE;

Fig.5:6 linear step plot

A description of gnaphic input is not yet given in this paper, but it will be tried to describe at least coordinate input
by the same mechanism as graphic output.
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5.2 File handling

5.2.1.

ln order to store and to retrieve larger amounts of data on some sort of bulk memory (e.g. magnetic tape, disc or
drum) some mechanism is necessary which provides an appropriate organization of the data.
This mechanism is called file handling and is mainly characterized by a coarsened adress structure compared to that
of the working storage. On a bulk storage medium normally adressing of single words or bytes is not possible and
data are transported in 'blocks' or 'records', i.e. as whole sequences of data items.
The requirements of long term data storage demand - and the technical proporties of storage devices allow it -that the 'life time' of such data is independent of the existence of tasks creating or using them. This implies special
functions for creation and destruction of data sets and identification of the state of these data in addition to the
usual l/O-functions.

5.2.2. Basic mechanism:

A unit of bulk memory is described in the system4ivision by one or more device names; it also has some physical
structure which is described in the respective manual . On such types of memory information is grouped into data
sets. The structure of the data set itself is described by:
pages per data set, lines per page, chars per line.
'Char'is an implementation dependent unit of information that depends on the type of the data set (which may
contain character, graphic or binary data in some internal representation)
The structure of the data set as described above is not necessarily identical with e.g. the block or record structure
of the device.

Normally the user will not access such data sets directly but by files which can be regarded as logical devices; so
the programmer need not be aware of the physical properties of an actual data set. But all information which is
necessary for the description and addressing of a data set will be accessable for him.
Normally data sets are information structures organized sequentially. Therefore no specification of the position
of a data item (or char) is necessary or possible ('next record'is accessed). But on some types of bulk memory
which allow random adressing nearly like working storage it is possible to describe the actual position of a char
within the data set.

5.2.3. File handling statements

5.2.3.1. Declaration of files

The declse-sentence (3.3.1/1 ) also serves to declare f iles i.e. if used in connection with a filetttribute lc.f .3.3.1/8);
however some additional circumstances are to be taken into account:

5.2.3.1.1. Declaration as reference-one-identifier

A value-initial-attribute is forbidden; any open-statement 15.2.3.3.) for such a file therefore has to contain a data-
set-name (c.f. 5.2.3.3.) . Areferenceone-equivalent-attribute (3.3.2/41 may only contain references declared with
a filetttribute.
The value of such a file identifier will be first of all the data-set-neme i.e. a character string which identif ies the
actual physical data set (c.f. also 5.2.3.3); but moreover the file identifier is connected to a collection of informa-
tion (describing e.g. the logical structure of the data set, the device on which it is located, etc.). This information
(except that about the device) is accessible not by use of the file identifier but by an implementation dependent
set of standard functions, the arguments of which are the f ile identif iers (including the value-identifiers treated in
5.2.3.1.2.). Such a set might be e.g.:
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Space is reserved on the specified device and the name of the data set and information concerning its structure are
laid down in the directory of the external storage.

The optional data-set4escription gives the size of the data setto be created. The structure is described by three in-
teger values.

The first value gives the number of pages in the data set, the second one the lines per page and the third one the
chars per line.

The definition of a char depends on the type of the data set which may contain either binary (BlN), character (CHAR),
or graphic (GRAPH) data. lf the data set description is omitted, a binary data set of maximum possible size and a

substructure corresponding to the hardware specifications is created.

Example:

CREATE',WORKDS', BtN, l/, ld, 1t UPON TypE 1;

On thedevice TYPE 1 space for 1000 bits is reserved, this (still empty) space is identified by the string WORKDS.

52.3.3. Opening a file

lnorder to be able to work with a data set, a file has to be opened with it (i.e. the connection between physical

+eoe resp. information and logical description has to be established).

'52318 open-statement : : =
OPEN file-name fWtfn data-set-name] UPON device;

By execution of this statement the description of the data set is handed over to the file mechanism and the data
!t can be accessed by use of the frle-name . Ditf erent file-rwmes may be opened with the same data set, so that

5,23.1 .2., and 5.2.3.'1 .3.).

823-4. Closing a file

Aflc is cfosed, i.e. the data set is disconnected from the file-name, explicitely by the c/ose-statment.

f2319 close-statement : : = CLOSE {,' fite-name'' } ;

h üe respective data sets are no longer accessible by data transfer statements using the f/e-name occuring in

-&v-statement.
r,,filsle also closed implicitely when the block is left in which they are declared.

Deletion of a data set

sst can be deleted

delete-statement.

delete-stotement : : =
DELETE {,' data-set-name' ' '} ON device;

-name and description are cancelled in the device directory. lf more than one data set is to be deleted
nrt all reside on one device.

can only be executed when the data set is not used and not protected against writing.
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5.2.3.6. File protection

A data set can be protected against writing by the file-integity-statements.

5.2.3111 file'integTity-statment : : =

1 l-ocr/ uNLocKJ {,' data'set-rwme'' '} ;

The write protection which is enacted by LOCK is removed by UNLOCK'

5.2.4. Data transfer to and from files

There are two classes of data tlansfer to and from files:

5.2.4.1. Formatted data transfer

This is described in 5.1.3. and performed exactly as if a data set were a logical device.

5.2.4.2. Unformatted data transfer

Data transfer to and f rom f iles is performed by the n-forganized'c's, is the following also called TRANSFER'

statement:

5.2.411 n-f'organized'c-s 
" " 

=

(a) { TRANSFEn / rnr } {source f source4evice} To sink-file; I
(b) {TRAN'F;R Irnr ] 

' 
source-file To {sink I sink4evice}; I

i"t i rnNsren / rnr I {source-file f source4evice } To sink-file

IoUANT data'length] ; I
(d) ifnarusfrn/ fnfl- source'ftle To sink4evice

[oulrur data'length] :

The amount of data to be transferred is given either implicitely by the size of source or sink or explicitely by

datalengthin the ouANT-option. By default a transfer is f inished if some end-of-f ile condition is encountered'

data-length must be specified in the logical units page' line and char:

5.2.412 datalength " = l[numberof-pages] ' fnumberof-linesl '
f numberof-charsJ I

5.2.419 numberof-Pages : : =lmglh

5.2.414 numberof'lines : : = length

5.2.415 numberof'clwrs: := length

numberof'pages etc' are defaulted by zero'

A source-ftte or sink-fite (c.f . 5.1.1.3.) is described by a file'rwme and by so-called f ile-coordinates'

The file-coordinates are also given in terms of logical units:

5.2.416 file4escriPtion : : =

ftle'name lpage-nurnber, line-number' clwr-number I

5.2.417 page-number : :=absolute-position

5.2.418 line-number : := absolute-position
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5.2.4t9 clar-number: : =absofuteposirion

pge-numberetc. are defaulted by the respective part of the current position (see 5.2.3.1.)

SFILE and SFTLE (,,l
point to the same location which is the current position of SFILE.

Example:

TRANSFER AFILE 11,Ö,,1TO BFILE OUANT 19,1O,1OI;

A block of data with the logical lengrth of 10 lines plus 10 chars of file AFILE is transferred from page 1 of file
AFILE to file BFILE starting at the current position of BFILE.

5.2.5. Error recovery

lf any file handling operation (CREATE, OPEN, TRANSFER etc.) cannot be executed, a system dependent error
rssponse occurs. lt can explicetely be replaced using the same mechanism as in all other l/O statements.
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6. PEARL Examples

To show the appearance and the use of PEAR L program+rndules three simple automation problems have been
formulated in PEARL.

ln the first two examples typical industrial applications are described. The first example represents a simplif ied
function test problem. The second example shows the use of PEAR L program-modules in solving automation prob-
lems with frequently occuring types of partial processes. The use of a installation independent PEARL module for
the automatic control of a partial process will be explained by solving a process control problem.

The third example describes the evaluation of a physical experiment.

6.t Function Test Problem

ln a plant four types of diodes are manufactured. On two identical test stations (see figure 6.1) the function test
for these products has to be carried out.

To execute the function test a diode is connected manually to one of the test stations. Then the start button of the
test station is pressed to start the test program. The test program investigates whether the reverse current does not
exceed a type dependent maximum. To represent the test result a green or a red lamp will be switched on for 2 sec
on the instrument panel.

After the start of the automation program by the operator the program demands the type number of the diode to
be tested. After input of the type number by the operator the computer switchs on the power supply of the test
stations and adjusts the reverse voltage.

Every test is started by interrupt.

The number of not operating diodes and the total number of diodes is counted for every test station and is recorded
if a hardware breakdown occurs or if the type of diode must be changed.

Figure 6.3 shows the connections between the test stations and a hypothetical process periphery.

NODULE LI BRARY DIODETEST;
/* PEARL EXAMPLE: FUNCTION TEST PROBLEM */

SYSTEM;
/r DATA FLOW BETWEEN STANDARD DEVICES: */
GOiIP <--+ CHAN;

CHAN *1*1,6 -+ DIGOUT;
*2*1,12 + ADCMUX;
*3*1,6 ++ INDICATOR: TTY;

/. PROGESS END POINTS: */
VIOLTAGESELECTOR: <-DIGOUT *1*1,6; / * 6 BITCHANNEL TO ADJUST THE

POWERSUPPLY TO THE REVERSE VOLTAGE LEVEL
MEANING OF THE FIRST AND SECOND BIT IN THE FOLLOWING
2 BIT LOGIC CHANNELS: SWITCH OFF SWITCH ON */

*2*1,2i
*2*3,2i /* RED LAMB TEST STATION 1 */
*2*5,2i /* GREEN LAMP, TEST STATION 1 */
*3*1 - /* RED LAMP, TEsr srATroN 2 */
*3* /* GREEN LAMP, TEST STATION 2 */

PI(IWERSUPPLY:
RED1:
GREEN1:
RED2:

GREEN2:

e
<-
€
e
+



TEST STATION 1

TEST STATION 2

POWE R

SUPPLY
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CURR2

START2

VOLTAGESELECTOF

POWERSUPPLY

GREENl

REDl

coNcTl

CURRl

STARTl

GREEN2

RED2

coNcT2

Fig.6:1 Function Test Problem
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GONCTI: + *3*5,2i /* CONNECTOR OF REVERSE VOLTAGE
TEST STATION 1 */

coNCT2: ? *4x1,2i /* CONNEGTOR OF REVERSE VOLTAGE

TEST STATION 2 */
CURRI: -+ ADCMUX *1; l* REVERSE CURRENT, TEST STATION 1 */
CURR2: -+ *2i I* REVERSE CURRENT, TEST STATION 2 */

/* INTERRUPTS: */
STARTI: CONTC(l2) + : l* STARTSIGNAL,TESTSTATION 1 */

START2: CONTC(l3) <- ; l* START SIGNAL, TEST STATION 2 */
CONTC( 4) e TTY *READY ; /* READYSIGNAL,TTY */
CONTC( 3) e ADGMUX *R ; /* READY SIGNAL' ADCMUX */

ERRSIG: CONTC( 2) e *E ; /* ERROR SIGNAL' ADCMUX */

/* END OF SYSTEM DIVISION */

PROBLEM;
/* DECLARATION OF INTERRUPTS: */

DCL ( START1, START2, ERRSIG ) VAL INTERRUPT;

TASK TESTPROB GLOBAL HANDLE: /* WILL BE ACTIVATED BY THE

OPERATOR VIA TELETYPE */

BEGIN
/* STANDARD OUTPUT DEVICE: */

STANDARDWRITE INDICATOR;
/* VARIABLES TO COUNT THE NUMBER OF DIODEST */

DCL ( TOTAL1,TOTAL2, NOGOI' NOGO2 ) INT := I,
/* VARIABLE TO STORE TYPENUMBER OF DIODE AND

UPPER LIMIT OF REVERSE CURRENT: */

TYPENCURR INT,
/* BITSTRINGS TO ADJUST THE POWER SUPPLY

TO THE REVERSE VOLTAGE LEVEL: */

BlrsrR (1 : 4) VAL Bl N (6) = l' 1006'8.,' 1 106' B,' 1 1 10', 8,', 1' Bl,
/* UPPER LIMITS OF REVERSE CURRENT: */

REVERSECURR(I:4) VAL INT = 159,30,25,201,
/* COMMON CHARACTER STRINGS: */

TEXT1 VAL CHAR(131 ='TEXTI VAL CHAR(l3) =' TEST STATION ',
TEXT2VALCHAR(281 =': NUMBER OFTESTED DIODES :"
TEXT3 VAL CHAR(271 =': NUMBER OF INFERIOR GOODS : ' '

/* COMMON FORMATS: */

COM1 VAL FORMAT = F'S(13), S(1), S(28), ,L"
COM2 VAL FORMAT = F'(16)C, Sl27l 

" 
;

/* TEST PROCEDURE: */
DCL TEST PROC REENTRANT =

( (UAMP, CONNECTOR,REDLAMP'GREENLAMP} VAL DVC,

(TOTALNUMBER,NOGONUMBER} I NT)

BEGIN
DCL /*VARIABLE TO STORE THE MEASURED

REVERSE CURRENT: */
CURRENT INT;

/* CONNECT REVERSEVOLTAGE: */
MOVE'1'B TO CONNECTOR;

/* MEASURE REVERSECURRENT: */
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MOVE UAMP TO CURRENT;
/* DISCONNECT REVERSE VOLTAGE: */

MOVE' 1O'B TO CONNECTOR;

T.TALNUMTJ;i3TäTil-",irfrtr"-tisEGURRENr:*/
IFCURRENT > TYPECURRORCURRENT<2THEN

/* SWTTCH ON RED LAMP: */
MOVE'1'B TO REDLAMP;

/* 2 SEC RECOGNITION TIME: */
DELAY 2 SEC;

/* SWITCH OFF RED LAMP: */
MOVE '1i'BTO REDLAMP;

/* COUNT INFERIOR GOODS: */
NOGONUMBER : = NOGONUMBER + 1;

ELSE
/* SWITCH ON GREEN LAMP: */

MOVE'1'B TO GREENLAMP;
/* 2 SEC RECOGNITION TIME: */

DELAY 2 SEC;

/+ SWITCH OFF GREEN LAMP: */
MOVE'. 19', B TO G REEN LAMP;

FI;

END /* OF TEST PROCEDURE */;

lx TEST TASK, TEST STATION 1: */
TASK TESTl : CALL TEST(CUR R l,CONCTI,REDl,c RE ENl,TOTAL1,NOGO1 );

lx TEST TASK, TEST STATION 2: */
TAS K TEST2: CAL L TEST (CU R R2,CONCT2, R E D2,c R E EN2,TOTAL2,NOGO2) ;

l* ERROR REACTION lF ADCMUX BREAKDOWN OCGURS: */
TASK ERREAG: BEGIN

l* FINISH TESTING: */
PREVENT TESTI, TEST2, ERREAC;

l* INFORM THE OPERATOR: */
WRITE(TIME,1,' ADMUX BREAKDOWN"'}

FORMAT',CLR,S(l7),CLR'
l* ARRANGE END OF TASK TESTPROB: */

CONTINUE TESTPROB;

END; 
/* coMMUNrcATroN wrrH THE opERAToR To GET THE

TYPENUMBER OF THE DIODE UNDER TEST: */
TYPEDEF: WRITE(DATE,TIME,'TYPENUMBER := ') FORMAT F' l2l I , (z)C),S(14) ' ;

READ TYPEGURR FROM INDICATOR FORMAT F' ,I2I L' ;

/* CONTROL OF THE TYPENUMBER: */
IFTYPECURR < 1 ORTYPECURR >4THEN

WRITE,INPUT ERROR: TYPENUMBER UNDEFINED,
FORMAT F' (1,)C,S(34I,I2IL' :

/* REPEAT INPUT OF TYPENUMBER: */
GOTOTYPEDEF; Fl;

/* SWITCH ON POWER SUPPLY: */
MOVE'1'B TO POWERSUPPLY;

/* WAIT 2 MIN UNTIL POWER SUPPLY lS READY: */
DELAY 2 MIN;

/* ADJUST POWER SUPPLY TO REVERSE VOLTAGE: x/
MOVE BITSTR(TYPECURR) TO VOLTAGESELEGTOR;
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/* STORE LIMIT OF REVERSE CURREIIT: r/
TYPECURR := REVERSECURR{TYPECURRh

/* INDICATE: TEST STATIOI{S ARE READY; r/
WRITE (TIME, ' TEST BEGIN 'I FORiIAT F .8{12} ';

/* COI$NECT |I{TERRUPTS TO TASI(S: r/
ON START1 ACTIVATE TESTI;
ON START2 ACTIVATE TEST2;
ON ERRSIG ACTIVATE ERREAC PRIORITY 3 SYS;

/* SIISPEND MAIN TASK TESTPROB UNTIL ADGMUX
BREAKDOIS{ OR @ERATORS COMMAND:

CONTINUE TESTPROB */
SUSPEND EXCEPT TESTI, TEST2, ERREAC;

/* RECORDOFTEST RESULTS: */
WRITE (TlME,' TEST RESULTS:', TEXT1,' 1', TEXTZ,TOTALI,TEXT3,NOGOI,

TEXT1,' 2" TEXT2,TOTAL2,TEXT3,NOGO2I
FORMAT F ,S{15} , {21((2}L, COMI, COM2I, P', ;

IT()VE'1r' B TO POWERSUPPLY;
END /* OF TASTTESTPROB +/;

MODEND;
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6.2 Process Control Problem

As an example of the PEAR L module technic a simplif ied process control problem is taken which will be represen-

ted in form of two modules.

It is assumed that the process conf iguration shown in figure 6.3 is a standard configuration somewhere and is used

often in the same way. ln this case it is reasonable to store the automation routines for this type of installation in

a library form which is independent of hardware properties and which can be employed by every user.

INDICATOR

PUMP

MANOMETER

VALVE

VALVE

VALVESTATUS

Fa$ 6.3 Scheme of pumP station

TI,p type of installation considered here is a pumping-work consisting of a pipeline, a pump, a manometer, and a

nlue. On the right side of f igure 6.3 the formal device identifiers are listed.

To switch on the pump process first the pump motor has to be turned on (output to PUMP). After a time intervall

rhose lengrth essentially depends on the characteristics of the pump the pressure between the pump and the valve

$ould exceed a installation dependent value.

The pressure can be checked by input from MANOMETER. lf the pressure is lower than the aforementioned value

üE speed monitor of the pump shows (input from INDICATOR) whether there is no fluid to pump or wether the

pnrp does not work.

lf dre pressure exceeds the lower limit the valve may be opened by turning on the valve motor (output to VALVE).

After a valve dependent time intervall the status of the valve has to be controlled by checking the contact-switch

of tfie valve (input from VALVESTATUS).

To switch off the pump process the valve has to be closed f irst (output to VALVE). After a valve dependent time

üor üe switcfiing operation the status of the valve has to be investigated (input f rom VALVESTATUS). Then the

Ffnp rnotor is turned off.

Th antornation programs to switch on and to switch off the pump process are represented in form of two proce-

örcsPttPlNG and PUMPEND in the following module with library name PROCESSPART.

SPEED MONITOR

MANOMETER
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MODU LE LI BRARY PROCESSPART;

/TT PEARL EXAMPLE: INSTALLATION INDEPENDENT
DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL OF A
PARTIAL PROCESS xl

PROBLEM;
DCL PUMPING PROC REENTRANT GLOBAL =

( (PUMP,MANOMETER,INDICATOR,VALVE,

VALVESTATUS,OUTDVC) VAL DVC,
(PUMPTIME,VALVETIME} VAL DUR,
(PUMPON,PUMPOFF,VALOPEN,VALCLOSE} VAL BI N (2),

(LOWERLIMIT,I) VAL INT,
BACKSTATUS INT }

BEGIN
DCL PUMPSTATUS BIN(1),INSTATUS BIN(2), PRESSURE INT,

COMFORMAT VAL FORMAT = F'S(81,(2lC,S(7),,S(18),(2)L' ;

/* NOTE: CONTROL lS CARRIED OUT WITHOUT ERROR: */
BACKSTATUS:= 1;

/* SWITCH ON THE PUMP: */
MOVE PUMPON TO PUMP;

/* WAIT FOR PRESSURE: */
DELAY PUMPTIME;

/* PRESSURE CONTROL: */
MOVE MANOMETER TO PRESSURE;

IF PRESSURE < LOWERLIMIT THEN
MOVE INDICATOR TO PUMPSTATUS;

IF PUMPSTATUS =','B THEN
WRITE (TIME,'PUMP"I,' DOES NOT WORK')

TO OUTDVC FORMAT COMFORMAT;
ELSE

WRITE (TIME,' NO FLUID'}
TO OUTDVC FORMAT F"S(16},(2}L';

FI;
/x SWITCH OFF THE PUMP: */
MOVE PUMPOFF TO PUMP;

/n NOTE: CONTROL lS CARRIED OUT WITH ERROR: x/

BACKSTATUS;=l:
RETURN; FI;

/* OPEN THE VALVE: */

MOVE VALOPEN TO VALVE;
/* WAIT UNTIL VALVE lS OPENED: */

DELAY VALVETIME;
/* CONTROL OF THE VALVE STATUS: */

MOVE VALVESTATUS TO INSTATUS;
lF INSTATUS = VALCLOSE THEN

/* SWITCH OFF THE PUMP: */
MOVE PUMPOFF TO PUMP;

/* SETCONTACTS INSTATUSGLOSED: */
MOVE VALCLOSE TO VALVE;
WRITE (TIME,'VALVE" I,'CANNOT BE OPENDED')

TO OUTDVC FORMAT GOMFORMAT;
/* NOTE: CONTROL lS CARRIED OUT WITH ERROR: */

BACKSTATU5 '= p; Fl;

END /* OF PROCEDURE PUMPING */ ;
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DCL PUMPEND PROC REENTRANT GLOBAL:

( (PUMP,INDICATOR,VALVE.
VALV ESTATUS,OUTDVC} VAL DVC,
(PUMPTIME,VALVETIME) VAL DU R,
(PUMPOF F,VALOPEN,VALCLOSEI VAL BIN(2I,
I VAL INT, BACKSTATUS INT)

BEGIN
DCL PUMPSTATUS BIN(1 }, INSTATUS BIN(2),

COMFORMAT VAL FORMAT = F'S(81,(2)C,S(71, S(24),(2lL' ;

l* NOTE: CONTROL lS CARRIED OUT WITHOUT ERROR: */
BACKSTATUS:= 1;

lx CLOSE THE VALVE: */
MOVE VALCLOSE TO VALVE;

l* WAIT UNTIL VALVE lS CLOSED: */
DELAY VALVETIME;

lx CONTROL OF THE CLOSING: */
MOVE VALVESTATUS TO INSTATUS;
IF INSTATUS = VALOPEN THEN

WRITE (TIME,'VALVE" I,' CANNOT BE CLOSED'I
TO OUTDVC FORMAT COMFORMAT;

lx NOTE: CONTROL lS CARRIED OUT WITH ERROR: */
BACKSTATU5 ;= /; Fl;

lx SWITCH OFF THE PUMPr */
MOVE PUMPOFF TO PUMP;

lx WAIT UNTIL PUMP DOES NOT WORK: */
DELAY PUMPTIME;

lx CONTROLOFTHE PUMPSTATUS: */
MOVE INDICATOR TO PUMPSTATUS;
lF PUMPSTATUS ='1'B THEN

WRITE (TIME,'PUMP" I,' CANNOT BE SWITCHED OFF')
TO OUTDVC FORMAT GOMFORMAT;

lx NOTE: CONTROL lS CARRIED OUT WITH ERROR: */
BACKSTATUS ;= p; Fl;

END /* OF PROCEDURE PUMPEND */;

MODEND;

To show the use of the module PROCESSPART in some other module it is assumed that the installation shown
in figure 6.3 is part of a greater installation. A very simple extension of the discussed installation which shall
be considered here consists of a switchkey to be handled by a operator.

The key shall be examined by the automation program all 5 sec. lf a alteration of the key position is determined

the cyclic start of the program will be prevented and dependent of the key position one of the procedures PUMPING

or PUMPEND are called up. lf the switching has been carried out without error the control of the switchkey has to

be continued with the same rate as before. Otherwise the operator has to be informed about the shortcoming of the

hardware and the automatic control will be terminated.
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MODULE LIBRARY PUMPPROCESS;

/* PEARL EXAMPLE: USAGE OF ASEPARATELY
COMPILED MODULE FOR A PARTIAL PROCESS */

SYSTEM;
/* DATA FLOW BETWEEN STANDARD DEVICES: */
cP 16148 <-+ CHl3l72;

CHl3l72 *1*1,16 € ADC/3; /*ANALOG INPUT DEVICE */
*3*1,8 + DID/S; / *DIGITAL INPUT DEVIGE */
*4*1,8 + DODI2; /*DIGITAL OUTPUT DEVIGE */
*5*1,8 € COMMUN: FSl3; l*STANDARD UO*/

/* PROCESS END POINTS: */
MANOM: + ADC/3 *57i
INDIC: + DID/5 *72*5,1i
VALST: -+ *72*6,2i
KEy: + *Tg*1,2i

CONTP: + DODI? *53*3,2;
CONTV: e *53*5,2;

/* INTERRUPT: */
FS/3 *READY + CONCTPOINT(5);

PROBLEM;

/* SPECIFICATION OF GLOBAL PROGEDURES: */
DCL PUMPING PROC(VAL DVC, VAL DVC, VAL DVC, VAL DVC, VAL DVC,

VAL DVC, VAL DUR, VAL DUR, VAL BIN(2), VAL BIN(zI;
VAL BIN(2), VAL BIN{2I, VAL INT, VAL INT, INT)

R EENTRANT G LOBAL PROGESSPART;
DCL PUMPEND PROCVAL DVC, VAL DVC, VAL DVC, VAL DVC, VAL DVC,

VAL DUR, VAL DUR, VAL BIN(2}, VAL BIN(2},
VAL BIN{2I, VAL INT, INT)

R EENTRANT GLOBAL PROCESSPART;

TASK PLINE GLOBAL HANDLE;
BEGIN
DCL STATICSTATUS BIN(2) i='1'B,INKEY BIN(2), BACKST lNT,

SYNCHRO SEMA := 0;

TASK LOOKFOR:
BEGIN

/* READ OPERATORS KEY: */
MOVE KEY TO INKEY;

/* LOOK FOR OPERATORS COMMAND: */
IF INKEY AND STATICSTATUS THEN GOTO LOOKEND;

ELSE

/* STOP THE AUTOMATIC START OF LOOKFOR: */
PREVENT LOOKFOR;

/* STORE NEW KEYSTATUS: */
STATICSTATUS:= INKEY;

/* FOLLOW OPERATORS COMMAND: */

lF INKEY = '16'9. THEN
CALL PUMPI NG (CONTP,MANOM,I N DI C,CONTV,VALST,COMMUN,

5 SEC, 4, SEC,', 79',B.,', 1'B.,', 1',B.,',16',B.,

5,7, BACKSTI ;

ELSE
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CAL L PUMPEND(CONTP,I NDIC,CONTV,VALST,COMMUN,
8 SEC, 40 SEC ,',l',B,',1',B,'19'B.,
7, BACKST};

/* CONTROL ExEcUTIoN oF PARTIAL PROCESS: *l
lF BACKST =, THEN

l* INDICATE END OF TASK PLINE: *l
WRITE (TIME,'TERMINATION oF coNTRoL: PLINE 7')

TO COMMUN FORMAT F' , (2IC,S(31},(2} L' ;
TERMINATE PLINE; FI;
l* ARRANGE NEW STARTS OF TASK LOOKFOR: xl

RELEASE SYNCHRO; Ft;
LOOKEND: END l* oF TASKDECLARAT|ON LooKFoR

/* START OF CYCLE: *l
CYCLE: ALL 5 SEC ACTIVATE LOOKFOR PRIO - 1

END

REOUEST SYNCHRO;
GOTO CYCLE;
l* OF TASKDECLARATION PLINE

REL;

MODEND;
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6.3 Experiment Control Problem

The program example compares two 7-activities of a sample. A 7-detector is connected to an analog-todigital-con-
verter (ADC), the data of which are read into a double buffer. They are sorted into one of two spectra. When a
preselected amount of data is collected, sorting into the second spectrum will take place while.the first one is analy-
zed, and vice versa, until statistical error is lower than a preselected limit.

MODULE LIBRARY ACTIVATANALY;

SYSTEM;

/* DATA FLOW BETWEEN DEVICES: */
CFU <=+ CHAN;

CHAN *1*1,24 € CAMCO; /*CAMAC CRATE GONTROLLER*/
*2*1ß € OUESTIONER; ANSWER:TTY; /*TELETYPE*/
*3*1,24 +.+ DRAWINGDVC: DSP21; /*DISPLAY*/

CAMGO*1*1,12 <- ADC;

/* INTERRUPTS: */
COMMANDIT: ITR(I) + PSB;./*PUSHBUTTON*/
/* LOGIGAL INTERRUPTS MAY BE REPLACED BY PUSHBUTTONS LATER ON. */
START : ITR(2)
STOP : ITR(3)
CANCEL : ITR(4)
DSPON :

DSPOFF :

trR(5)
trR(6)

l* END OF SYSTEM DIVISION */

PROBLEM;

TrcL (COMMANDIT. START, STOP, CANCEL,
DSPON. DSPOFF) VAL INTERRUPT;

TrcL (OUESTIONER, ANSWER, DRAWINGDVC,ADCI VAL DVC;

/* PROCEDURE TO SUBTRACT BACKGROUND OF A SPEGTRUM: */
DCL SUBTRBG PROC(|NT} GLOBAL STANDARDLIB; /*LIBRARY PROG*/

/* MAIN TASK TO BE STARTED BY OPERATING SYSTEM: */
TASK MAINTASK GLOBAL:

BEGIN
DCL (SPECLENGTH, BUFLENGTH, ERRORLIM, LOWCHAN1, LOWCHAN2,

UPCHANl, UPCHAN2, COUNTS, CHANNEL) INT,
COMBUF STRING(l2};

TASKNAM E DECODI NG, DISP LAYSTART, D ISPLAYSTOP;
/* PARAMETERS OF PROGRAM ARE TO BE SPECIFIED BY USER. */
DCL OUT PROC = (S VAL STRING)

BEGIN
WRITE S TO OUESTIONER FORMAT F'L,S(4OI';

END /* OF PROCEDURE OUT */;

DCLIN PROC=(llNT)
BEGIN

READ I FROM ANSWER FORMAT F'II4I';
END /* OF PROCEDURE lN */;
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OUT (,LENGTH OF ADC BUFFERS,}; IN (BUFLENGTH);
OUT ('ERRORLIMIT'); |N(ERRORL|MI;
OUT ('LOWER LIMIT OF SAMPLE pEAK'); tN(LOWCHANI);
OUT {'UPPER LIMIT OF'SAMPLE PEAK,}; tN(UpCHANll;
OUT ('LOWER LIMIT OF CAL. PEAK'); |N(LOWCHAN2I;
OUT ('UPPER LIMIT OF CAL. PEAK'I; |N(UpCHAN2);
OUT ('NO. OF GAUGE CHANNEL'); IN(CHANNEL);
OUT ('LlMtT OF CHANNEL COUNTS'); IN(COUNTSI;
OUT ('LENGTH OF SPECTRUM'); tN (SPECLENGTH);
/* PUSHBUTTON TRIccERS COMMAND tNTERRUPT,

DECODING TRIccERS SOFTWARE INTERRUPTS: */

ON COMMANDIT ACTIVATE DECODING:
GROUP

READ COMBUF FROM ANSWER;
lF COMBUF = 'START' THEN TRIGGER STARTI Ft;
lF COMBUF = 'STOP' THEN TR|GGER STOp; Ft;
lF COMBUF = 'CANCEL' THEN TRTGGER CANCEL; Ft;
lF COMBUF = 'DISPLAY ON' THEN TRtccER DSPONi Ft:
lF COMBUF = 'DISPLAY OFF' THEN TR|GGER DSpOFF; Ft;

FIN;

/* ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES TAKE PLACE lN A NESTED BLOCK
DECLARING ARRAYS, THE LENGTHS OF WHICH HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED
ON-LINE: */

BEGIN l* OF NESTED BLOCK */
DCL (SPECTRUMI,SPECTRUM2) (1:SPECLENGTHItNT,

(BUFl, BUF2) (1:BUFLENGTHIINT,
(RESULTl, RESULT2} INT,
ABUNDANCE REAL,
(ENDOFPROG RAM, BU FFULLl, BUF FULL2, ENDANALYSIS,
SPECFULLl, SPECFULL2, BU FEMPTY1, BU FEMPTY2,
SPEC EMPTY 1, SPEC EMPTY2, SP ECSE'ZEDI,SP ECSE I ZE D2,
READOUEST, RESULT} SEMA;
RELEASE BUFEMPTY1, BUFEMPTY2, SPECEMPTY1, SPECEMPTY2,
SPECSE I ZE Dl, SPECSEI ZED2, READOUEST, R ESU LT;

/* DECLARATION OF MEASUREMENT TASK
TO BE STARTED BY COMMAND INTERRUPT DECODING: */

TASK ANALYSIS:
BEGIN

PREVENT ANALYSIS; /* NO SECOND START BY INTERRUPT */
/* THE FIRST SUBTASK TO BE STARTED lS A LOOP

READING ADC DATA INTO A DOUBLE BUFFER: */
ACTIVATE READLOOP PRIORITY _10 REL;
/* lT lS SYNCHRONIZED WITH A SECOND TASK

CONSISTING OF A LOOP SORTING DATA OUT OF THE
DOUBLE BUFFER INTO ONE OF TWO SPECTRA AND,
AFTER FILLING THAT SPECTRUM, INTO THE OTHER ONE.
SPECTRA ARE ANALYZED BY TASKS
WHICH HAVE TO BE SYNCHRONIZED WITH SORTING. */

ACTIVATE SORTLOOP PRIORITY -5 REL;
ACTIVATE ANALYZE1 PRIORITY -2 REL; /* LOWEST PRIORITY*/
ACTIVATE ANALYZE2 PRIORITY -2 REL;
/* TASK ANALYSIS HAS TO WAIT FOR END OF MEASUREMENT: */
REOUEST ENDANALYSIS;
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/* NOW lT HAS TO WA|T UNTTL ALL TASKS WILL BE ENDED. */
DELAY ANALYSIS DURING 10 SEC EXCEPT

R EAD LOOP,SORTLOOP/ANALyZ EI,ANALyZE2;
REOUEST RESULT; ABUNDANCE := RESULTI/RESULT2;

RELEASE RESULT;
WRITE ('ABUNDANgE=., ABUNDANCE) TO OUESTTONER

FORMAT F'L,S(1 0,,R ( 1.2.21' ;
TERMINATE MATNTASK; /*TERMINAT|ON OF pROGRAM */

END /* OF TASK ANALySIS */;

TASK READLOOP:
BEGIN

DCL READADC PROC REENTRANT =
(BUF ( I INT, (BUFEMPTY, BUFFULL} SEMA,
READING INT}

BEGIN
REOUEST BUFEMPTY; READING :=1;
MOVE ADG TO BUF;
REOUEST READOUEST; READTNG :=d;

RELEASE BUFFULL; RELEASE READOUEST;
END /* OF PROCEDURE READADC *l;

DO /*'ENDLESS' READLOOP */
CALL READADC(BUFl,BUFFEMPTY1,BU FFULLl,READINGl } ;
CALL R EADADC(BU F2,BU FEMPTY2, BU F FU LL2,READI NG2) ;

DONE;
END /* OF TASK READLOOP */;

TASK SORTLOOP:
BEGIN

DCL SORTER PROC REENTRANT =( (BUFFER,SPECTRUM) ( IINT,
(BUFFULL, BUFEMPTY, SPECFUL, SPECEMPTY,
SPECSEIZED) SEMA,

B VAL BIN(I) )
BEGTN /* BODy OF PROCEDURE SORTER */

REOUEST SPECEMPTY;
SORTLABEL:

REOUEST BU FFULL, SPECSEIZED;
FOR I TO BFULENGTH DO

ITLJlNT=BUFFER(I);
IFJ>t & J(=SPECLENGTH

THEN SPECTRUM(J) := SPECTRUM(J) + 1;
FI;
J z= li /* l. E. BUFFER(I) z= i *l
DONE;

I F SPECTRUM{CHANNEL} >COUNTS
THEN IF B THEN TERMINATE SORTBUF1;

ELSE TERMI NATE SORTBUF2;
FI;
RELEASE SPECFU L, SPECSEI ZE D;
RETURN;

ELSE RELEASE SPECSEIZED, BUFEMPTY;
GOTO SORTLABEL;

FI;
END/* OF PROCEDURE SORTER */;
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DCL SORTED SEMA ;
TASKNAME SORTBUFl, SORTBU F2;

SORTLABEL:
ACTIVATE SORTBUFl PRIORITY _1 REL:

CALL SORTER(BU Fl,SPECTRUMl,BUFFULLl,BUFFEMPTYl,
SPECFU LL1 SPECEMPTYI dspECSEt ZE D1,'1',8) ;

ACTIVATE SORTBUF2 PRIORITY -1 REL:
CAL L SORTE R (BU F2,SPECTRUMl,BU F FU LL2,BU F EMPTY2,

SPECFU LLl,SPECEMPTY1,SPECSE IZE D1,' I'BI ;

/* NOW TASK SORTLOOP lS SORTING INTO SPECTRUM NO. 1

UNTIL SPECTRUMl (CHANNEL) )COUNTS;
UNTIL THAT MOMENT IT IS WAITING AT THE NEXT
STATEMENT: */

REOUEST SORTED;
/* NOW SORTING INTO SPECTRUM1 HAS TO BE TERMINATED: */
TERMINATE SORTBUFl; TERMINATE SORTBUF2;
/* AND SORTING INTO SPECTRUM2 lS ACTIVATED: */
ACTIVATE SORTBUF1 PRIORITY _1 REL:

CALL SORTER(BU F1 SPECTRUM2,BU FFULLl,BUFEMPTY1,
sPEC FU L L2,SPEC EMPTY2SPECSE I Z E D2,', a'. 8l ;

ACTIVATE SORTBUF2 PRIORITY _1 REL:
CALL SORTE R (BU F2,SPECTRUM2,BU F FU L L2,BU FEMPTY2,

SPEC FU LL2,SPECEMPTY2,SPECSEI ZE D2,' 1' BI ;
REOUEST SORTED;
TE RMINATE SORTBU Fl ; TERMINATE SORTBU F2;
GO TO SORTLABEL;

END/* OFTASKSORTLOOP
USING SUBTASKS SORTBUFl AND SORTBUF2 *l;

DCL ANALYZE PROC REENTRANT =
(SPECTRUM ( I INT,

(SPECFULL, SPECEMPTY, SPECSEIZED) SEMA,
PEAKI, PEAK2) INTI

BEGIN
WORKLOOP:

REOUEST SPECFULL, SPECSEIZED;

PEAK1 ;=PEAK2l.=Ai
CAL L SUBTR BG (SPECTRUM};

FOR I FROM LOWCHAN1 TO UPCHAN1
DO PEAK1 := PEAK1 + SPECTRUM(I) ; DONE;

FOR I FROM LOWCHAN2 TO UPCHAN 2
DO PEAK2 := PEAK2 + SPECTRUM(I); DONE;

FOR I TO SPECLENGTH DO SPECTRUM{I} := y'; DONE;

REOUEST RESULT;
RESULT1 := RESULT1 + PEAK1;
RESULT2 := RESULT2+ PEAK2;
tF SORT(1/RESULTI+1/RESULT2! * 1!0 <ERRORLIM

THEN TERMINATE READLOOP; REOUEST READOUEST;
lF READINGl = 1

THEN RELEASE BUFFULLl;
ELSE lF READING2 = 1

THEN RELEASE BUFFUL2;
FI;

FI;
ERROLIM:=110:

I

I

I

I
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RELEASE ENDOFANALYSIS, READOUEST, RESULT;
COUNTS:= 0;
RETURN;

E LSE RE LEASE SPECSE IZED,SPECEMPTY,RESU LT;
GO TO WORKLOOP;

FI;
END /* OF PROCEDURE ANALYZE *l:

/* THERE ARE TWO ANALYZING TASKS: */
TASK ANALYZEIz

BEGIN
DCL (PEAKI, PEAK2) INT;
CAL L ANALYZE (SPECTRUMl,SPECSEI ZE Dl SPECFULLl,SPECEMPTYI,

PEAKl,PEAK2};
END /* OF TASK ANALYZE1 */;

TASK ANALYZE2:
BEGIN

DCL (PEAKI,PEAK2} INT;
cAL L ANALYZE (SPECTRUM2,SPECSE tZED2,SPEC FU LL2SpECEMpTy2,

PEAKl,PEAK2};
END /* OF TASK ANALYZE2 */;

/* THE DISPLAY TASK DISPLAYS ONE OF THE SPEGTRA: */

DCL DISFORM VAL FORMAT F'BS(1}, BO(O}, BR, XS(XSCALEVAR}, YS(YSCALEVAR},
xo(xoRrGVAR), YO(YORtGVARI, rP(d), Xt(11,
{SPECLENGTH} (YA, MAPI"

SPEC1 INT;

TASK DISPLAYING:
BEGIN

lF SPEC1 = 1

THEN REOUEST SPECSE IZED1 t
DRAW (l,SPECTRUM lITO DRAWINGDVC FORMAT DISFORM;
RELEASE SPECSEIZEDl;

ELSE REOUEST SPECSEIZED2;
DRAW (1,SPECTRUM2I TO DRAWINGDVC FORMAT DISFORM;

RELEASE SPECSEIZED2;
FI;

END /* OF TASK DISPLAYING */;

/* lT lS STARTED BY INTERRUPT: */

ON DSPON ACTIVATE DISPLAYSTART:
BEGIN

WRITE ('SPECTRUM"

SPEC1,
, IS DISPLAYED')

TO OUESTIONER;
ALL 10 SEC ACTIVATE DISPLAYING;

END /* OF TASK DISPLAYSTIRT */;

ON DSPOFF ACTIVATE DISPLAYSTOP:
BEGIN

lF SPECI = 1 THEN SPEC1 :- 2; ELSE SPEC1 := 1;

FI;
PREVENT DISPLAYING;

END;
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/* MEASUREMENT lS STARTED AND STOPPED BY |NTERRUPT, TOO: */

ON START ACTIVATE ANALYSIS;
ON STOP ACTIVATE : ERRORLIMIT:= 169: I*END MEASUREMENT */
ONCANCEL ACTIVATE : RELEASEENDOFPROGRAM;

/* HERE THE PROGRAM lS WAITING FOR GANGELLING: */
REOUEST ENDOFPROGRAM;
TERMINATE MAINTASK;

END /* OF NESTED BLOCK */;

END /* OF TASK MAINTASK */;



Company

ilIODULE LIBRARY DUMMY;
/* PEARL EXAMPLE: THE TASK COMPANY OR THE

IMPLICIT WAITING AT THE END OF BLOGKS */

PROBLEM;
DCL WORK PROC GLOBAL;
TASK COMPANY:

/r PASSING ON A JOB: */
BEGIN TASK PRESIDENT;

ACTIVATE PRESIDENT:
BEGI N TASK VICEPRESI DENT;

ACTIVATE VICEPRESIDENT:

/* STAGNATION 
= 

xl

END /* WAIT FOR ASSISTANT *l ;

END /* WAIT FOR VICEPRESIDENT *l ;

MODEND l* OF TASK COMPANY *l ;

BEGIN TASK LASTBUTONE;
ACTIVATE LASTBUTONE:

BEGIN TASK EXPERT;
ACTIVATE EXPERT: BEGIN

CALL WORK;
SUSPEND;
END;

END /* WAIT FOR EXPERT *l ;

END /* .WAIT 
FOR LASTBUTONE *l ;



Complete Syntax

The notation of the PEARL syntax follows a definition given by G. Urschler [17]. ln the following it will be shown
how this notation has to be interpreted.

7.1 Description of the Syntax Notation

z.t.t. General
The PEARL syntax consists of production rules. Every production rule consists of elements. There are five kinds of
elements:
1) metalinguisticsymbols,
2l metalinguisticnames,
3) spaces,

4l linguistic symbols, and

5) compound elements.

For convenience metalinguistic names, linguistic symbols, and compound elements are also comprehensively named
units. Metalinguistic symbols and metalinguistic names are printed in italics and linguistic symbols in bold-face.

7.1.2. Metalinguistic Symbols

ThereareSmetalingusticsymbols: ::= , / ,[,J,t,], , and"'.Theuseandthemeaningof themeta-
linguisticsymbolsaredescribed in 7.1.6. (Compound Elementsl and 7.1.7. (Structure of Production Rules).

7.1.3. Metalinguistic Names

A metalinguistic name may contain small letters and hyphens; it begins and ends with a letter. Hyphens do not
follow each other immediately. The formal explanation of any certain metalinguistic name (occuring in the
PEAR L syntax) is given by its production rule lc.f .7.1.7.1.
Examplesfor metalinguistic names: digit letter constant-denotation

7.1.4. Spaces

g.rcceeding metalinguistic names and succeeding linguistic symbols are separated by one (or more) space(s). One

(or morel space(s) between other elements are possible. (Spaces which have to appear on language level are denoted

by r-r, e.g. in GOr-rTO, but c.f. 7.1.8.1.

7.1.5. Linguistic SYmbols

A linguistic symbol consists of a (series of I token(sl. Linguistic symbols are elements of the PEAR L language, too,
and have to appear in the PEARL program in the given form.
Examples:
GOr-rTO
BEGIN;

7.1.6 Compound Elements

A compound element is a sequence of units and metalinguistic symbols. There are five basic forms of compound
elements:
'l) A (series of) unit(sl enclosed in f andJhas the meaning: 'One specimen of each unit in the given sequence'.

Example: {eOfO label-identifier}

2) A seguence f, unit, ' ' ' , and J has the meaning: 'One specimen or several succeding specimen of the unit'
Examples: tdigit"'J

I ttdic,t"' ] character] "']
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3) Asequence {,unit,',unit,"',andl hasthemeaning:'Onespecimenof thesecondunitoranalternating
sequence of specimen of both units (beginning and ending with specimen of the second unit)'.
Examples: {,'digit"'}

{letter digit "'}
4) f , followed by a sequence of units separated from each other by /, followed by] have the meaning:

'One specimen of one of the units'; (the metalinguistic symbol / has the meaning of 'or' l.
Example: .tdigit I letter ]

To obtain a better text layout this form may be changed: the parantheses {andJ then are bigger and enclose a
column which contains in each line one of the units; the metalinguistic symbol(s) / is (arel omitted.

I disit I
Example: I irr", I is eouivatent to {aigt lletter }

5) A unit enclosed in I and ] has the meaning: 'one specimen of the unit or nothing,.
Examples: Iaigit]

_ letter [digit]
I t tetter taWtll I

The metalinguistic symbols[,, ] , [, and J are used as parantheses: exactly one opening paranthesis is combined
with a closing one.
a) Therefore,if t t, ft,o, /f iscombinedwith]],]J,or ] /respectivety, the inner pair {andJ may be

omitted. Thisholdsalsoif thecombination isof theform{{anal I ... } or {.. . /{ and jj", [{
and ] / ...Jor f...I { and}J (the points shall indicaie arbitrary aämissi6te etements), "

Example: f{drytt KEYI I {letter KEY } l{character KEY}J
is equivalent to
faisit KEY lletter KEY / character KEYJ

b) lf the right part of a production rule (ct.7.1.7 .l altogether is of the form 1), 21,3]1, or 4) the outmost
parantheses { and J may be omitted.
Example: binory-digit : : = tß / I J isequivalentto

binary-digit::=ßf 1

7.1.7 Structure of Production Rules

A production rule consists of a metalinguistic name as left part of this production rule and a unit as right part.
Thetwopartsareseparatedbythemetalinguisticsymbol .'.'--.Thereisexactlyoneproductionruleforeach
metalinguistic name occuring in the PEARL syntax, i.e. exactly one production rule contains this metalinguistic
name as its left part.

The production rule of a metalinguistic name renders possible to replace this metalinguistic name in any occurence
by the right side of its production rule. Starting from a certain production rule and replacing all metalinguistic
names in the right part as long as a replacement effects again an occurence of any metalinguistic name(sl will lead
to a right part which contains only linguistic symbols and metalinguistic symbols. Subsequently it would be
possible, on principle, to change the right part to a (probably inf inite) sequence of linguistic symbols separated
from each other by metalinguistic symbol(s) /. These linguistic symbols are the specimen of the metalinguistic
name being the left part of the production rule.

The specimen of a linguistic symbol is this linguistic symbol itself (cf. 7.1.5.1.

To get the specimen of a unit this unit has to be treated as if being the right part of a production rule.

7.1.8 Comments and Spaces in PEARL

Mostly no rules are given for the use of spaces on language level; but it seems that spaces will only be necessary
to separate keywords andlor identifiers.

As used in many examples within the text, any comment is characterized by / * and * / at its begin and end
respectively; therefore comment must not contain */.

i

I

I

I
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7.2. Alphabetic List of Production Rules

Remark: For explanatory reasons four production rules occur in the text which are not necessary for the com-
pleteness of the syntax and therefore are not included here. Their numbers are:3.2.1/1;3.2.1t5 3.2.311;3.2.912.

The symbols -+, {-, and <--+ introduced by the system division syntax may be (implementation dependent}
replacedbyothercharacteriorcharacterseguences,e'g.by_>,<_,

001

w2

003

004

m5

006

007

008

009

010

5.1 .3/29
absolute-c-c.'.'=
xA IYA lzA
513/21
absolute-position : : :
[+ l-] integer-constant4enotation f value-identtfier I
d er efer e n c e d-o nc e-refe r enc e-o ne- id e n t ifi e r

4.1 .1 ./2
activation-statement.' .' .=

C schedule J ACTIVATE { tusk-identtfier E, I tnteger-expression-seven I l
priority-option semo-option ; f task-name-identifier
t I integer-expression-seven I I priorityoption sema-option
f nESIDENTJ = segment]

3.3.5/15
actual-parameter .' .' =
expression-seven f stntcture-display I reference-one f reference-two f
primitive-label-expression f reference-one-label I
procedure-identifier

3.3.5114
ac tual-parame t er-li s t
t ,' Actual-parameter " ' ]
3.2.1 12

alplwmeric-character
letter f digit

3.2.212
arithmetic-constant-denotation .' .' =
integer-constant-denotation I real-constantdenotation

5.1 .3/g
arithmetic-element
integer-element I real-element

3.4.1 135

aftay-reference-one .' .' =
reference-one-identifier I dereferenced-once-reference-two-identtfter I
reference-one-selection f reference-one-call I
d e r efer enc e d- o nc e-r efer en c e - tw o - slic e -o ne I d er efere nc ed -

o n c e-r eferen c e- tw o - s el e c t io n

3.4.1134
anay-reference-two .' .' --
r efere nc e - tw o - ide n t ffier

3.4.1 l1
assignment-statement .' .' =
reference-one-assignment; f reference-two-assignment; f reference-
one-lab e l-a s signmen t ;

01 1
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3.2.2/8
O12 binal-constant-denotation::=

I replicator J simple-binakonstant4enotation

013 binalone-expression-seven::=
expression-seven

3.2.1t6
014 binary4igit::=

sl1
015 block::=

BEGIN [:J {declaration'"} istatement"'} END;

016 bolt-designation: : =
synchronizer-referenceone-identifter f I t , ' wbrcript-expression''' l I I I
synchronizer-reference-two-identifier E I [,' xtbscript-expression''' ] ]

f I t,' xtbsuipt-expression"' ] I I l
4.3.311

O17 boltoperation::=
f nesenve / FREE / ENTER / LEAVEJ { ,'bottdesignation'" } :

3.3.1/13
018 bound-pair::=

t expgession-seven : f expression'seven

3.3.1112
019 bound-pairJist::=

{ ,'bound-pair"'}

3.3.5/13
020 call::=

procedure-identifier (actual-porameter-list I

3.3.5/16
O21 call-siatement::=

I9ALLJ call

3.4.2/3
O22 case-statement::=

cAsE integer-expression-seven lN { ,' f statement' ' '} ' ' '} [ out
{statement"'}1 ESAC;

5.1.3/6
O23 character-c-s .'.'--

READ sink f FROM {sourcedevice f source-ftle} I |FORMAT
character-formatf ; IWRITE f sourceJ LTO tsinkdevice f
sink-file ] J f FORMAT character-format J i

5.1.312
O24 character-format::=

I I' t c-format-constant4enotation f value-identifier I dereferenced-

once-reference-one-identifter f dereferenced-twice-reference-

two-idmtifier ]'"

524/9
O25 clwr-number::=

absolute-position
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v27

v28

o29

ß0

(xl1

o32

033

034

035

036

o37

038
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5.2.317
cho*per-line : : =
length

5.1.3/3
oformat<onstantdenotation : : =
F' t,' c-format-eletnent"' ]'
5.1.314
c-formtt-element : : =
t lrrultiplierl I {nqping<ontol lposition+ontrol I
string-constont4erotation I l t , ' c-fornut-element " ' ] I ]
clock-attribute : : =
CLOCK

3.2.2114
clock-constantdenotation : : =
integer-constant4enotation = integer-constantdenotation 

=rit hme tic-c on s tant4eno ta tion

clock-expression : : =
expression-tlvee

5.2.319
close-statetnent : : =
CLOSE f ,'file-name "' ] t

5.1.O11

communication-statement : : =
not-formatted-c-s I formatted-c-s

3.4.u26
conditiorul-expression : : =
I F birulo ne- expre s sio n- sev en

THEN expressbn-seven ELSE expressiorcseven Fl

3.4.2/2
conditional-statement : : =
lF binalone-expression-sarcn THEN { statement"' }
f ELSE {stateinent"' Jl Fa;

2.2.O12

connection : : =
devic e-co nne c tion I interlap t-sigtukonnection

2.2.113
mnnection-direction-symbol : : =

<- I <+ l+

2.2.118
connectordescription : : =
f connectordercriptor J subdivided-connector4ercriptor f
connectordercriptor f Mbdivided-connectordescriptor J

2.2.119
connectordescriptor : : =
* { integer I identiftcator }

üt9
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3.2.2/1
040 constant4enotation::=

arithmetic-constant4enotation f binaleonstantdenotation f
string-constant4erotation f fonrut-constantdenotation f
clock-constant4enotation f duration-constant4enotation

4.2.314
041 continuation-statement::=

f rchedule J COruflruUE f taskdesignationJ priorityoption
except-optioni

5.1.3/27
U2 coordinate-control::=

ab solute-c-c f rehtive-c-c

5.2.3/2
043 create-statement::=

CREATE data-set-name tdata-set4escriptionJ upON devicet

5.2.412
044 data-length::=

I f numberof-pagesf , fnurnber-of-lines|, f numberof-chars J I

5.2.3t4
045 data-setdescription::=

{BtN/ CHAR / GRAPHJ f ,pages-per4s L,line*per-page
f,char*per-lineJJJ
5.2.313

046 data-set-name::=
sfting-constantdenotation I value-identifier I
der efere nc e do nc e-refer e nc e o ne - id e n t ilie r

O47 declaration::=
declare-sentence f synchronizer-identifier4eclare-sentence I
reference-one-label-identifier4eclare-sentence f procedure-
declare-sentence f operator4eclaration I task4eclaration I
type-desclaration f stardard-termirul4echration

3.3.111
048 declare-sentence::=

f DECLARE I DCL] {,' identity4eclaration'''} t

4.2.315
049 delay-statement::=

fscheduleJ DELAV ftask4esigwtionJ { DURING duration-
expression / UNTIL clock-expression ] :

5.2.3/10
050 delete-statement::=

DELETE {,' data-set-rume"' } ON devicet

5.1.117
051 dereferencedonce-nocall-reference-one ::=

nocalbreference-one

052 dereferencedonce-referenceone::=
referenceone

053 dereferencedonce+eference-one-assignment ::=
referenc eo ne- a ssignmen t



067

068

069
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dereference-once-reference-one-identifier .. .. =
refer e nc e-o n e-id e n tifier

dereferencedonce-reference-one-label .' .' =
reference{ne-label

dereferenced-once-reference-one-hbel-assignment .. .. =
r e fer e n c e -o ne Job e l- a s signm e n t

dereferencedonce-reference-one-slice .' .' --
reference-one-slice

dereferenced-once-reference-two .' .' --
reference-two

dereferenced-once-reference-twotssignment .. .. =
r efer e n c e - tw o - a s signm e n t

d er efere n c e d-o nc e-referenc e - tw o -id e n tifier .. .. --
r e fer e n c e - tw o- id en t ifi er

der efere n c e d-o nc e-r eferenc e- two - se I e c tio n .. .. --
refer enc e- tw o- sele c t ion

derefer e nc e do nc e-refer enc e- tw o - slic e-o ne .. .. --
refer enc e- two - slic eo ne

dereferenced-twice-reference-two .' .' --
reference-two

dereferenced-twic e-reference-two-assignment .' .. =
r efe r e nc e - tw o -a s signm e n t

dereferenced-twice-reference-two-identifier .. .. =
r e fer e n c e- tw o - id e n t ifi er

dereferenced-twice-reference-two-slice .' .' =
reference-two-slice

5.1.1/11
dgvice .' .' =
device-identifier t I t integer-constantdenotation f
value'identffier f dereferenced-once-reference{ne-identffier } I l
value'identifier f value-slice I dereferencedonce-reference{ne-
identifier I dereferencedonce-reference-once-slice I
dereferenced-twice-reference-two-identifier I dereferenced-
tw ic e-r efer e nc e- tw o - slic e

2.2.1/12
device-anay-connection .' .' =
d ev ic e -anay 4 e scrip tio n c o nne c t ion4ire c tio n- sy mb o I d ev ic e -
group-description I device-group4escription connection-
direc tion- sy mb ol d evic e-array 4e scrip tion

2.2.1 /13
device-anay-description .' .' =
device-anay-identification I I device-aftay-identification J
d ev ic e- anay -d e scrip t or

2.2.1116
device-anay-descriptor .' .' --
device-type lsequence-two I

070
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2.2.1114
O71 device-onay-identification : : =

device-identifier lsequence-two I z f {device-identifier
lseEtence-twol =] "'l

O72 device-attribute::=
DEVIGE

' 2.2,111
073 device-connection::=

single4evice-connection f device-anay-connection

2.2.1/6
O74 device-determination::=

device-type I linteserl J
2.2.1117

075 device-group4ercription::=
f +' multiconnect-device4escriptor''']

2.2.1/7
076 device-identiftcation::=

device-identifier z I tdevice-identifier :] "' l

O77 device-identifier::=
value-identifier

5.1.1/10
078 device-list::=

vice I I {,' device"'} I

079 device-type::=
identificator

3.2.114
080 digit::=

octal4igit lS lS

3.4.211
081 &tmmy-statement::=

f srtr 7;

O82 durationqttribute::=
DURATION

3.2.2115
083 duration-constant-denotation::=

artthrnetic-constantdenotaftbn HRS f arithmetic-constant-
denotation MIN J f arithmetic-constant4enotation SEC J /
arithmetic-constant4enotation MIN t arithmetic-constant-
denotation SEC J I arithmetic-constant4enotation SEC

084 duration-expression::=
expression-three

4.2.312
085 exceptoption::=

f EXCEPT f ,' task4eügnation'.. ] J
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087

088

089

090

091

o92

093

094

095

096

097

098

099
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5.1 .3/15
exponential-number-element .' .' --
E( t. + I -J length,f lengthJ,lengthl

3.2.2/7
exponent-part .' .' =
Ett +J l- ] integer'constant4enotation

3.4.1/18
expression-five .' .' =
f expression-ftve precedence-five-operator J expression-four I
identity-relation

3.4.1 /19
expression-four .' .' :
f expression-four precedence-four-operator J expression-three

3.4.1 /22
expression-one .' .' =
primitive-expression precedence-one-operator expression-one I
monadic-operator expre ssionone

3.4.1 /16
expression-seven .' .' =
f expresslon-seven precedence-seven-operator J expression-six

3.4.1 /17
expression-six .' .' :
I expression-six precedence-six-operator J expression-five

3.4.1/20
expression-three .' .' =
f expression-three precedence-threeoperator J expression-two

3.4.1 /21
expression-two .' .' --
f expression-two precedence-two-operator J expression-one

file-attribute .' .' --
FI LE

5.2.4/6

file-description .' .' --
ftle-name lpage-number, line-number, char-numberl

file-handling-statement .' .' .=

create-statement I open-statement I close-statement I
delete-statement I file-integrity-statement

5.2.3111

file-integrity-statement .' .' :
t LOCK I UNLOCK ] {,' data-set-name''' } ;

5.2.3/1

file-name .' .' --
value-identifier I reference-one-identifier I dereferenced-once-
r efer e n c e - tw o -id e n t ifi er

3.2.215

fixed-point-denotation .' .' --
fdigit "' ] . ta4it"']

100
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5.1.3114
101 ftxed-point-number-element::=

F( [t+] l-] tength,tengthl

3.2.2t6
1O2 floating-point4enotation::=
, { ftxed-point4enotation f integer-constant4enotationJ expnent-put

s.i.slr l
103 forrnal-parameter-list::=

t ,' I t identifter I | {,' identifier'..,1 l] porametetattibute} . ..}

3.3.1/6
1O4 formatattribute::=

FORMAT lengthoption

105 format-constant4enotation: : =
c-format-constant4enotation I g-forrnat-constant4enotation

5.1.0/3
5.1.3/1

106 fomwtted-c-s .' .'--
clwracter-c-s I graph-c-s

5.1.3/8
1O7 free-elernent::=

[u "'J
5.1.212

108 gaugeoption::=
f GAUGE gange-procedure-identifier I f ,gruge-procedure-
parameter]"'7l

5.1.2/3
109 gauge-procedure-identifier : : =

procedure-identifter

5.1.2t4
110 gauge-procedurc-potameter : : =

actual-parameter

5.1.3134
111 g-control-parameter : : =

{ t+l I -1 a*nrnetic-constant4enotation I value-identifrcr I
d erefer m c e do n c e -r eferenc e o ne - ident ifier

5.1.3/31
112 g-executive-control::=

M TAPJ

5.1.3124
I 13 g-format-constantdenotation : : =

F ' {.,' g'fonrut-element"' } '

5.1.3125
114 g-fornut-element:: =

g-nottupping-contol I t lrrulttplterl 1 fg-mapping-control f
g-exeantive-control ] I I ltnultiplierl J I {,' S-format-element"' } I

5.1.3/35
115 g-l-c-element::=

scale-confiol f oigin-control I picure-byout-control f increment-
control

I
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5.1.3/33
g-linear-confiol : : =
g-l-c-element I g-contol-Wrameter I

1.2.O11

global-atffibute : : =
GLOBAL I library-rame J

1.2.313
global-procedure-specifrcation : : =
DECLARE {proce&tre-identifier I I {,' procedure-
identifier''' ] | ] procedureatfübute {globakttribute
f REENTRANTI I f neerurnnNTJ globatuttribute],

1.2.3t2
globahtask-specification : : =
TASK task-identifier I ll J Slobal-attributel

1.2.3/1
global-value-identifier-Wecifrcation : : =
DECLARE t,'I tvatue-idmtifier I I f,'value-identifter"'J l]
VAL { value-attibute f virual-valuenay-attributeJ global-
attribute] "' J ;

5.1.3126
g-mapping-control : : =
coordirute-control I point-layout-control / SK f lP J

5.1.3132
g-nomapping-control : : =
g-linear-control I gorientation-control

5.1.3/41
go-c-element : : =
XDIYDIZD

5.1.3140
goientation-control : : =
go-c-elemcnt lg-control-parameter, g-control-parameter

f ,g-control-parameter J I

3.3.418
goto-statement : : =
GO /,- ' ' 'J TO primitive-label-expression;

5.1.3122
graph-c-s :: =
DRAW f sourcel ttO{sink4evice lsink-fileJJ fOnmeT graph-format; I
SEE srnk f fnOU {source4evice f source-file}7 FORMAT graph-format;

5.1.3123
gaph-format : : =
I l' {S-format-constant4enotation f value-identifier f dereferenced-
once-referenceone-identifier f dereferenced-twice-reference-
two-identifier] "'

group :: =
GROUP t ;1 { statement" '} FIN;

identificator : : =
letter falplumeric-charucter' ' 'f

129
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130 identitier::=
letter falplameric-chwacter' . . J
3.3.1120

131 identitydeclüation::=
value-identifierdeclaration f referenceo ne-idmtifier-
declaration f reference-twoidentifier4ecluation

3.4.1124
132 identity-relation::=

{ referenceone I NIL f dereferencedonce+eference-two } f lS / ISNT }
{ referenceone I NIL f dereferencedonce-refermce-twoJ

5.1.3/39
133 increment-control::=

xtlYtlz.

134 integer::=
in t e ge r- co nstan t 4 eno t at io n

3.2.213
135 integer-constant4enotation : : =

digit"'

5.1.3/10
136 integer-ekment::=

I lIt+] l- ]tengthl

3.4.2/5
137 integer-expression-seym::=

expression-seven

138 intemtpt-attribute::=
INTERRUPT

4.1.2/5
139 intemtpt-desigrwtion::=

interrupt-identifier I lvbscriptlJ I value-identifier f value-
slice I value-selection f value-call f referenceone-identifier I
referenceone-slice f referenceone-selection f referenceone-call f
reference-two-identifierfreference-two-slicefreference-two-selection

2.2.2/6
14O intemtpt-identifier::=

value-identilier

4.1.214
141 intemtptoperation::=

f ,erunale / DISABLE / TRIcGER ] tntemtpt4esisnation;

2.2.211
142 interrupt-signal-connection::=

single-itrsig-connection f itrsiganay-connection

2.2.2/5
143 interrupt-sigwl-identifter::=

intemtpt-identifier I signal-identifier

5.0.0/1
144 i-o-staternent::=

communication-statement I file-lwndling-statement
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2.2.2/14
itrsig-anay-connection .' .' =
itrsigrectnay-desoiption +- itrsigpro-groupdescription I
i tr sigpro - gr oup -d e scrip t io n + i tr s igr e c -an ay 4 e s c r tp t io n

2.2.2113
itrsig-connector4escription .' .' :
* identificator

2.2.2110
itrsigpro-device-description .' .' --
itrsigpro-device-identification I I itrsigprodevice-
identification J ttrsigpro4evice-descrip tor

2.2.2/12
itrsigpro-devicedescriptor .' .' =
d ev i c e- d e t e rntina t io n i tr sig- c o nne c t o r-d e s c rip t io n

2.2.2/11
itrstgpro-device-identification .' .' =
d e v ic e -id e n t ific a t io n

2.2.2/19
itrsigpro-group-description .' .' =,

t + f itrsigpro-device-descriptorJ''' ]
2.2.2/15
itrsigrec-aftay-description .' .' =
itrstgrec-aftay-identification I I itrsigrec-affay-identification J
i tr sigr e c -anay -d e scrip t or

2.2.2117
itrsigrec-anaydescriptor .' .' --
device-type lsequence-twol

2.2.2/16
itrsigrec-aftay-identification .' .' -
intemtpt-signal-identifier lsequence-two I

signal-identifier lsequence-twol : J'',
2.2.2/3
itrsigrec-device-description .' .' :
f ttr stgr ec-d ev ic e-iden tific atio n J ttr stgre c4 evice4 e scrip tor

2.2.2/g
i tr sigr e c -d ev ic e -d e scrip to r
i tr sigr e c - d ev ic e 4 e t ermina t io n

2.2.219
i tr sigr e c - d ev ic e -d e t ermin a t i o n

device-determination

2.2.2/4
itrsigrec-device-identiftcation : : =
intemtpt-signal-identifier: [ {intemtpt-signal-identifierz } ' ' '

3.3.4/2
label .' .' :
Iabel-identifier t I t t + J I - ] integer-constantdenotationl

z [ { intemtpt-
1

158
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3.3.4t5
159 label-anayattribute::=

lbound-pair I label-attribute

3.3.414
160 label-attribute::=

LABEL l [,' label"' ] l

161 label-call::=
call

3.3.411
162 label-declaration::=

{taoet:}"'
163 label-identifier::=

identifrer

3.3.416
164 label-initial-attribute::=

: = { pimitive-lobel-expression I I {,. primitive-label-
expression. . .l )l

165 label-slice::=
labebidentifter I wbscript I

3.3.612
166 leftoperandtttribute

Wrameterqttrihtte

5.1.3111
167 length::=

integer-constant4enotation f value-identifter f derefuenced-
o n c e-r efer e nc e o ne-id en t ifier

168 lengthoption::=
t. linteger-constant4enotationl J

3.2.1/3
letter :. : =

16e 
^lBlclDlElF lGlHltltlKlLlMlNlo lP lalRls/r lu lv lw lxlY lz

17O library-name::=
idmtifter

5.2.418
171 line-number::=

absolute-position '

5.2.316
172 lines-per-page::=

lmgth

9.4.214
173 looVstatement: : =

f FOR identifier J f FROM integer<xpressbn-seven I t eV integer-

expression-seven J f lO integer-expression'seven J |WHILE bitul'
one-expression-seven I OO I statement"'J DONE;

5.1.317
174 nupping-confiol::=

ftee-element I aithmetic-element f string-element f
time-element

I

:

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

It-
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3.4.1/23
185 monodic-operator::=

+ I - I NOT/ ABS/SIGN/ ENTIER / ROUND I UPB I LWB/ REAL/CHAR / BINT/ BITS

2.2.11't8
186 multiconnect4evice4ercriptor : : =

device4etermination fmulticonnector4ercription J
2.2.1119

187 multiconnector4esciption::=

" {integer f sequence-three } f wbdivided-connectordescrtpturJ

5.1.315
188 multiplier::=

integer-constant4enotation I vafue-identifier I dereferenced-
onc e-r efer e nc e -o n e -id e n t if i er

5.1.211
189 n-f-notorganized-c-s::=

MOVE f source f sourcedevice ] TO {sink I sink4evice } gaugeoption;

5.2.411
190 n-f-organized-c-s .' .' --

{ rnaruSreR /TRFJ tt sorrc, f source4evice} To sink-file f source-file

TO {sink f sink4evice } I {sowce-ftle f source4evice} TO sink-ftle

f oUnrur data-length J söurce-file TO sink-device f OUANT
data-length J ] t

5.1.116
191 nocall-reference-one::=

referenceone-identifter f referenceone-slice f reference-
one-selection f dereferenced-once-reference-two

5.1.1/5
152 nocall-value::=

value-identifier f value-slice f value-setection I { t+ I l-l arithmetic-
constant4enotation f binal+onstant4enotation I string-
constant-denotation f clock-constant4enotation f duration-
constant-denotation

5.1.O12

193 not-form0tted-c-s .'.'--
n-f-not-organized-c-s f n-f-organized-c-s

5.2.415
194 number-of-clwrs::=

length

5.2.4/4
195 nurnberof-lines .' .'--

length

5.2.4/3
196 number-of-pages .' .'--

length

3.2.1/7
197 octal-digit :: =

binary4igit I 2l 3l 415 I 6 l7
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5.2.3/8
open-statement .' .'| --
OPEN file-name f WtfX data-set-name J UPON device;

3.3.6/1
operator-declaration .' .' --

{ OeERATOR I OPTRJ {operator-indicant I operator-token } I I left-
operand-attribute, J rightoperand-attributel rewlt-attribute

[, pretedence-attributeJ procedure-equivalent-attribute

3.3.614
operator-indicant .' .' =
letter [alplwmeric-characteF'''J

operator-token
+l-l* l**l I I ll I .1. l= l== I l= l<l>l<)l(:17:
5.1 .3/37
origin-control .' .' =
xo lYo lzo lBo lco
1.2.215
othter-attribute .' .' =
f global-attribute J f RESIDENTJ I f nESIDENT J Islobal-attribute J

1.2.2112

other-procedure-attribute .' .' =
other-attribute f nEENTRANTJ I TnEENTRANTJ other-attribute I
f slobal-attributel f nEENTRANTJ f nESIDENTJ I tnESIDENTJ
t AEENTRANT J I globabattribute J

5.2.4/7
page'number .' .'=
absolute-position

5.2.3/5
pages-per-ds

lenglh

3.3.514
parameter-attribute
procedure-attribute I f Vnl I {value-attribute I virtual-value-
arroy-attribute ] I reference-attribute f virtual-reference-
affay-attribute I label-attribute I virrual-label-anay-
attribute

5.1 .3/38
picture-layout-control .' .' =
tP I FR f ArtnE l
3.3.1/3
plain-attribute .' .' =

t t INT I REALJ precision-option I BIN length-option]

5.1 .3/30
point-layout-control .' .' =
BR I CLR

5.1 .3/13
pomryus-real-element .' .' =
fixed'point-number-element I exponential-number-element

211
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5.1.3/19
212 Wsition-confiol::=

f lrelative-advancel I tc I L I P ] I tc I L I p l lsbsolute-positionl

3.3.6/5
213 precedence-attribute::=

{ pneceoeNcE / PREG } integq,constsnt4enotation

3.4.1113
214 precedence-fiveoperatot::=

= f l=
3.4.1112

215 precedence-four-opetator: :=
(=l)=l<l>
3.4.119

216 precedence-one-operator::=
** f FtT / LwB / UpB

3.4.1/15
217 precedence-sevenoperator::=

OR

3.4.1114
218 precedence-six-operator::=

AND

3.4.1/11
219 precedence-three-operator::=

+ l- I ll l==/<>
3.4.1/10

22O precedence-twoaperator::=
* I I I .1. I MoD / LBrr / RBrr / GHAR

3.3.114
221 precisianoption::=

f, linteger-constantdenotationl J
4.2.317

222 prevention-statement::=
[ rchedule J PREVENT f task4esigrution Jt

3.4.1/25
223 pimitive-expression::=

constantdenotation f valueidentifier I valueanay4isplay I
dereferencedonce-referenceone f d ereferenced- twice-
reference-two f lexpression-sevenl I conditbnal-expression f
value-slice f value-selection f value-call f ldereferenced-
once-reference-one-assignmentl I ldereferenced-twice-
re fere nc e- two -a s signmen t I

3.4.118
224 pimitive-label-expression::=

Inbel-identifier I label-slice I label-call I dereferenced-
o nc e-r efe renc e o ne-lob e I

4.4.111
225 priorityoption::=

f pntontrv integer-expression-sevm {aetl f sYs l} l
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1.1.211

problem4ivision : : =
{ trcdule4eclare-sentence f module+ask4eclaration I module-
proceduradeclme-sentence f operator4eclaration I type-
declaration f global-value-identitier-specification I global-
task-ryecifrcation I global-procedure-specification ;'.'''
3.3.5/3
procedureattribute : : =
PROC f I f ,'parumeter-attibute''' ] I I ( reailt-attribute J

3.3.5/10
procedure-body: : =
block

3.3.512
procedure4eclorotion : : =

{ proce&tre-identifter I I t,' procedure-identifter'" } l}
procedure-attribute f INLINE J f RESIDENT J procedure-equivalent-
attihtte

3.3.5/1
procedure4eclare-sentence : : =
f oecune I DCLI {,' procedure4echration"' } ;

3.3.5/8
procedure-equivalenttttribute : ; =
= {routine f procedure-identifier}

procedure-identifier : : =
identifier

progrum : : =
program-module "'

1.1.O11
program-module : : =
MODULE f LteneRv library-name J ; fSvsreM.; system4ivision
f pROSLent; problemdivisionJ / PROBLEM; problem4ivßion] MODEND;

3.2.214
rml-constant4enotation : : =
fa e d-point4eno tatio n I float tury-po intdeno tation

5.1.3112
real-elemmt : : =
Wnpu*real-elernent f secret-real-element

3.3.1/18
reference-anay-attribute : : =
lbund-pair-list I reference-attribute

3.3.1/15
reference-attribute : : =
REF { value-attribute f virnal-value-aray-attribute }
3.3.3/3
refermce-element : : =
{ reference-element-selector I I {,' reference-element-
selector"' ] l ] reference-attribute

239
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24O reference-elernent-selector: : =
identifier

3.4.112
241 referenceone::=

refermceone-identifier I refermceone-slice f referenceone-
selection f reference-one-call f YAL reference-two

3.3.2/5
242 reference-one-agregate::=

reference-one I | {,' referenceone"' } t I dereferencedonce-
reference-two I l t,' dereferencedonce-reference-two "' ] | I
reference-one-anay4ßplay I | {,' referenceone{rray-
dispky'"])
3.2.3/4

243 referenceone-anaydisplay::=
lf refuenceone f derefuencedonce-reference-two / NIL ],
t ,'f reference-one f dereferencedonce-reference-nto INIL] "' I I
lreference-one-anay4ßplay, {,' referenceone-anay-
display"'] I

3.4.1/3
244 reference-one-assignment::=

reference-one == {expression-seven I stntcture4isplay I
dereferenced-o nc e-reference-o ne-as signment f dereferenc ed-

tw ic e-referenc e-two-a ssignment ]

245 reference-one-call::=
call

3.3.2/4
246 reference-one-equivalentrttribute::=

= reference-one-agregate

247 refaence-one-identifier::=
identifter

3.3.1/2
2ß reference-one-identifier4eclaration: : =

{ ref*mce-one-identifier I I t,' referenceone-identifter' " } I l
{value-attribute f value-anay-attribute } f RESIDENTJ f reference-
one-equivalent-attribute J f value-initial-attribute J

3.3.216
249 reference-one-initial-attribute::=

i = reference-oneaggregate

3.4.1/7
25O reference-one-label: : =

referenceone-label-identifier I reference-one-labehslice

251 referenceone-label-anay4isplay::=
lreferenceone-label, {,' referenceone-label''' } I

3.4.1/6
252 reference-one-label-assignment::=

reference-one-label : = { prtmftive-labebexpression f
d er efer en c ed- o nc e-refer enc eo ne-lab e lt s signm ent ]

L
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3.3.4/7
reference-one-label-equivalent-attribute : : =
= {reference-one-label I lt,'reference-one-label"' } I I
reference-one-label-array4isplay I I t,' reference-one4obeb
array-display "' J ) l
reference-one-label-identifier .' .' --
identifier ,

3.3.413
reference-one-label-identifier-declare-sentence .' .' =

i. DECLARE I DCL ] freference-one-labehidentifier I I t,' reference-
one-label-identifier.' ' ' ] I] {taOel-attibute Ilabel-atroy-
attribute ] f nESIDENT J f reference-one-label-equivalent-attribute J
[, label-initial-attribute J

reference-one-label-slice .' .' =
referenc e-one-labebidentifier I wb scrip t I

3.4.1/39
reference-one-selection .' .' =
reference-one-structure-designator . vAlue-element-selector f
value-struc ture-de signator . reference-element-selec tor

3.4.1/27
reference-one-slice .' .' =
array -referenc e-one sub scrip t-list

3.4.1 131

reference-one-slice-one .' .' =
anay-reference-one I t,' subscript-expression''' ] I

3.4.1/41
refer enc e-o ne- s tnt c tur e4 e signa tor
r e fer e nc e-o n e- id en tifi er f d er efer enc e d- o n c e -r efer en c e - tw o
identifier f reference-one-slice-one I dereferenced-once-
reference-two-slice-one I reference-one-selection

d er efere n c e d-o nc e -refere nc e- tw o - s e I e c t io n f r efer enc e -o ne-

call

3.4.1/4
reference-two j i =
reference-two-identifier f reference-two-slice f reference-two-
selection

3.3.218
reference-two-aggregate .' .' =
reference-two I I f ,' reference-two''' ] I I I {,' reference'two-
oggregate' " ] l

3.4.115
reference-two-assignment .' .' =
reference-two : = { reference-one f reference{ne-aftay-
display f dereferenced-once-reference-two f reference'one-

a s signmen t f dereferenc ed-o nc e-r eferenc e- two-a s signment f
Nt L]

3.3.217

reference-two-equivalent-at tribut e .' .' --

= refer enc e- tw o-aggr egat e

264
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265 reference-twoidmtifio::=
identifrer

3.3.1114
266 reference-two-idmtilier4eclaration::=

{ reference-twoidentifier I I t,' reference-two-identifier... I D
{ reference-attribute f referenceanay-attribute } f R ESIDENT J
f reference-two-equivalenttttribute J f referenceone-initiol-
attribute J
3.4.1140

267 rcference-two-selection::=
refoenc eone struc ture4e sigtutor . refuenee-element-
selector

3.4.1133
268 reference-two-slice::=

mray -reference-two vb rcrtpt-list

3.4.1132
269 reference-two-sliceone::=

uray-reference-two I {,' wbrcript-expression''' I I

5.1.3120
27O rehtive-advance::=

{t*l l-J tnteger-constant4enotation lvatue-identilier f dereferencedonce-
re ferenc eo ne -id en tifi o
5.1.3125

271 relative-c-c::=
xRlYRlzR

3.2.2/tO
272 replicator::=,

I in t e ger- c on st ant4 e no ta tio n I

4.1.211
273 response-statement::-

RESPONSE {,' signal4esignation"'} : unlabelled-statement

33.5n
274 refllt-attribute::=

value-attribute f value-anayattTibute f referenceattrifute I
refaence-urayattribute f label-attribute f labelanoy-
attibute

3.3.5112
275 return-statetnent::=

RETURN f I t expression-seven f referenceone I primitive-label-
expression J I J

3.3.6/3
276' ightoperand-attribute : : =

Wameter-attribute

3.3.5/9
277 routine::=

lformabparameter4istl procedure-body

5.1.3/36
278 scale-control::=

)(s/Ys/zslBs/cs'
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4.1 .311

schedule .' .' --
t ,' f AT clock-expression t { EVERY I ALLJ duration-ex/ression
t { UNTIL clock-expression I DURING duration-expression Jl J I
t ON intemtpt-designation f AFTER duration-expression J I
AFTER duration-expression] f ALL duration-expression
t |UNTIL clock-expression I DURING duration-expression ] I J I
ALL duration-expression t |UNTIL clock-expression I DURING
durotion-expression ] I ] . . .]

5.1 .3/16
secret-real-element .' .' --
R l{ [+J l-] {length, length, f length, f tengthJ, tength} }

3.2.119
sedecimaldigit .' .' =
disit l^lBlclDlElF
4.1 .1/3
segment .' o' :
unlabeled-statement

4.3.2/5
sema-option.' .' --
f USING semaphore-designation J

semaphore-desigrwtion .' .' .=

synchronizer-reference-one-identifier t, I t,. sttbscript-expression. . . ]
synchronizer-reference-two-identifier t I 1,. subscript-expression. . . ]
t I t ,' subscript-expression''' ] I I 1

4.3.2/4
semaphore-operation .' .' =

t REouEsr I RELEASE J {,' ttmaphore4esignation' ' '} ;

2.2.1 111

sequence-one .' .' --
integer , integer

2.2.1/20
sequence-three .' .' =
linteger: integer tlintegerl I

2.2.1/15
sequgnce-two .' .' :
integer : integer

signal-attribute .' .' =
SIGNAL

4.1 .212

signal-designation .' .' --
signal-identifier I lwbscriptl ] I value-identifier f value-slice I
value-selection f value-call f reference-one-identifier I
reference-one-slice f reference-one-selection f referenceene-call I
reference-two-identifierfreference-two-slicefreference-two-selection

2.2.217

signal-identifier .' .' =
value-identifier

tll
I
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4.1.213
signal-stimulation : : =
INDUCE signal4esigrution ;

3.3.1/9
simplerttrihtte : : =
plain-attTibute I string-attribute f fonnat&ttribute I time-
attribute f systemtttribute

e.2.2/9
simple-binnl-constant4enotation : : =
B' binmy4igit"'' I O' octal4igit"'' I H' sedecimal4igit"''

3.2.2112
simple-string-constant4enotatian : : =
' ' f ' string-clwractet"''
2.2.1/2
single4evice-connection : : =
sin gl e4 ev ic e4 e rcrip tio n c o nnec t io n4ire c t io n- sy mb o I
singl e 4 ev ic e 4 e rcrip t io n

2.2.114
single4evice4ercription : : =
device-identiftcation I [device-identiftcationJ single4evice-

descriptor

2.2.1/5
single4evice4escriptor : : =

devicedetermination connector4ercription

2.2.212
single-itrsig-connection : : =
itrsigrec4evice4escription <- fitsigpro4evice4escriptionl I
f itrsigpro4evice4ercription| + itrsigrec4evice4ercription

5.1.1/2
sink::=
sink-element I I t,' sink-element ''' ] I

5.1.119
sink4evice : : =
device-list

5.1.114
sink-element : : =
rncall-refuence-one

5.1.1113
sink-tile : : =
file-description

5.1.111
vurce : : =
rcurce-element f I f ,'source-element"'] I

5.1.118
rcurce4eyice : : =
device-list

5.1.113
source-element : : =
nocall-value I dereferenbedonce-nocall-reference-one
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5.1 .1 112

source-filg .' .' =
file-description

5.1 .Ol4
standard-terminal-declaration .' .' =
STANDARD / nEAD / WRITE / sEE / DRAW] {device I file-name}

statgmgnt o' .' =

I taUel4eclarationJ unlabelled-statement

3.3.1 /5
string-attribute .' .' =
STRING length-option

3.2.2113
string-character .' .' --
letter I disit lull ll I * I + I , I - I ltlzl;l<l=l>l
3.2.2111
string-constant-denotation .' .' --

f replicatorJ simple-string-constant4enotation

5.1 .3/17
string-element .' .' =

fs I B lo l.H] trengtht

3.3.3/1
structure-attribute .' .' =
STRUCT I t,' {value-element I reference-element }''' J }

3.2.3/5
structure-display .' .' =
I { expression-seven f structure-dispw I reference-one f
dereferencedonce-reference-two I NIL ] , t ,' t ,*pression-seven
structure'display I reference-one I dereferencedonce-reference-
two/N|LJ "'] I

3.2.1 110

sttbdivided-connec tor-de scrip tor .. .. --* sequence-one

3.4.1 l2g
wbscript .' .' --

I tsubscript-expression : J subscript-expressionJ

3.4.1 130

wbscript-expression .' .' =
expression-seven

3.4.1 /29
wbscript-list .' .' =
( f ,' subscript ' ' ' ] )

4.2.311
s"uspension-statement .' .' =
I schedule J SUSPEND f task-designation J exceptoption;

4,3.2/1
sy nchroniz er-identifier4eclare-sentenc e .' .. =
{ OECLAR E / DC LJ { synchronizer-reference-one-identifter-

declaration I synchronizer-reference-two-identifier4echration ] ;

321
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322 synchronizer-reference-one-identifiet ::=. reference-one-identifier

4.3.212
323 synchronizer-reference-one-identifier4ecbration ::=

{ syncfuonizer-reference-one-identifier I I t,. synchronizer-
referenceone-identifier... ] lJ t I f ,. bound-pair... ] I j {SEMA /
BOLT f linteger-constant4enotationl l] f RESIDENT J ['referenceone-
equivaknt-attribute J

324 synchronizer-reference-two-idmtifier::=
r efer mc e - tw o-id e n t ifier

4.3.2/3
325 synchronizer-reference-two-identifter4ecloration::=

{ synchronber-reference-two-identifier I I t,. synchronizer-
reference-twoidentifter' " ] l] f lt,.bound-pair...f l _7 REF
I I {,' virnal-bound-pair''' } I J {SEMA/ BOLT} f nesroerurJ
f reference-two-equivalent-attribute J f referenceone-
initial-attibute J

3.3.1/8
326 system-attribute: :=

device-attribute f intemtpt-attribute I signal-attibute I
file-attribute

2.2.O11
327 systemdivision::=

{connectiont }"'
4.1.111

328 task4eclaration::=
TASK task-identilier f linteger-constantderntationl J
f RESIDENTT 

= segment / TASKNAME task-name-identifier
f lbound-pairlJ f RESTDENTJ;

4.2.3t3
329 tosk4esignation: : =

{ task-identifier f task-name-identiftur } f linteger-
expression-sevenl J

330 task-identifier::=
identifier

331 task-name-identifier::=
identifier

332 taskoperation::=
activation-statement f suspension-statemmt f continuation-statement f
delay-statement f prevention-statement f termination-statemmt

4.2.3/6
333 termination-statement::=

f schedule J TERMINATE f taskdesigrwtion J except-option i

3.3.1/7
334 time-attribute::=

clock-attribute f duratiowttribute
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5.1 .3/1 8

timg-elgment .' .' =
T ( [ arithmetic-element J, I string-constant4enotation J,

f arithmetic-elementJ , f string-constant4enotatton J,
I arithmetic-element J, f string-constantdenotation J I

3.3.314
type-declaration .' .' =
TYPE type-indicant = stntcture'attribute ;

3.3.3/5
type-indicant .' .' =
letter [alphameric'character'''J

unlabelled-statement .' .' =
dummy-statement I assignment-statement I goto-statement f
conditional-statement f case-statement I loop'statement I call-

statement f task-operation f semaphore-operation I bolt-operation f
response-stotement I sigrwl-stimulation f intemtpt-operation f
i-o-stotement f return-statement I group I block

3.3.212
value-aggregate .' .' =
expression-seyen I ( {,' expresslon-seven''' } I I structure-

dßplay I I t,' structire4isplay"' ] )

3.4.1 138

value-anay.' .' --
value-identifter f value-selection f value-call f valueaffay-
display

3.3. 1 l1 1

value-anoy-attribute .' .' --

lbound-pair-list I value-at tribute

3.2.313
value-artay4isplay .' .' =
lexpression-seven, t,' expression-seven''' ] I

3.3.1 /10
value-attribute .' .' =
simple-attribute f structure-atfiibute I
type-indicant

value-call .' .' =
call

3.3.312
value-element .' .' --

t value-element-selector I
voluetttribute

vofurclement-selector .' .' =
ülmtifier

3321r

I { ,' vohte-element-selector"'} I }

@t{ttribute .'.'=
-@

ffi.'.'=
iHb

3rl8
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3.9. I itg
349 value-tdentifierdeclaration .' .' =

{value-identifier I It,'vahte-identifter r'} }} VAL {value-
attribute I value-array-attribute ] f RESIDENT J value-eqüivalent-
attribute

3.3.213
350 value-initinl-attribute .' .' =

: !s value-aggregate

3.4.1142
351 value-selection .' .' =

value-structuredesignator . value-element-selector

3.4.1137
352 value-slice .' .' = 

:

value-array sub scrip t-list

3.4.1 136

353 value-sliceone .' .' =
valuetnay ( {,' subscript-expression"'I I

3.4.1143
354 value-structure4esigrutor .' .' =

value-identifier f value-sliceone I vohte-selection f value-
call

355 virtual-bound-pair::=
fr-r "'J
3.3. 1117

356 virtual-bound-pair-list .' .' .=

t ,"'J
3.3.5/6

357 virtual-labeltrray-attribute .' .' =
( } LABEL

3.3.5/5
358 virtual-reference-aftay-attribute .' .' --

I v ir tu al-b ourd -p air-li st I r efer e nc e q t tr ibu t e

3.3. 1116

359 virtuabvalue-artay-attribute .' .' --
lvirtual-bound-pair-li st I value-at trib ut e

:

I

I

i

i

t

I
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